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Foreword

Generally associated with Buddhism, stupa had a pre-Buddhist origin.
According to ancient tradition its other synonyms are caiva and
dhatugarbha in Sanskrit or dagobain Sinhalese. Literally stupa denotes
a made up heap of earth or of any other materials to serve a specific
purpose. In the Rgveda, a collection of flames of fire has been styled as
stupa (VII. 2. 11).It seems that the stupa has its origin in the form of an
altar (tit!') or a tumulus piled at site of a funeral pyre (cita3 as some kind
of memorial with a tree or a wooden post planted in its centre, and on
this account it was also called a caitya, the tree on it as caitya-v&a and
speaks about circular
the post as caitya-yiipa.The ~ata~atha-briihmana
(parimandala) and quadrangular (catusiraktr? caig-as which were
perhaps being raised traditionally as the memorials for departed
personages of significant status. The same test also mentions that the
circular variety of the caityas was popular with the easterner pm-cyasor
the people of eastern India. Regarding the tradition of non-Buddhist
stupa, an interesting example is seen in a Sanchi relief depicting Jatila
ascetics engaged in fire-sacrifies with stupas (without any crowning
member) in the background suggesting their connection with-Jatila cult
of Brahmanical origin.
The tern1 dhitugarbha refers to a construction sewing as a repository of dhitus or corporeal relics. The ancient practice of erecting the
caityas for the dead is also confirmed by a statement attributed to
Buddha following an enquiry by ~ n a n d a his
. favourite disciple, in
connection with the disposal of his own body after his passing away as
indicated in M~~hiparinibbina-sutta.
According to this reference Buddha told Ananda that folloaring the cremation of his body a stupa
should be constivcted on his mortal remains at the meeting points of
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four roads (catuspatha) in the same manner in which the cakrrvartins
or the great rulers of yore (a catun~n~ahepatl~ararjrio
cakkavattissa
thfipam karontl) had been honoured by raising a memorial stupa. After
his parinibb5na (decease), Buddha's bodily relics were divided into
eight parts amongst various ruling clans, viz., the Mallas of Kuiinagara
and PBvi, Licchavis of Vaiiili, h k y a s of Kapilavastu, Koliyas of
Rimagrima, Bulis of Allakappa and Brihmanas of Vet~hadvipaand
Ajataiatru, the king of Magadha; all of whom erected stupas over their
share of relics in their respective localities according to Pali traditions.
It is also recorded in the same source that Brahmana Drona, who
was also a devotee of Buddha, built a stiipa enshrining the jar in which
relics were kept before their division, and Mauryas of Pipplivana
erected a stupa on charcoal remains collected from the site of Buddha's
cremation. The available archaeological evidence revealsihat the early
Buddhist stupas, which were made of earth had a circular plan, possibly
with a peaked elevation but other details about them cannot be clearly
ascertained.
On the basis of data available, it has been suggested that the stiipas
were constructed by the Buddhists not only over the bodily relics of
Buddha and Buddhist saints but also as commemorative monuments
connected with a particular event or over the objects of religious
significance associated with Buddha. With the passage of time, the
practice of erecting stupas with or without relics or even drawing just
their outline on a wall or elsewhere was considered to be an act of great
piety, and numerous votive stiipas of various sizes were thus brought
into existence as sacred offerings at the centres of pilgrimage.
Interestingly, one of the epigraphs of Emperor Aioka mentions
that during his fourteenth regnal ye:ir, he doubled (enlarged) the stupa
of Kanakamuni, the fifth human (nl;intrsi) Buddha before ~ i k ~ a m u n i ,
the seventh one in the line. According to northern Buddhist tradition,
ASoka is said to have constructed 84,000 stupas over the fragments of
the dhitus (relics) of ~ u d d h aafter unearthing them from the eilrlier
stiipas, redistributing and re-enshrining then1 in different parts of the
country. The tradition attributing to ASoka the erection of 84,000stiipas
on the dhittls of Buddha seems to be sol~lewhatexaggerated but not
totally devoid of truth. There is indirect evidence to show tlxit
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Dharmarijika stupas at Sarnath and Taxiia and original stupa at Sanchi
and elsewhere were certainly built by Aioka.
The idea to pr6serve the mortal remains o f a person fully or
partially in a structural memorial was most likely based on the age-old
concept of sympathetic magic conditioned by the belief of inseparability of connections between an organism and its constituents. even after
the former had become lifeless or detached from its original form. The
bodily relics of Buddha and his living personality thus had an inseparable relation to each other, suggesting that every bit of his bone
represented the eternal presence of the Master through each stupa
raised on his remains. ASoka's attempts to establish more stupas with
fragments of Buddha's original dhatus seems to have been solely
guided by the belief that every Buddhist intending to worship the stupa
in his locality must feel the living presence of the Master therein.
Architecturally, early standardized form of a stiipa consisted of a
solid dollle (anda) placed on a raised base (n~edhi)in one or two stages
and topped by a railed enclosure (harnlika? containing centrally a rod
or post (yam> supporting umbrellas (chatraval13. Very often it was
surrounded by o n e o r two railed circumambulatories
(pradaksinipathas), as offering salutations with folded hands and
going round the stupa (pradaksina? was a part of its ritual worship. It
was also propitiated with offerings of gandha (scented paste), fragrant
flower-garlands, and various other presents, (cf. ASokavadana:
' .... ..sugandhi-puspa-m2lyagandhalepaih sarvopaharrrih stha r irepaguptanl a bhyarcya.. ... 7
With the growth of Buddhism in the course of time. the early
structural model of stupa or caitya underwent gradual architectural
transformation in various regions of India and elsewhere. Penetration
of Buddhism in Sri Lanka, Central Asian. South-East Asian and East
Asian countries besides Nepal and Tibet was follonred by the transnlission of the religio-cultural traditions, concepts. and forms of Buddhist
architecture including the stupa from their birth place to these foreign
lands, where these were presetved, adapted and developed in accordance with local requirelnents, beliefs and taste.
The present work by a young researcher Shri Pelna Dorjee "Stupa
and its Technology :A Tilxto-Buddhist Perspec-tir,.e. which is being
"
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brought out under the Kaliisamilocana Series by the Indira Gandhi
National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA) is a significant contribution to
Buddhist studies. It brings to light interesting facets of stupa construction and some of its hitherto little known aspects including associated
rituals and traditions. Buddhism with its evolved Mahiyano-Vajrayinic
form reached Tibet or Bhota mainly from eastern India around the
seventh century A . D . With the introduction of Buddhism in Bhora
(Tibet), a cultural communication commenced between Tibet and
India which continued for several centuries.
Tibetan Buddhist monks and successive generations of disciples
took special care to preserve the basic tenets and characteristics of
Buddhism. However, it was adapted to local needs within Tibet's own
colourful cultural aesthetic norms sustained through political patronage and socio-religious institutions. As in the case of many other
countries of Asia, the religious order founded by Buddha, continues till
today as a living faith amongst Tibetans.
Tibeto-Buddhist traditions carry a special significance in the context of ancient Indian culture, as much of that, which has been forgotten
or lost in the terms of Buddhist traditions and Sanskritic Buddhist
literature in India, is preserved by Tibetans in the form of texts, sacred
hymns, thought and religious practices.
Shri Dorjee studies and discusses the Tibetan Vinaya text and
conlmentaries on them pertaining to the stupas and their varieties and
rituals and concepts associated with their construction besides surviving sti~pasin upper Indus Valley in Ladakh region of India. He presents
important data on the Buddhist structural tradition treating stupa as the
dllart~lakiya(cosmic body ) of Buddha.
The contents of Pema Dorjee's work acquire great significance if
these are assessed in the light of the tradition and history of Buddhist
sti~pain India as known to us. According to the Tibetan texts, as
recorded l->ythe present author, sti~pasin India were built during the
life-time o f Buddha by Anathapindika, the fatnous merchant prince of
~rsvasti,the capital o f KoSala countiy. He specially cites the example
of the stupa raised on the relics of ~ i r i ~ u t rone
a , of the principal
disciples of Buddha, containing a stepped-base, a k~imL3ha-shaped
(pitcher-like) elevation topped with a ya:(;ti (rod) and c-hatra. This
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tradition is also confirmed by Pali texts relating t o Therviida Buddhism.
O n the basis of Tibetan texts, e.g., Dul ha lung rnanl 'hyed t Vinayakwclraka ~~astuk
Li yul lung hstan pa ( Ka~n&<adi.l
vyikamna);Mchod
rten gyi cha dbye ba 'dul pa labshyung ba ' imdo (Caitya-vit>hariga
Vinayoddhrta Szitra);and Byababsdus Pa ( Kriyikari~graha1; and st u pa
construction manuals of Desid and Kongtul, llorjee refers t o other
varieties of stupas viz., associated variously with Tathrigata (Buddha ),
Pratyeka Buddha, Buddhist devotees classed as ~ r o t i ~ a n n a ,
Sakrdaghin, Anagainin and Arhat (in accordance with their stages of
mental elevation) and ~rivakas(
monastic followers), each with its own
distinguishing features. Several other structural types of stupa with
specific religious associations are also mentioned in the Tibetan tradition like the o n e resembling a heap of grains, an alms bowl, a vase,
victory-banner or a pillar besides a form called gandhakuti which
appears to be a structure containing a stupa within.
In the present context, it is relevant to cite an interesting reference.
to an Indian rock-cut cave styled as gandhakutl; in an inscription at
Ajanta (Cave 17), which mainly records the construction of a r.ihSra,i.e.
Cave 17 itself. In this case the term gandhakuti seems to refer t o the
adjoining cairya hall (Cave 19) with a tallish stupa inside.
In the Tibetan Buddhist tradition three varieties of stupa classed
under Mahiyana type, according to Nagirjuna, as recorded by Dorjee,
are stated to be of the form of an inverted bowl, a tiny-house and group
of eight-stupas. Some of these types can still be seen in Tibet and its
neighbouring areas including Ladakh.
In the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, however, the names of the sites
wherein original stupas were built o n mortal relics of Buddha are
different than those found in the Pali texts as already mentioned above.
Shri Dorjee also makes a reference to tn70more interesting i-arieties
of stupa: o n e simulating a raised post or column and the other a
structure with multiple auspicious doors. We do not 11al.e an). exanlple
of the former type extant in India but Minar-i-Cakri in Afghanistan.
which is known as a pre-Islamic Buddhist monunlent (miniid. may
represent a post like stupa recorded in the Tibetan triadition. It is
possible that the origin of such a structure could have links ~ 9 t Vedic
h
concept of ska~nbha(a pillar like structure) which was perhaps adapted
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by the Buddhists. The other variety stated to have multiple doors, with
some surviving specimens in Ladakh, appears to have had its origin in
the terraced stupas of India, of which a fine example could be observed
in the ancient structure at Sarnath called Caukhandi stupa. This type
travelled to South East Asia and culminated in Borobudur with additions and modifications. A noteworthy feature found in the elevational
treatment of some of the stupas of Ladakh area is their striking similarity
with the pidh2 type of spires containing a pyramidal body of receding
stepped-mouldings of the Orissan temples suggesting some close
cultural links between Orissan and Indo-Tibetan structural tradition.
The author of the present monograph also gives some details of
rituals associated with the construction and consecration of the stupas
as prescribed in theTibetan versions of two main texts, Vima1osnl.a and
Rainlivixnala, originally Sanskrit works written in India but now lost.
Most of the rites and rituals are closely interlinked with Buddhist
Tintricism, and these are to be conducted by a highly qualified Vajl.acixya (priest) having an expert knowledge of mantras, xnudris and
principles of renunciation, Bodhicitta and SGnyati (emptiness). The
process of stupa construction begins with the selection of site and ends
with final consecration. To sanctify a sti~pa,besides relics, scrolls and
tablets containing nlantl-as/dhiriniswrittenon them are also enshrined
within it. Many features of these rituals including selection of the site
etc., are comparable with the gamic tradition associated with temple
building in India.
The author of the monograph visualizes the stiipa (Mc-hodx-ten)
not in isolation as a structural entity but as a living phenomenon within
a perspective of Tibeto-Buddhist tradition. Reflecting the temporal and
supratemporal propensities of Buddhist devotees, the sacred presence
of a Mchod xten or stupa in a locality opens before us an integrated
vision binding together, its concept, symbolism, philosophy, rituals
combining the mantra, mudri, xnandala and cipac2r:is with the actual
artistic form and guiding the worshipper from the earthly plane to the
domain of eternal bliss. The idea is basically Indian but never applied
to the Buddhist monuments of India so Far. What is essential is now t o
assess and study the Buddhist architecture of Sanchi, N:~garjunalconda.
Anlarivati etc., or some of the notable rock-cut caves with a multi-
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dimensional approach. In this context the Buddhist traditions extant in
Sri Lanka, Nepal and South East-Asian and East-Asian Buddhist countries may provide us significant clues.
Shri Dorjee also throws light o n various aspects of Buddhist stupas
of Tibetan structural affiliation like their proportions, fm-i-ns, associated
rites, rituals and various symbolic concepts. O n structural symbolism of
;tupa the writer brings to our notice different but interesting interpretations recorded in the Tibetan traditions (appendix 'Dl), which are
meaningful from the standpoint of Buddhist art and chought.
To carry out this research work o n the stupa architecture of T i k t
as a doctoral dissertation, Shri Pema Dorjee was awarded the prestigious Thonmi Sambhota Fellowship by Tibet House. Ven. Dutmom
Tulku, the Director of Tibet House, New Delhi was mainly responsible
for encouraging this research. Pema Dorjee worked under the able
guidance and scholarly support from Ven. Prof. S. Rinpoche of the
Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, Sarnath. IGNCA expresses
its deep gratitude to both of them.
Under the guidance of Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan. Academic Director of
the Institution, IGNCA has initiated multi-dimensional studies in the
a m . Monuments like the other arts are viem-ed as cultural symbols
within a living tradition. Architecture is n o longer seen merely as
archaeological evidence of historical value. Instead. all its aspects are
studied together. The two illajor projects, viz. the B r h a d i 5 \ ~ atemple
in Thanjavur in the south and Govindadeva shrine at Vrindakrana in the
north, have been launched with a multi-disciplinary approach. Soon
the results of these studies will be published. Also IGNCA has published monographs solely devoted to architecture such as A.K.
Coomaraswarny's Essays in Earlj7Indian Architecture; Vasundhara
Filliozat's The Temple of Mnkte.+ara at Caudiid2napura, and Adam
Hardy 's Indian Tenlple Architecture: F m l and Transfonnation.
IGNCA is naturally also interested in Buddhist art. It has already
published the English translation of a Chinese book in the form of an
illustrated volume o n the art of the Buddhist caves at Dunhuang (China)
entitled Dunhuang Art fi-0~11 tl1e Eyes of Duan W'engie. IGNCA also
proposes now to launch a new sub-series (under Kaliisrlmalocana
Series) o n the Buddhist stiipas which would not be restricted to India
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alone. Shortly, IGNCA will bring out Paul Mus' famous work o n the
Buddhist Stiipa at Burobudur which has been translated into English
from original French. This was published several decades ago. In fact,
IGNCA intends to bring out other works o n the subject, particularly o n
the stiipas in different parts of Asia, s o that interested art-historians and
archaeologists can understand this important structural form in totality
in relation to its wide geographical spread and the distinctive features
of particular developments in different countries.
IGNCA is happy to publish the present monograph containing
original Tibetan material properly edited, illustrated and commented
upon by a young and promising researcher, Pema Dorjee.
We thank him, as also Ven. D. Tulku and Rev. S. Rinpoche. We are
grateful to Dr. L.M. Gujral of IGNCA without whose help it may not have
been possible to bring out this monograph.

.

M.C. Joshi

New Delhi
8th August, 1995

Member Secretary
Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts

Preface

Among all the religious monuments of the world, the stupa has the
longest uninterrupted historical development spanning Inore than 3
millenniums. The stupa as a religious object was adopted and sanctified
by the Buddha himself as his Truth Body (Dharmakaya).Even Lord
proclaimed that Arhats, Bodhisattvas, and Tathigatas are worthjr of
Stupas, and that whoever may pay respects and understand this
significance will experience furtherance in their minds. The slupa then
changed from a monument for the dead into a monument for the living.
Over the course of time, more and more religious and spiritual values
were added to it, so that it eventually was considered as a miniature
of the entire cosmos. Stupa architecutre went mrherever Buddhism
flourished, but it acquired various architectural shapes in different
countries.
Most of the Asian Buddhist countries modelled their stiipas after
the Indian prototype constructed at different stages of its dei-elop~nent.
Over time, the structural shape of the stupa undement significant
modifications in India and abroad. The major factors responsil>lefor-the
successive modification, embellishment and elaboration of the architecture of the diverse forms of stupas all over the Buddhist countries
were the characteristics of the particular prototype adopted and the
architectonic skill of the inhabitants. In addition. the change in the
socio-economic milieu and dominant religious outlook must have had
something to do with this developmental trend.
Among the Buddhist countries, Tibet was the last country to Ile
converted into and accept Buddhism as its state religion. In Tibet, the
stupa as an object of veneration was placed on equal footing with
scriptures and images. The twilight of Buddhist culture in India was at
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the same time the dawning phase of Tibeto-Buddhist culture. The
earnestness and the zeal of our predecessors made Tibet, the treasurehouse and citadel of Buddhist culture and literature. The hallmark of
Tibeto-Buddhist culture is that it preserved the Indian Buddhist culture
in its purest form to the maximum possible extent, while later showing
genius by developing it and giving it a specific salient feature. The same
fact applies to the Tibeto-Buddhist sti~paarchitecture and its related
literature. Generally, all the scholars unaniniously believe that the
Tibeto-Buddhist stupa architecture developed from the stiipa of the
Pala period. Similarly, text dealing with stupa architecture, such as the
Vimalosnisa, which are no longer extant in India were translated into
Tibetan, and later commentaries were written by Tibetan scholars to
highlight the stupa's religious significance. This practice stemmed from
the need to avoid deformities in craftsmanship, and to maintain the
architectural purity of the stupa as a primary object of veneration.
The stupa is one of the most important religious objects, especially in Vajrayiina. It has different levels of meanings in different fields.
The literal meaning of the Tibetan word for stiipa or caitya, is r ~ ~ c l ~ o d
Hen, which means "the receptacle of offerings." In fact, in Tibet, images,
scriptures and stupas were integrated into the religious trilogy of sku
(physical body), gsungs (speech) and thugs (heart), respectively. But
on deepest level, the stiipa symbolises the essence of the Tathagata's
Dharmakiya. Thus the structural components of the sti~pain ascending
order were closely connected to the sequences of the Essence of
Tathagata's Dharmakiya.
The first chapter of this monograph was the subject of a paper
presented under the title "Literary Background of the Architecture and
Architectonic Principles of the Bucldl~istSti~pa."at the international
seminar on "Buddhist Architecture and National Culti~resin Asia,"held
in Varanasi in 1989.It deals with the literary sources of the architecture
and architectonic principles of the Buddhist stilpa of which primary
and secondary Buddhist literature is replete. In genel-al. the chapter
highlights important texts covering stllpa architecture, and is Inore
comprehensive than the paper presented in the said seminal-.
Tht. second chapter deals with various ritual activities associated
with the constructic~nof the sti~paat three different stages-rites prior
during the actual constn~cto the colninenceillent of the constr~~ction,
tion, and after the completion of the constniction-under the title "The
Ritualistic Way of Constructing the Tibeto-Buddhist Sti~pa".
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The third chapter deals with the eight fundamental typcs of
Tibeto-Buddhist stupas and their main structural cornponents. Additionally, it includes the proportional differences as elucidatecl in various literary sources. A table has also been included t o analysc the
differences in data more easily.
The fourth chapter is a survey of stupas found in the Upper Indus
Valley which was once culturally akin to the Tibeto-Buddhist tradition.
The leading archaeological specimens of various Tit->eto-Buddhist
stupas as found in the Leh region, particularly between the Spituk ancl
Hemis monasteries, are more viably investigated. The illustrations
displayed in appropriate order are intended to doculllent the monuments, and closely analyse their styles and conditions. The standing
monuments in Ladakh, which are hitherto surviving precariously have
not received much attention in the field of research and consen~ation
as well.
The appendix contains the English translations of four important
short Tibetan texts preceded by transliterations of their texts. Tht. first
r ~ i n a y o d d h ~ sfit1-a
t~i of
two translation works. i .e. Caihr \~il>I~arigg
sintigarbha and Santanta m u k h a pra l~e.53
w.<mir7irnalosni$apra bhis3
sarc7atathagata hrdaya samaya vilokita n a ~ n dhir:ini~mi
a
of Sa hajavil%sa,
are respectively substantiated as primarv sources for studying the
various symbolic meanings and the proportional manual of the difkrent parts of the Stupa. Both translations are based o n the Tibetan
version of the lost Sanskrit originals available in the Tangyur Testalnent.
The remaining two translated texts, originally colnposed 13). Huston
Rinchendup and Desid Sangyas Gyatso. deal with the proportional
manual of the Tibeto-Buddhist Stupa arc.hitecture in minutest detail.
There has heen worldwide interest in the stud)- of the stiipa and
its religious significances and technological aspects. This is due to the
great role that the aschitectur~ldevelopments of stupa have played in
Buddhist world throughout the course of history. The contribution of
Tibetans to the above field has not secei\-ed adequate attention in past
researches. It was in this context that 3 few ye;irs baclr, I'rof. S.
Rnpoche, the Director of Central Institute o f Higher Til->et;inStudies
and supenrisor of this project advised me. to undertake the study of the
Tibeto-Buddhist stupa and its technology. Fortunatcly. the first Thonmi
Sanlbhota Fellowship at the nick of time gaL7eme the right impetus and
sufficient means t o fulfil this long cherished dream.
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The area of this field is so vast and intricate that the study itself was
an arduous task, and difficulties have been many. The work required
a multi-disciplinary approach involving the fields of Archaeology,
Tibetology, Architecture, and Religious Studies. Likewise, any Buddhist stupa irrespective of its size and material is rather not considered
with sanctity without enshrining relics inside the stupa. Thus, relics
virtually inherent to the stiipa is irrefutable, however, deliberately
untouched here, because the theme required an indepth independent
research-because of involvement of more religious and philosophical
significances, values, etc. than the architectural standpoint.
It has been my experience that many important texts both of the
primary and secondary nature referred to in the works of several later
authors are rarely accessible even if extant. Insofar as the stupa
architecture is concerned, I have been vexed to find the appropriate
words for some of the old archaic and symbolic meanings with their
correct orthographical connotation.
There is a growing interest in Tibetan Buddhism and its cultural
heritage, which is gradually tending to become an integral part of the
all-inclusive world culture. It is my earnest hope that the present work
will illuminate this previously untouched field eliminating the gap, and
stimulate further interest and inquiry into the Tibeto-Buddhist Stupa
architecture as enshrined in the vast treasures of Tibetology and
Buddhology.
PEMA DORJEE
New Delhi
April 1995
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Literary Background of the Architecture
and Architectonic Principles of
the Buddhist Smpa

While the literature on the symbolism, origin and ritual significance of
the Buddhist stupa is considerably enormous, the architectural aspect
has been comparatively neglected till date.
To begin with the Vinaya sources, there are four categories of
Vinayasutra (catr7iri Vinay5garnasfitra ), vi z ., I'ina r .astu ( 'dul ba lung
bzhi), Vmaya iibhaxiga ( 'dul ba lung rnam bv;d), L'indyd -k?udrah-a
Vashl ( 'dtrl ba l u n g p h l ~ nrshegs), and Cinrcr.a*~~ttam~nntha
( 'dul ba
bzholngdampa). Among them, the latter woihrow valuable light upon
the architecture of the Buddhist stupa. Both these texts are the Tibetan
versions of the lost Sanskrit originals, found in the Kagyur Testament.

Vinaya-kudrakaVastu
A Tibetan version of the IGnaja-ksudmka Vastu of the il4LIiasan%sti\ddins
text is in fact a supplementary work containing fiftynine chapters and
seventeen thousand seven hundred (17,700)s'lokas (stanzas).A detailed structural illustration of the Buddhist stupa is well described in the
21st chapter of this text which relates the construction of a stupa over
the corporeal relics of ~ i r i ~ u t r aIn. ' this source, we come across the
Buddha's own instnictions which are as follows:

~ i r i ~ u twere
r a carried away by the
Much earlier, the relics of
householder (grh3pati)Anithapindaka and placed in a prominent
1.

Kagyur. Vinaya, ~ e r ~ c : GTHA.
l . (Toh. 6). f o l 2tt4b3-24734.
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place of his house to enable the people to come there and pay
homage. On a certain occasion, he locked the door of his house
and went to a hilly site for a minor work. When people came to
show their veneration, they found that there was no place for them
to worship, and the people accused him of interfering with their
obtaining of merits. He heard this upon his return, and raised the
matter before the Buddha whom he asked to give his consent for
constructing a stupa over the corporeal relics of ~ a r i ~ u tatr aa spot
visible or readily accessible to all for making offerings. After the
Buddha granted his permission to have a stupa built for the
venerable ~ i i r i ~ u t r arelics-Anathapindaka
's
asked how to build
the stupa. The Buddha instructed: "One should build a gradual
flight of four steps (catagro-vedyah)and then a vase-support or
vase-base (kumbha sandhi;). Upon these, a vase (kumbha) or
stupa dome, a bre (drona), an axle-pole (yasfi),one umbrella or
two or three or four, up to thirteen umbrellas should be made, and
the rain-cloak (vars5 sth519 should be placed." The Buddha said
that the stupa should be built like this.

The text further informs us of the structural distinctions among the
stupas for the different classes of the Buddhist saints. The text runs as
follows:
When Anithapindaka was unaware of whether such a stupa
should be built for ~ r y a~ i i r i ~ u t ralone
a
or for all ~ r y a s the
,
Bhiksus conveyed the matter to the Buddha. The Buddha said to
grhapati that the stupa for the Tathagata should be built in a
complete form, consisting of at least thirteen umbrellas. For the
stupa of a Pratyekabuddha, the cover of the umbrella should not
be placed, although the other parts are like that of the Tathigata's
stupa. The stupa for Arhats should have four umbrellas, for the
never-returners (Anagsrnin) only three, for the once-returners
(Sakrdagamin) two, and only one for the stream-enterers
(~roti~anna).
The stupa for virtuous laymen (Kuida pythagj2~na)
2.

Bre is an artefact having a quadrangular shape (like a hannika), and used to
measure grains in Tibet. One />reis equal to a sixth part of a Phul.
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is to be constructed without any elevation of the umbrellas.' The.
Buddha said that these were the types of stupas for the Arhatsand
the virtuous laymen. However, as it was unknown as to in which
place ~iriputra'sstupa should be constructed, the Buddha said
that it should be constructed in accordance with the rank or order
of seats which both ~ i r i ~ u t and
r a Maudgalyinaputra occupied in
the Samgha in relation to the seat of the Tathigata. Respectively,
the stupas of other Elder members have likewise to be arranged
in due order of their rank (vrdhanta). Stupas of the Virtuous
laymen, however, have to be constructed outside the Sawhacompound (Samghsrgrna).
Thus, these passages precisely illustrate that the main structures
of the Buddhist stupa including the structural distinctions for the
different classes of the Buddhist saints, are indicated by the number of
umbrellas entitled to them. This narration is, perhaps, one of the oldest
stupa references in the Buddhist Testament.

The Vinaya-Uttaragrantha deals with the problematic issues of the first
two sources of the Vinayasutra in the form of an answer to a petition.
It has a total of sixtyfive chapters in two divisions. The first twelve
chapters deal with the unfinished petition and the remaining fortythree
chapters deal with the finished petition.
Details of a Buddhist stiipa is illustrated in the thirtyfifth chapter
of this source, recording the tradition of the construction of a stupa over
the Buddha's hair and nails.' This text abides by the same structural
distinctions with regard to the number of umbrellas for the different
classes of the Buddhist saints. For each of the different classes of
Buddhist saints, there is a different type of stupa. The text does not
precisely inform us of the specific shape of the stupa. However. the
structural shape of the stGpa of the Pratyekabuddha is described here
differently from what is in all other sources as it is stated: "The stupa of
the Pratyekabuddha is to be built without any fold on the vase (stupa
3. It implicitly signifies the absence of the axle-pole as well.
4. Kagyur, Vinaya, Derge. Vol. PA. (Toh. 7 ) , fol. 264b4-7.
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dome)".'Thus, this implies that the stupas of the other Buddhist classes
rnight have folds on their vases.
In addition, we come across a long list of additional structural
components and ornamental parts which, if circumstances require, can
be added successively to the stilpa constructed over the Buddha's hair
and nails by Aniithapindaka during his life time. The purposes and
reasons behind the presentation of each of those additional structural
components and ornamental parts are explicated elaborately in the
four sections of the above mentioned Kagyur Testament. In the
seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth stanzas of the siitl-a from the third
section of the prologue, we find a very extensive description of this in
the traditional verbose style of presentation. The author does not see
the need to repeat this elaborate style here, and would like to emphasise
the categorical specifications rather than the stylistic formulation of
these.
The following account is mentioned in the seventh stanza of the
sutrg from the third section of the prologue.%nithapindaka prostrated
before Lord Buddha and asked for his permission and consent to erect
a stupa over the Buddha's hair and nails. The Buddha permitted him to
erect the stiipa as proposed by him. However, Aniithapindaka realised
that until the stupa was coated with white-wash, it would appear
unattractive. He thought of building a stupa, which would look
fascinating to every body and the matter was again placed before the
Buddha, to have his consent for applying the white-wash. After obtaining
his permission, Aniithapindaka applied white-wash to the stupa,
followed by offerings of incense, scent, and flowers. After the stupa was
coated with white-wash, he noticed that the stupa did not look nice due
to lack of illumination in the evening. So, he brought the matter before
the Buddha, and asked for perinission to offer a circle of butter-lamps.
The Buddha's instructions for installing the ense~nbleof lamps were
tested in three ways: by putting the lamps on the upper-part of the
stupa, from where the oil drippings from the lamps tarnishecl the white
colour of the stilpa; this made the architect to place the lamps in the
lower part, from where the lamps were easily accessible to dogs who
consumed the oil from the vessels and which caused the architect to
provide niches for holding the lamps.
5.
0.

Rr~ngsangs r - 1 skyi ni hum pa sul cxn n ~ e d
pal-bya 'o, op. cit . . fol . 20,4136.
Vi17aj~:1-~1tt:1ragrant17a,
op.cit.,fol. 11432-115131.
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Similar problems came to attention with regard to cows and other
such animals, who polluted the environment of the stupa by strewing
their dung indiscriminately. From that as well, the Buddha assured
respite to Anathapindaka by permitting him to erect railings all around
the stupa, to prevent its despoilment by the animals. Finding the above
arrangements to be still insufficient for keeping the stupa in a perfect
condition, it was advised that the gateways (torana)be constructed.
The materials needed for the accessories were brought by
Anathapindaka, his relatives and friends, who honoured the stupa in
deep reverence after seeing it completed. The stupa evoked great joy
and happiness among the devotees, who were enthralled by the very
presence of the Tathagata's corporeal relics.
In the eighth stanza of the sutra from the third section of the
prologue,' it is mentioned that Aniithapindaka sought permission from
the Buddha to allow him to raise Gandhakuti all around the stupa along
with the construction of gateways. Thereafter, he asked for the Buddha's
approval to make a dome for the stupa and this was granted. Again, he
sought permission to encircle the stCipa with a dome, and this too was
granted. Further, he proposed the necessity of painting the pillars with
vermilion (mtshal) and making drawings on the walls with lacdye
(rgya skyes). The Buddha agreed to all these proposals made by
Anathapindaka.
Moreover, the ninth stanza of the sutra from the third section of the
prologue~nformsus about the following interesting incidents. In order
to make offerings, the Bhiksus fixed a peg on the stupa and hung flower
garlands on it. Such an act was witnessed by the Brahmins and
householders, who accused the Bhiksus and demanded to know why
had they fixed the peg on the stupa which had no peg earlier. The
Buddha said that the accusation was correct and one should only place
a small peg like a cow's tooth. However, when the Bhiksus were busy
with the implanting of the peg through digging a niche in the stupa, the
Buddha instead advised them to set the peg during the construction of
the stupa, and not drill a hole after the completion of the construction.
Thus, in order to make offerings, the Hhiksus hung flower garlands
7.
8.

Vina,vi1-LlrtaragranrI12fol. 119a7-b6.
Ibid., fol. ll9b6-120b7.
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from the harmiks's neck by climbing up on to the stupa. This latter
action was also condemned by the Brahmins and householders who
now accused the Bhiksus of treading over the stupa in an offensive
manner. The matter was brought before the Buddha who agreed that
the condemnation was just, and that the Bl~iksusshould not walk or
tread over the stupa of the Buddha. For the purpose of making
offerings, only a layman should climb over the stupa, but first he had
to wash his feet and anoint them with perfumes or wrap them with
cloth. If a layman was not available to d o the job, a novice should be
asked to d o it. If a novice was also not available, then the Bhiks~iscould
ascend the stupa after making the same preparations, all the time
visualizing the stupa as the Buddha, and when thinking that it was the
appropriate time they had to draw upon it with scent. When a stupa was
found to be too large to climb up, the Buddha instructed that they might
climb it with the help of a rope.
Thereafter, Anithapindaka noticed that the stupa looked
unattractive when the flower garlands offered to it faded out. And he
placed the matter before the Buddha, who gave consent to his request
that garlands made of precious substances could be offered. Moreover,
it was found that birds, such as the crows were resting on the stupa and
making it dirty with their excrements. Therefore, Aniithapindaka sought
permission for a cover to be made for the stupa. The Buddha consented
as proposed, and the cover was made. However, the cover of the stupa
decayed in the summer rains and left the stilpa dark and blurred. The
sought, who gave his
Buddha's permission to make a chab sgo"as
consent accordingly.
Lastly, the tenth stanza of the sfitra from the third section of the
prologue10informs us of the following incidents. Anithapindaka laid a
proposal for making stupas of bronze and gold. The Buddha, agreeing
to the proposal, added that one should make stupas out of as precious
material as possible, such as silver,lapis-laz~iliand crystal etc. Thereafter,
Anithapindaka proposed to offer victoiy-banners (dhvajg) for the
stupas and the Buddha gave his consent. However, when Anithapindaka
was unaware of what type of victory-banner should be offered, the
9. Iloor for water exit.
10. Ihid.,f01. 120b7-121bl.
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Buddha answered that there were four types of victory-banners: the
crocodile, bull, naga, and lion victory-banners.
Subsequently, Anithapindaka requested that the Buddha should
allow him to anoint the stupa with oil and red arsenic (ldmgros): the
Buddha, accepting the proposal added that in the same way one should
also anoint the stupa with sandal perfume.

Commentatlal Works on Vhaya
We have a very limited number of commentarial works in the Vinaya
which throw some light on the architecture of the Buddhist stupa.
These are the Vinayasutra text ('dul ba mdo rtsa bay' and the
Vinayasiitravpi text ('dul ba m d o ' i rgya cher krelpaY2 of Gunaprabha,lQhe Vinayaszitra.rik2 text ('dul ba mdo i'rgya cher 'grelpa?"
of DharmamitraIs and the finayasiitravyikhy2na text ( 'dul ba mdo 'i
maln bshadY6 of Prajnakara.17However, these texts only provide us
with a very limited amount of information, and all these sources are in
conformity with the architectural structures and ornamental aspects
mentioned in the Vinaya-Uttaragrantha of the Kagyur Testament. The
only difference is that the above texts increase the number of umbrellas
by one for all those stupas according to the classes of the Buddhist
saints, excluding the stupas of the Tathigata and the Pratyekabuddha.
In all the above mentioned sources, one can find two types of
shipas designated for the virtuous novice monk (pravrajita), but their
structural shapes d o not tally with one another. According to Gunaprabha's text,l"he two types of stupas are termed as a Gandhakuti
(gtsang khang)type of stupa and a pillar type of stupa. However. it is
the opinion of Dharmamitral%at the Gandhakuti type of stupa is so
called, because it has projectional Gandhakutis towards the vase, and
11. Tangyur, Dodrel, Narthang, Vol. ZU, fol. 4r9ait-452a3.
Ihid., Vol. SU, fol. 382b6-384b7.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Yontan Yod.
Tangyur, Dodrel, Narthang, Vol. LU, fol. it49a4-45223.
Chos kyi bshes gnyen.
Tangyur, Dodrel. Narthang, Vol. SHU. fol. 299h5-301as.
Shes rab byed pa.
18. Vinayasutra,op. cit., fol. 101b6.
19. vinayasdtmtik2, o p . cit.. fol. 449a4-5.
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the pillar type of stupa is so called because of its pillar like erection
without the Gandhakrlti In Prajiiikara's text,'" we find a nutmeg
(sbubs cad1) shape of stupa instead of a Gandhakrrfi type, while the
other is same as mentioned above.

Twin Commentaria1 Works on Vhalos2iisa
In addition to the Vinaya sources, the Tantric section of the Tangyur
Testament contains twin works on Vimalosnisa but with different titles.
and the other
The authorship of the first is attributed to Sahajavi13saLL
to the anonymous. Even the usual Sanskrit title is missing from the
latter.23 Both works turn out to be constructional manuals of the
Buddhist stupas dealing specifically with the proportions of the stupa
'of Enlightenment'. The number of umbrellas cited therein for the
stupas of different classes of Buddhist saints is congruent with the
above-mentioned texts.
Moreover, they provide us with a very comprehensive account of
the places, where the stupa should be erected and the substances upon
which one should engrave or erect the stupa. In this regard, Sahajavilisa
says: "One should erect the stupa over the corporeal relics of Lord
Buddha at an attractive place (avoiding a cemetery etc.) on a hill, or
' ~ ~further mentions that not only a stupa should be
plain or ~ a 1 l e y . lHe
erected, "but should be engraved o n earth or rock in accordance with
the rules of experienced craftsmen, or it can be erected by collecting
earth, stone or WOO^."^^ Regarding this matter, w e have a fair amount
of archaeological evidence in India to confirm our literary sources.
-

--

20. Vinayr~.sutravy,.ikIly2na,
op. cit ., fol. 299b5.
21. Syn. shub,s,skyesand sh~~l>,s
'bras.
22. Kun nas sgor 7u.g pa 'i ' ~ zer
d gts~igtor clri mri 111eclpar snnng brr de hzhin
gshegs pa rhams c-i~dkyi snyirlg po clang cla111tshig I:] rna~n
par It211x1z11t.s bya
ha 'igz~lngs
kyi rnaln par hshad pa (,!:I manta m ~llillaprii ve,<arnS~nir.in~alo,snisa
prabl~asa,s:~r-c~a
t~~rh2g~?tahycl;1y;r~~~111~1ya
vilokita n5n1rr dh2ri~nirytri),Tangyur,
Gyud drel, Derge, Vol. THLJ, (Toh. 2688), fol. 313a2-314a5.
23. Mcl~oclrrtw gyi cha rnam pai.dl~,vc1x1,Tangyur, Gyc~ddrel, Peking. Vol. TU,
fol. 192al-194a2.
24. K i 'iirn [hang ngram ljongsgang cjag / dur lihrotl la .sog,sspangs yi ,' !-id 'ong
gnL1.s su rgyal h3 yi / sku gdung inc-hodrren Ix-tsigpar by;?/,' Vimalos~i~si~,
op.
cit., fol. 3 1 3 ~ 4 - 5 .
25. vdng na s:j ' am rclo dr~gI;] ,,' mkhas pas t.sI1u1bzllin hrko hrrr I>y:r,' sn am rdo
'am .sh;hj11gdag.g;~~n
/ ynngnrj t s h ~ g ~ s pbrtsigpar
as
by;] 4. Il,id., fol. 313115.
'
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The text precisely indicates the various structural components of
the stupa and their proportions t o he kept in mind duringcon~truction.~~
Finally, just at the end of the texts, there is a vivid description of the
colours to be put to the various structurdl components of the stupa."
Another fragmentary work on the I/imalmi~ais supposed to
exist, but the authorship of that is controversial, and is a matter of
special inquiry which requires systematic investigation. Regarding this
issue, Buston (1290-1363 A.D.) had stated that his work of the
'Proportional Manual of the Stupa OF Enlightenment',* was based o n a
commentary of the Vimalosnisabut unfortunately, he neither mentioned
the names of its author and translator, nor quoted its complete title
anywhere in his entire work. Buston had another work entitled, Dpal
dus kyi khor lo' i gshin po jes su 'dzin pa ' i c-hoga ngan 'gromarns
)oms,29in which he stated at the very end of the text that the work was
a compilation of various sources and references, such as a commentary
by Jayadeva on the Vimalosnisa,Caityavibhariga - vinayoddhm sutra of
sintigarbha, and various other allied works. In support of Buston's
statement, it was the view of Chenga Lodos Gyaltsen (1390-1448 A.D.)
that the Vimalosnisa 's quotations cited by Buston appeared to have
been taken from Jayadeva's commentary on the Vimalosni$a.
Thus, it is evident that the quotations extracted by Buston are
found in their exact and complete forms in the twin Tantric works of
the Tangyur Testament mentioned earlier. Moreover, none of the
Tangyur editions assign the authorship of any of these commentaries
toJayadeva; these texts only mention that he (Tayadeva) was attributed
as the translator of the commentary of Vimalosnisa,the author of which
was known to be Sahajavilasa. It is worth noticing that neither of
Buston's texts (mentioned earlier) throw any light o n the commentary
of Sahajavilisa.
Therefore, these controversial statements and their complexities
coupled with the lack of biographical information lead us to the
26. Ibid.. fol. 313b4-314~4.See in Section B (Translation) IV for details.
27. Ihid., fol. 314a4-5.
28. Bjmng c l ~ u h
c-henpo ' irnc.hod rren gj.1 rshad bzhups so. Collected Works.Vol.
PHA (14), pp. 554-58.
29. Collected Works. Vol. CA (5). p. 612.
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conclusion that the very originality of the works of the unknown
authorship is questionable as the texts do not give us any indication of
their sources, authors or translators, and that it is doubtful whether or
not Jayadeva ever wrote any commentary on the Vimalosn@i.Most
probably, Buston might have mistakenly quoted the translator of
Sahajaviliisa's commentary as its author.
The text Caitya-Vibhariga-Vinayoddhm-Sutra is the lost Sanskrit
original manuscript available in a Tibetan version entitled, Mchodrten
gyi cha dbye ba 'dul ba las byung ba ' i mdo, which is referred in the
Tantric section of the Tangyur Testament." In the text itself, there is no
indication of any attribution to its authorship as well as its translation.
However, Buston, one of the chief editors of the Kagyur and Tangyur
Testaments, does not fail to fill this gap. In one of his works known as
Dpal dus kyi khorlogshin po rjes su 'dzinpa ' i~ h o g a ,the
~ ' authorship
of the said text is attributed to sintigarbha.
The text strictly deals with the symbolical meanings of main
structures of the stupa together with additional structural parts and
ornaments in due order of their sequences with the essence of the
Tathigata's Dharmakaya. The essence of the Tathigata's Dharmakiya
are the four close mindfulnesses, the four perfect abandonments, the
four miracle powers, the five faculties, the five forces, the seven factors
of enlightenment, the eight-fold noble paths, the ten types of
consciousness, the ten mystical powers, and the three absolute unshared
mindfulness, and the great compassion that are closely connected with
the structures of sti~paby the following references: "The reflected
image of these sets of dogmatic notions (mentioned above) is called as
the reflected image of the Dhannakiya."" This view holds the
conception of the stupa as the resemblance of the Truth body
(Dhannakiya)ofthe Tathigata. Besides, it continues to enumerate the
30. Narthang, Vol. T17, fol. 174a3-5;Derge, Vol. PI7 (Text 3078), fol.173133-17571;
and Peking, Vol. TU, fol. 187b4-189b7.
31. Collected Works of Buston, op. cit., fol. 612.
32. hlc-hocl rren gyi cha cihye ha 'dill 1x1 13s 'byung bg 'i nldo (Caitya Vil>harjga
Vinayoddhrr:d Surra 1, Gyud, 1)erge. Vol. PU, (Toh. 30780. fol. 178133-175132)
Narthang, Vol. TU.
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additional structural parts and ornaments, along with their symbolical
meanings. The text does not fail to retain the main structures of the
stupa, although its additional structurdl parts and ornamenLs are
somewhat different from those of the Vinaya Uttaragrantha text
mentioned earlier.
The KamsadeSa vyrikarana (Li yu1 lung bstan pa) text of the Tangyur
Testament3)provides us with two out of eight kinds of great stupas viz.,
the eight great stupas of the Tathiigata and the eight great stupas o f the
Buddha's relics divided into eight parts. These two divisions can also
be called respectively as eight great stupas of the non-relics and the
eight great stupas of the relics. They are also called respectively as eight
great stupas of the eight sacred places and the eight great stupas of the
eight major cities.
The former eight, i.e. the eight great stupas of the Tathagata are
commemorative of the eight great events of the Buddha's life and the
stupas were constructed by the inhabitants of their respective places,
where the events had taken place. The latter eight, i.e. the eight great
stupas of the relics came into existence as a consequence of distribution
of the Buddha's relics among the eight claimants by Brahmin Ilrona.
This view was unanimously accepted in all the Buddhist canonical and
non-canonical literatures as well as in the works of the modern scholars
that after the MahZiparinindlna of Lord Buddha his relics were distributed
among the eight claimants of the eight major cities, who constructed
stupas in each of their respective places in order to preserve and pay
homage to their share of relics. However. the scholars differ in their
views in regard to the builders, localities and names of some of the
stupas in both the groups of the eight stupas. Detailed lists of both the
groups of the eight great stiipas enumerated hy the different scholars
are as follows:
The eight great stupas of the Tathigata according to
KamsadeSa yyskaraqa text3' are:
33. Tangyur, Lekha-Parikathi, Derge, Vol. NGE, (Toh.4202). fol. 172hrt- 173aL.
34. Ibid.,fol.172b5.
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Name of'stupa
Birth
Enlightenment
Vanquishing Eighteen
Lakhs of Evil Forces

Locality
Lumbini garden in Kapilavastu
On the banks of the Naranjani river near
Vajrasana in the Rijaglha city of Magadha
Riijagrha in the city of Magadha
On the spot where Brahma had requested
the Buddha for turning the Wheel of Law

Turning the Wheel of Law
Great Miracle

Mrgdava in the city of KaSi
~ r i v a s tin
i the city of Kosala

Descent from Heaven

SiimkaS~a~~

Nirvana

KuSinagara of Malla country.

The eight great stupas of the relics illustrated in the
Kainsades'avy2karana are: one each at the place of Ramagriima, Pava,
Malla country of [KuSinagara], VaiSiili, Canyacikalpa, ViSnudriva,
Kapilavastu and Riijagyha.
The eight stupas of Tathiigata according to the Chinese Patg-lingt 'a-ming-hao-ching(Hachi-dai-1y6-t6-myo-gO-ky6,
lit., "the Sutra that
describes the names of the Eight Spiritual Stupas") (Taisho, No. 1685,
Vol. 32, p. 773)" are:
1. The first stupa was constructed in the Lumbini garden of
Kapilavastu where the Buddha was born.
2. The second stupa was on the shore of the Naranjanii river in the
kingdom of Magadha, where the Buddha had attained
enlightenment.
3. The third stupa was constructed in the Varanasi city of KiSi
where he turned the great Dharmacakra.
4. The fourth stupa was constructed in the Jetavana of ~rrivasti
where he performed the great miracles.
35. In the text written as SiinkiiSya.
36. Haji~neNakamura, cf. The Astatnal~~.sth~inac-r~itya~st~~~ra
and the similar
Tibetan versions of a text Indianisrne Et Boc~ddl~ismt.,
Mt3'langes offers
a 'Mgr E'tienne Lamotte, Universite Catholique De Louvan Institut Orientaliste,
Louvain-La-Neuve, 1980; English translation of Indo-Tibetica I, p. 23.
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5. The fifth stupa was constructed in the Kdnyakubja city of
SHnkaSya where the Buddha descended from the Traydstrirp<il!
(the palace of thirty-three gods).
6. The sixth stupa was constructed at RPjaglha where he reconciled
the schism in Sangha (sarighabheda).
7. The seventh stupa was constructed in the city of VaiSili where
he prolongated his life span (iyuhprarnana).
8. The eighth stupa was constructed in the city of Kudinagard
where he entered Nirvana.
The eight great stupas of the Tathagata according to Nigijuna
(circa 1st-2nd century A.D. )j7 are:

Name
Sugiita (Bde gshegs)
Enlightenment

Locality
In the Lumbini of Kapilavastu
On the banks of Naranjanii river in
Magadha
Divine Wisdom (Ye shes)
Varanasi in the KaSi kingdom
Conquest of Tirthikas (heretics) In the Jetavana of ~riivasti
In the SinkiSya
Descent from Trayastri~nSah
In the Venuvana of Rajagrha
Maitreya (Byams ngos)
In the VaiSili
Blessing (Byin brlabs)
~irvina
In the Kuiinagara
The eight great stiipas of the Tathagata according to B u s t ~ n , ~
Phreng Kha ba,39B o d ~ n gChenga"
,~
and Lodos Sangpo'? are:
37. Gnas chen po brgyad kji mchod Hen la bstod pa (As~an13h2sthiinacaiip
stotra), L<torragana.Derge, Vol. KA (Toh. 1133): Narthang, Vol. KA; Hajime
Nakamura, o p , cit.. 262-65.
38. Buston Rinchendup, Bymg chub chen po i' mchod Hen g k - i tshad bzhugs so.
Collec-fedWorks o f Buston. Vol. PHA (14). Ed. by Dr. Lokesh Chandra. 1,4IC,
New Delhi, 1969.
39. Phreng m a p a Lodos Pal Sangpo, See Gega Lama. Principles of Tibetan M-,
p. 76.
40. Bodong Panchen Choglas Namgyal, Rren gsurn bzl~engtsl~ulbsran bc.o.s lugs
b.shaclpa 1xzhrlg.sso, Collec-red U'orks o f Bodong, Vol. KHA ( 21, Ed. S.T. Kazi.
Repd., Tibet House, New Delhi, 1969.
i
pa legs bshad
41. Chenga Lodos Gyaltsen Pal Sangpo, h!chcd Hen g ~rsliadston
gser gvi phreng 1x1, Vol . CA.
42. Bde bir gsheg.s pa i.sku gzugs h-yi &had h7.i rah ru Iyed pa ?.id bzhin nor bu.
See English Translation of Tucci 's Indo-Tibetica I, pp. 113-7.
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Name o f stipa
Heaped Lotuses
Enlightenment or Conquest of MBra
Multiple Auspicious Doors
Descent from Heaven
Miracle or Vanquishing of heretics
Keconciliation
Victory or Blessing
Nirvana

Locality
Kapilavastu
Vajrasana in the Magadha
Siirnath near Viriinasi
SankiS~a'~
~riivasti
Venuvana
VaiSali
KuSinagara

The eight great stupas of the Tathigata according to J a m ~ a n g ~ ~
(yam dbyangs) are:

Name o f stupa

Builder

Locality

Heaped Lotuses

~uddhodana

Kapilavastu

Enlightenment

~uncata

Magadha

Multiple Auspicious Doors

Sharnaser

Brahmadatta

Descent from Heaven

Indravami
Prasenajit

Gsal ldan
~riivasti

Victory

Mallas
Licchavi

Venuvana
VaiSali

Nirvana

AjiitaSatru

KuSinagara

Miracles
Reconciliation

The eight great stupas of the Tathagata according to Desid
Sangyas G y a t ~ are:
o~~
Heaped Lotuses

~uddhodana

Kapilavastu

Enlightenment

Bimbisiira, etc. Rajagrha

43. Mentioned as gsal ldan (which stands for KiSi) instead of Sirik2.+ya.
44. Jamyang Zhaypa Ngawang Dorjee, Mc-hod rten gyi thig rtsa mdor bdus.
Collected Works ofJarnyang Zhaypa, Vol. 1, New Delhi, 1974.
45. Desid Sangyas Gyatso, Vaiciurya dkarpo las 'phro pa i' snyen sgron dzng dri
1eng.p 'sel bzhuigsso, Vol. 2, Repd. from original texts from the Collection of
Tsepon W.D. Shakapa by T. Tsepal Taikhang, New Delhi, 1971.
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Name of stwa

Builder

Multiple Auspicious Doors
Descent from Heaven
Miracles
Reconciliation
Victory
Nirvana

Five Disciples4 Variinasi
SarikaSya
Inhabitants
Licchavi
Jetavana
Jets
Riijagrha
Inhabitants
VaiSili
Malla
KuSinagara

Locality

The eight great stupas of the Tathagata according to SahajavilasaJ7
are:

Name of stupa
Descent from Heaven
Enlightenment
Great Miracle
Turning the Wheel of Law
Multiple Auspicious Doors
Luminous
Kanika
Lotus-shaped

Builder
Locality
~uddhodana Kapilavastu
Aj5taSatru
Magadha
Mallas
KuSinagara
Brahmadatta
Viranasi
Prasenajit
~ravasti
'dun 'dzin ta laMTshad ge
Licchavi prince VaiSali
Indravarma
Ti ka sta shiJ9

The eight great stupas of the relics according to Dgha Nikaya50
are:
46. The names of five disciples (panca bh2drapariIadya) are:
1. Ajfiiitakaundinya (Kun gzhi ko'u di na ya),
2. ASvajit (rta thul),
3. Vaspa (rlang pa),
4. Mahiinsma (ming chen), and
5. Bhadrika (bzang ldan), Tsepak Rigzin, op. cit., cf. 'khorlngasde bzangpo.
47. Sahajavilasa, op. cit., fol. 313a7-b3.
48. ~uncidalahas been interpreted by Dr. Lokesh Chandra in his introduction note
of the English translation of Tucci's Indo-Tibetica I text, p. vi.
49. TikacaSi, Ibid.,p. vi.
50. Ten Suttas from Digha Nikaya, pp. 301-02, Bibliotheca Indo-Tibetica Series
No. XII,Rpt., of Burma Pitaka Association Publication, published by Central
Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, Varanasi, 1989.
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Builder
AjataSatru
Licchavi prince
S2kya prince
Buli prince
Koliya prince
Brahmana
Malla prince
Malla prince

Locality
Rajag~haat Magadha
VaiSili
Kapilavastu
Allakappa
Ramagrama
Vatfhadvipa
Pava
KuSinagara

The eight great stupas of the relics according to Vinaya Ksudraka
Vastusland B u s t ~ are:
n~~
Mallas

KuSinagara

Ksatriya Buluka

Allakappa (Yul rtogs pa gyo ba)

Ksatriya Krodtya or Koliyas Ravana (sgra sgrogs)
ViSnudvipa (khya b yug gling)
Brahrnanas
Ksatriya sakyas
Ksatriya Licchavis

Kapilavastu
VaiSali

Vaisdehiputra AjitaSatru
Mallas

Magadha
~avi

The names of the great stupas of the relics enumerated in the
Sahajavilisa text are somewhat doubtful as rest of the lists do not
provide us the names of the eight great stupas of the relics. On the other
hand, the list itself is contradictory in respect of some of their localities
and builders compared with the rest of the lists. Even in the lists of the
eight great stupas of the Tathigata mentioned above, one can notice all
kinds of divergences with regard to their names, localities and builders
as well as the events which they had commemorated. Thus, it deserves
51. Kagyur, Vinaya, Derge, Vol. THA, fol. 245; Narthang, Vol. DA, 452b.
52. Byangchubchenpo'imchodrtengyitshadbzhugsso, Vol. 14(PHA), p. 552.
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a special attention and a systematic study in order t o achieve uniformity
in all these lists.

Tibeto-Buddhist Architectonic Literature
Apart from the two great Testaments, we come across a very large
number of stupa construction manuals written by the Tibetan scholars.
Among them are the construction manuals of Desid5bnd K0ngtu1,~~
which classify the Buddhist stupa into three categories on the basis of
the three vehicles, i.e. the stupa of ~ravakas,of Pratyekabuddhas, and
of Mahayiina orders (Figure 1).
(1) The ~riivakastupa looks like a mendicant's staff (rnkhargsil,
Skt: Khakkhara) resting on an alms-bowl upside down placed
upon a religious robe folded four times.
(2) The Pratyekabuddha stupa has a quadrangular foundation
upon which is a square block with twelve circular steps and
eight spokes of wheel.
(3) The Mahayana stupa category, according to N i i g a j ~ n a is
,~~
further divided into three sub-divisions, i.e. ( a ) a stupa like an
inverted alms-bowl, which is circular like a Bimba,5h(b) a
stupa which is like a little house, and (c)a group of eight stupas
similar to victory-banners.
A full discussion of all aspects of Buddhist stupas belonging to the
three vehicles is far beyond the scope of this book and. moreover, the
texts d o not furnish us with the structural details of these stupas, except
in the case of the eight stupas similar to victory-banners. Regarding the
stupas like victory-banners, the last chapter of the Kriyasamgraha (Bya
ba bsduspaY7of the Tangyur Testament explains that this sub-division
is further classified into two: the vase-shaped and the bell-shaped
types. This clearly indicates that the "victory-banner stupas refer to the
53. Vaidurya dkrirpo las phros pa 'i
snjsn sgron dang dn' Ian gya sel. Collected
Works, Vol. 2, fol. 290a5-6.
54. Shes bya liun khj-3bmdzod, Vol. 2, pp. 281-82.
55. It seems that Nigiirjuna has one work to his credit entitled, Mchodrfeng~.inog
pa, which is referred in the work of Chenga Lodos GPltsen. However. the text
has not been found yet.
56. Bimba is a kind of red fruit having a round shape.
57. Tangyur, Gyud drel. Derge, Vol. KU (57).fol. 352a7-bl .
'
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popular eight great stupas of the Tathagata" because the latter are all
shaped either like a vase or a bell. We d o have a fairly good number of
secondary sources which furnish the structural details of these stupas.
In most of the construction manuals of Buston Rinchen Dup,"
Phreng K h a ~ a , 'Desid
~
Sangyas Gyatso," Chenga Lodos Gyalsten
(Spyen lnga blo gros rgyal m t ~ h a n ) ,Jamyang
~'
Zhapay Dorjee ('jam
dbyangs bzhad pa'i rdo rje),62Kontul Yontan Gyatso (Kong sprul yon
Rongtha Lobsang Damchos Gyatso (Rong tha blo
tan rgya rnt~ho),~'
bzang dam chos rgya mtsho),& Kunkhen Pema Karpo (Kun mkhyen
pad ma dkar po)" etc., the eight basic types of the Tibeto-Buddhist
stiipa architecture can be found. They conform to the types of the vaseshaped dome or the bell-shaped dome. It is evident that, principally, the
structural components and proportions of Tibeto-Buddhist stupas are
identical with the patterns found in the commentary on Virnalosni?a,
excluding the modifications imposed upon the formation of the steps
and the metre as well. Basically, each type of the Tibeto-Buddhist stupa
has the same architectural form with the vase-base and above, and the
base of ten-virtues and below.The exceptions are found in the case of
the steps (which are in between the base of ten-virtues and the vasebase), where one can notice distinct characteristics in each of the eight
types of stupas (excluding the stupa of Nirvana). The steps are
generally square, circular, octagonal, or projectional in shape. However,
in the case of the stiipa of Nirvana, there are no steps and the bell58. Collected Works of Buston, op. cit., pp. 551-57.
59. See Principle of Tibetan Arts. pp. 76-96.
60. Vaidurya dkarpo las 'phrospa 'isnyan sgron dang driIan
289b2-293b1.

w.
a 'sel, op. cit ., fol.

61. Mchodrten gyi tshad ston pa legs bshadgsergyi phreng ha, op. cit., pp. 41957.
62. Mchod rten brgyad kyi thig rrsa mdor bsdus, Collected Works ofJamyang
Zhaypa, Vol. 1 (KA), pp. 439-46, New Delhi, 1974.
63. Shes bya kun khyah mdzod, op. cit., pp. 280-89.
64. Thiggi lag len dl]ma gsal bar bshadpar bzo r&~ndze.spa'i
kha rgven zhes bya
!>abzhugs so. fol. 74a2-77a7.
65. Mchodrten brgjad k-vi thigrtsa bzhugs so, Vol. 1, Rpd. from the Gnam 'brug
se ba byangchubgljng blocks by Kargyud SungrabNyamso Khang. Dajeeling,
W. B.. 1973.
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shaped dome rests directly upon the base of ten-virtues. The remaining
parts are similar to those of the other seven stupas with vase-shaped
domes.

Conclusion
The ancient Indian literature is replete with stupa construction manuals
which provide sources for the study of the Buddhist stupa. The TibetoBuddhist stupas, as seen today all over Tibet, Mongolia, Bhutan, parts
of China, India and Nepal, in various sizes (ranging from a few
centimetres as in tsha tsha to a multi-storeyed stupa) are all invariably
built in accordance with the specifications laid down in the literature.
Surprisingly, there are hardly any major cases of variation from the
structures and measurements prescribed in the treatises.
It is quite certain that the stupa construction manuals are not later
works nor of Tibetan origin. Then, why is the uniformity presented in
the Tibeto-Buddhist stupa architecture alone?This is a matter of special
inquiry before us.
I presume that it was only over the course of time that the necessity
of additional structural shapes arose leading to the modifications,
embellishments and elaborations of the structures in diverse manners/
permutations. The change in the socio-economic milieu and dominant
religious outlook must have had something to do with this developmental
trend. With the birth of the Mahiyina, the architectural structure
underwent a significant change. There was more emphasis on an
upward movement, exemplifying the Mahiyinist approach, as shown
in the addition of more tiers of umbrellas-thirteen instead of four,
three and so on, and in the additional adornment of the sun, the moon,
and the spherical pinnacle decorations. In the Buddhist tradition, the
honorific umbrella with the sun and moon symbolised the supremacy
of the higher teachings of the Vajrayiina.
The adaptations in stupa construction were the result of the
architectonic works of Tibetan scholars like Buston, Tagtsang Lotsawa,
Tulku Phreng Khapa, etc., who wrote treatises on the construction
manuals of the Tibeto-Buddhist stupa architecture based on the
renowned commentary on Vinlalosnip, an Indian Buddhist text, under
the supervision of other eminent scholars. They felt that it was
indispensable to have a set law for the construction of stupas in order
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to maintain uniform proportions and to prevent any deformities in
workmanship. Their establishment of a norm does not mean that
proportions were not at all set previously. However, some irregularity
in proportions must have arisen, thus resulting in the need for firmly
established rules. These rules could prevent any misproportions and
maintain uniformity of the stupa's components.
Therefore, in Tibet, an established norm for uniform proportions
in the construction of the stupa came into vogue in the first quarter of
the 14th century A.D.

Ritualistic Way of Constructing the TibetoBuddhht Stiipa Architecture

Traditionally, in the construction of Tibeto-Buddhist monuments,
whether stupas, temples, monasteries, or others which serve as places
for worship and the study of Dharma, it is necessary to perform specific
rituals in accordance with the specifications laid down in the treatises.'
It is generally accepted that a stupa made of stone or clay material,
irrespective of its size is most efficacious and significant, if it is
constructed by following the ritual instructions prescribed in the
Ras'inivimala and Wmalosnisa. Otherwise, even a stupa made from
gold or other precious materials would remain an ordinary shrine, if not
constructed by performing the proper r i t ~ a l sLikewise,
.~
the Kagyur
1.

2.

Samantamukha pra veSa raSmivimalosni~apra bhisa san ararh2gata hrdaya
samayavilokita nima dhiranl; Gyudbum, Derge. Vol. PHA, (Toh. 599);
Zungdus, Vol . WAM, (Toh. 983); Sarvaprajrianrapimmitasiddha caifya nama
dhgrafll; Gyudbum, Kagyur, Narthang, Vol. NA and Derge, Vol. PHA, (Toh.
601); Zungdus, Derge, Vol. E, (Toh. 884); &a RaSmivimalar~i<uddhaprabha
niima dhrIranr; Kagyur, Gyud, Derge, Vol. NA, (Toh. 510); SahajavilBsa,
Samantamuh-ha pra veSa raSmivimalosnisa prabhrlsa sa n-atathigata h7daj.a
samaya vilokita ninja dhfianivrtti, T a n g p r . Gyud drel, Derge, Vol. THU.
(Toh. 2688); Minling Lochen DharnlaSri. Dri med man1 gnyis kvi gzungs la
brten te mchod rren bzhengspa la nye bar mkho ba 1 cho ga bklagspas grub
pa, Collected Works of Minling, Vol. PA (YII);Snga ' s u rbka 'ma,Vol. KHA.
Snga 'gyur bka 'ma,op. cit., fol. lb3-2al.
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Testament's tantric section informs us of the advantages of stupas
which have been blessed by certain mantras, irrespective of their size
and material."
Before defining the ritual procedures, it is important to note that
the ritual activities should be performed by a fully qualified Vajracava
(rdo qe slob dpon) who must possess at least the following q ~ a l i t i e s : ~
he must have the complete knowledge of the rituals, the mantras and
the mudras; he must be proficient in all the necessary ritual activities;
he should be firm, calm and wise; he should also be patient, honest and
without pretensions; he should have a firm understanding of the Three
Principles of the Path, i.e. Renunciation, Bodhicitta, and Realization of
Emptiness; and above all, he must have completed the mantra-recitation
retreat which enables or qualifies him to preside over the ritual
activities. It would be efficacious if the monk who assists the Vajriica~a
has also completed the qualifying retreat.
The performances of the ritual activities can be broadly classified
into three divisions on the basis of their performance at three different
stages, i.e. (1) Performing ritual activities prior to the commencement
of the construction, (2) Performing ritual activities during the actual
construction, and (3) Performing ritual activities after the completion of
the construction.
I.

RITES PRIOR TO THE COMMENCEMENT
OF THE CONSTRUCTION

Whosoever wishes to build a stiipa should initially find a suitable place
either on a hill, or in a plain or valley which possesses good signs and
characteristics. But first, in order to achieve the final purpose at the
place where one intends to build a sacred stupa, one should undertake
the following indispensable ritual activities and examinations, before
the commencement of the act.ua1construction.
Recital Retreat

Before commencing the mantra-recitation retreat, the performer should
be clean bathed who must remain serene, and only rely upon the three
3.
4.

Kagyur, (Toh. 510), op. ~-ir.,
fol. 12a4-bl.
Sharpa Tulku and Michael Perrott (Tr. C3r Prep.), The Ritual of Consecration,
Tibet Journal, Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, Vol. X. 1985, p. 35.
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white foods, i.e. milk, curd and butter, throughout the ritual activities
and also while doing the recitation retreat.
According to the sNga 'gyurbka 'ma text, "First of all, the mantmrecitation retreat, or reciting a committed number of mantriis hmakhya
asevita), ought to be done by a fully qualified Vajracarya. by reciting
forty thousand mula-mantras and four lakh hrdaya-msntras. If this is
not accomplished, it would suffice for one to recite at least one
thousand mda-mantras and one lakh hydaya-mantras. One has to
search out the exact name of the mantras, for they are not enumerated
in the text. Those unspecified mantras are rnost probably the mantras
of both the vimalas, i.e. Vimalosnisa and Raimivimala. as the text itself
proclaims to be a stupa construction manual ii accordance with the
ritualistic system of both the vimalas.
On an auspicious juncture, burning incense is offered, and the
Earth-lord6 is confined in a box. After the completion of Ritual
illustrations, the Vajriicirya and his assistants read any Prajriapiramitrlsutra like the Sutrasama, Prajriipiramita-h@vasiitra and
As[as2hasriki during the interlude of each session. - ~ f t e these
r
preliminary rites, a site examination is made.
'15

Exandnation of the Building Site

This process involves three aspects: (a) Examining the directions of the
site, (b) Examining the characteristics of the earth, and (c) Examining
whether the earth has any defects. In this manner, one identifies
whether the proposed site is suitable or not for the construction of the
stupa.

(a) Examining the dimctions of the site
Traditionally, it is widely accepted that the site which is elevated at the
centre and depressed in the east and north is a suitable place for
constructing religious buildings. On the other hand. the site which is
completely opposite in fonnation, that is, depressed in the centre and
elevated in the east and north directions is considered, to be defective
and not suitable as a base for religious constructions.
5. Rnyjng ma bka ' n13 rgyas p3, op. cit., 5 5 1.
6. Called Bhupari in Sanskrit.
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Apropos the above, in the tantric section of the ~ri-vajradikanama-maha-tantrarija (rgyud kyi rgyal po chen po dpal rdo qe mkha '
'grozhes bya b a ) the consequences of building sacred monuments on
auspicious and inauspicious land are mentioned. The text reads:
The land which is depressed in the east and the north directions
endows siddhis (spiritual accomplishments) to the mystic
practitioner (tantrika).If it is elevated in the centre, it leads to the
obtaining of both the kingdom and the abode of Vidyadhara. If
elevated in the north, it either causes death, brings loss of
property, or disease. If elevated in the east, it causes a rapid
extinction of races. The land which is depressed in the centre is
detrimental to the life of the practitioner.'
Shar dang byang du gzhol ba ni/ sngagspa mams kyi dngosgmb
'gyur/dbus su mtho bas 'chi 'gyurramnormams brlagpar 'gyur
ba ste / yang na nad kyis 'debspar Bynr /ji skad bshad pa ' shar
mtho bas /myur du rigs rnams zad par 'gyur/ dbus su dma ' ba '
rang bzhin sa / s g m b ba po ni )oms dang ldan //
In addition, the tantric section of the Vajrivali-nima-mandalavidhi (dkyil 'khor gyi cho ga rdo qe phreng ba zhes bya ba) in the
Tangyur Testament elucidates the detrimental results of building
religious monuments on defective lands. It explains as follows:
The land which closely resembles a tortoise back causes either
death or impoverishment. Being elevated in the north, it brings in
a fear of an extinction of races, and being elevated in the east and
depressed in the centre brings in a fear of extinction to the
practitioner. Thus, one should completely abandon these site^.^
Sa shin tu rus shal gyi rgyab lta bu ni / 'chi ba 'am nor nyams pa'
rgyu yin pa dang / byang mtho ba ni rigs chad pas Iigs pa dang/
shar mtho ba clang dbus dma ' ba ni ,/ sgrub pa po nyams pas Yigs
pas yongs su dor te //

(b) E xaminLng the characteristics of the earth
Having ascertained the status of the directions of the site, and choosing
7.
8.

Kagyur, Tantra, Derge, Vol. KHA, (Toh. 370), fol. 99b7.
Abhyakaragupta, Tangyur, Derge, Gyud, Vol. PHU, (Toh. 3140), fol. 2b6.
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that land which possess auspicious signs, one should carry out a
digging test. First dig a knee-deep hole or pit. Then, refill the pit with
the same soil. If there is more than sufficient soil to refill the hole, it is
considered to be a good sign. If there is not enough soil to refill the hole,
it is considered to be an inauspicious sign. As it is stated in the
Sarvamandala -sam-nya- vidhin31n-Nhya-tantm (dkyil 'khor thanlsccad
kyi spyi'i cho ga gsang ba i' rgyud) of the Eingyur Testament:
Firstly, one should dig out the land about knee-deep and refill the
pit with the same earth. If there is more than enough earth, it is said
to endow siddhis. If the opposite occurs, then the performer
should not undertake the construction. If undertaken, one may
experience suffering and also not obtain the good.y
Dang por spus mo nub tsam brkos la / sa de nyid kjrisdgang bar
bya /gal te lhagpar gyurna ni/dngosgrub dag niyodparshad/
de las bzlogpargyurna ni/ sgrubpa pos nilas nli brtsam /bnsams
na sdug bsngal myong ' p rbzhing /legs pa dag kyang mi 'thob
bo //
The third chapter of the &a Vajrapsni-Abhiseka-Mah2-Tantm
('phagspa lag na rdo je dbang bskur ba ' rgyud c-henpol in the K a w r
Testament also refers to the digging test. However, it differs slightly
from the former one in respect to the measurement of the pit depth of
the hole and the categorization of the characteristics of the earth. In this
regard, the text explains as follows:
At any place, an expert should dig out a cubit size pit (an arm's-

length). That hole dug out by the Tantric practitioner ( Vajkici~a)
should be refilled with the same earth. If the soil is more than
enough to refill the hole, the site is considered excellent. If the
hole fills up to the rim only, the site should be considered an
average spot. Avoid that place which does not become full; the
expert must not undertake construction in that place.'"
Gang yang rung ba ' sa der ni / mkhas pas khnl gang tsml brkos
nas / sngags pa yis ni brkos pa de / sa de nyid k ~gang
~ i bar
9. Kagyur, Gyud, Derge, Vol. WA, (Toh. 806). fol. 141bl
10. Kagyur, Gyud, Derge, Vol. DA, (Toh. 496). fol. 32al.
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bya / lhag na xnam pa kun tu mchog / kha da chad na bring du
bjod /gang bar ma gyir sa de spang /mkhas pas der ni brtsam
mi bya //
Thereafter, in order to further examine the characteristics, dig a pit
about a span1' in measurement and finally pat its interior firmly. Then,
fill up the hole with water and walk a hundred paces facing east. Come
back and examine the hole carefully. If the water level has not gone
down and the hole remains full, it is an excellent site. If the water has
been thoroughly absorbed, it is a bad sign. If the water makes a sound,
then the place will be menaced by Nigas, as mentioned in the Dpal dus
kyi khor lo 'icho ga yon tan kun 'byung text of Buston.
(c) Examining whether the earth has any defects

A final process of this examination is to determine, whether the site's
soil contains any defects. If there are defects in the earth, such as steeply
inclining slopes, thorny-brambles, potsherds, deep ravines, bones,
tree-stumps, ant-hills, ashes, alkaline soil, stones, hairs and insects like
ants, etc.,it is inauspicious, and one must not undertake any construction
work on that land. If these defects are absent, then one must keep that
land for construction.
Normally, it is very difficult to find all of the aforementioned good
signs and characteristics in one place, as well as a conlplete absence of
the defects. Nonetheless, one should opt for that land which contains
the minimum defects. As stated in the Sarva-mandala-sinlinyavidhinim-guhya-tantra:
Possessing Absolute perfection is hard to find. In brief, [one
should, thus accept] a well levelled place of fine texture, depressed
in the east; a land possessing water resources, and adorned with
trees of good qualities; attractive to one's eyes and mind, free from
the defects of earth, and harmless in general features [should
prefer].l3
11. The measurement of a span is equal to the stretched length between the tip of
the thumb to the tip of the middle finger, Bodrgya tshig mdzocl c-lien n ~ and
o
A Tibetan-EnglishDictionary, cf. rntho.
12. Collected WorksofBuston,op. cit., fol. 2a4 (p. 172).
13. Kagyur, op. cit., fol. 142a4-5.
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Phun sum tshogspa kun bzang 'i/ tsht~gspadag ni rnyrdpar
bka '/ mdor na sa bzhi mnyam pa dang / mdangs snum shar du
bzhol ba bzhed / chu mang ldan pa 'ignas dang ni / &n ,vhing
bzang pos brgyan pa dang / b&g gi m i !yid n ~ g uIxi dang / %sc>
med zug mgu spangs pa ni //
Taking Possession of the Building Site
A plot of land that possess good signs and characteristics is not only
advantageous from a religious point of view, hut from an architectural
angle as well. Therefore, whosoever intends to build a stupa on such
a spot should at first obtain that land from its landowner either through
a verbal or legal agreement or through purchase. After use of the land
has been granted by its landlords, consent from the local spirits is
sought. Subsequently, one sets up the ritual articles such as the threefold ritual offering cakes (chagsumbtorma),the five kinds of essential
offerings,14the white mustard seeds, the gu-gull5and other requisite
articles. Then, the Vajriicaxya performs the recitation of the selfgenerating (b&g bskyed bzlas pa, Skt: itmotp2da japa ). He invites the
ksetrapilas (field protectors), offers the cake (gtor nla. Skt: bali) and
outer and inner offerings. After the permission to use the site has been
requested, the ksetrapilas are sent back to their own abodes. Then, the
invisible Earth-goddess is invited, offerings are made to her and her
permission is also sought for the use of this site. Thus, the use of the site
is requested both from the kst.t~-apiIasand the Earth-goddess.

Eliminating the Interfering Adversities from the Site
In order to eliminate all interferences and hindrances from the site, the
performer should command the evil spirits and demons etc.,who cause
hindrances and behave lnischievously in that very place, to satisfy
themselves with the ritual cake and go back to their own abodes or
somewhere else. Then the ritual offering cake is thrown near the
14. They are termed as Njrerspjvod lnga (upaciira).\vhich consist of flowers.
incense, lamps, perfume and food, B o d r - a tsl~igmdmdchm nlo. and Sarat
Chandra Das, A fiberan-English Dictionan: cf., .\'~-er sp\-od lnga.
15. Gu gul is a corrupt Sanskrit word guggul. It is one of the costly incense
consisting of two kinds, i.e. one kind of which is white and another is
black. They are used in medicine and their smell drives away the evil spirits.
~arat'chandraDas, op. cit.. cf., gu gul.
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entrance to the site accompanied by violent playing of the ritual musical
instruments and reciting of the wrathful mantras. After this, the site is
fumigated by the incense of gugul, white mustard seeds are scattered,
scented water is sprinkled, and the ashes of the previous Fire Offering
Rituals (sbyin bsregs) are spread all around the ground to eliminate all
interfering evil spirits. By the'power of these ritual acts, all residual
hindrances are removed, and interferences are eliminated.

Preparation of the Tsha Tsha16
Before preparing the tsha tsha, one must first complete the preceding
ritual activities. (Examining the site, taking possession of the site, and
eliminating the interferences are the necessary prerequisites to be
performed before proceeding to extract clay from the site.) Only after
these preliminaries have been completed, may clay be extracted for
making the tsha tsha preceded by fixing of five wooden pegs (one on
each of the four cardinal directions and the fifth one in the centre of the
proposed site). The practitioner must recite the mantra known as "Om
vajra kili kili kilya sarva dusiin hum phat "seven tiines while fixing the
pegs. The pegs have to remain fixed until the completion of extraction
of clay. The clay should be refined and well-lavigated, so that it may
have the qualities of smoothness, uniform texture, and be easily
mouldable and capable of being baked well. The clay is mixed with
clean water (sometimes even mixed with the powder of precious
substances or with the ashes of the deceased priests or high lamas).
Apropos this, Sahajavilasa says: "Ashes of the deceased person
should be ground into powder, then mixed with clay, and the tsha tsha
prepared from it. The prepared tsha tsha are then deposited within the
stiipa or placed near a big river.""
The clay mixed with water and other substances has to be wellkneaded until it reaches its forging point. The well-kneaded clay has to
be then moulded in a manner similar to the open-casting technique.
First the mould is coated with oil, so that a clearer impression results,
and the clay separates from the mould more easily. The mould is usually
16. Tsha rsha are the miniature images of the Buddhist pantheons or of stiipas,
made of moulded clay which is either baked in the sun or fired in the kiln.
17. Sahajavilasa, op. cit., fol. 312a2.
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made of bronze material, attached with a wooden handle. After k i n g
separated from the mould, a hole should be made in the bottom centre
of each tsha tsha, which has to be dried in the sun or fired in the kiln.
Then a scroll of mantras, written either in gold or vermilion and rolled
on a tiny stick (sometimes rolled without the stick) has to he inserted
within the hole of each tsha tsha.
It seems that different schools have varying methods of rolling the
scrolls. In this connection, Zuchen Tsultim Rinchen, a scholar of the
present century adds:
According to our lsikyapal tradition, we place the letters facing
inwards and roll the mantra scroll starting with the heading, and
ending with Supplication Prayers. The order of placing [various
mantras]: The names of the priests and their mantras are to he
placed in between the [thirteenth] wheel and the hannika; the
mantras of the higher tantras (rgyud sde gong ma. Skt:
Anuttatyogatantra)are to be placed above the shoulder of vase;
the mantras of three lower tantrasI8 (rgyud sde 'og~ n aare
) to he
placed in between the waist of vase and the steps; a set of five great
dhiranis19 (gsungs chen sde lnga) should be placed in all the
upper and lower sections; the mantras of sutra are to be placed
above the steps; and the mantras of dharma-protectors
(dhatmapila)and wealth-deities along with various auspicious
wishing-prayers and so on should be placed inside the Throne
sectionn2"
Apropos the above, Khenchen Ngawang Chodak of the same
school explains:
Most of the Tantricians (Tantric practitioners) of the various
schools (the Buston. Zongpa. and so forth, but excluding the
18. They are comprised of hiiyit;intr:i, Caq-itantraand lbgarantra.
19. They consist of Gt.s~~,g
tor- mrrm rp-al (L~s~?.i$a~ja!.rT1.
Gtsug tor dri ~ n e d
( L'imalo:sni$a1, Gsnng 0 ;ring
~ bsrel (Gujhadhitu1. Bya ha rmren'bumand Rten
'brel sn,ving po (13ratiyasatnutp3dahrda~rn
1, Bod r - . a rshig ~ndzcxi(-henmo.

cf., Gzungs l n p .
20. Gzungs 'bulpi lag len njung g.sd 1~zhug.sso, Collected \Vritingc of Zuchen
Ksulti~nRim-hen. Vol. C A (31, p. 318.
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Ngorpa) roll the mantra scroll from the bottom end. This practice
is not acceptable and may have adverse effects such as the
migration of the border people towards the central region and
misunderstanding between the ruler and subjects. Because of this
practice, the heading mantra will be at the outside and the ending
mantra will be in the centre. But rolling from the heading first is
excellent, for this [the mantra] will have its heading in the centre.ll
A tradition has also arisen of inserting three barley grains, 'bm

gsrim, inside the tsha-tsha. Although there is no clear indication of
this practice in the texts, it is possible that the custom grew out of a
textually-based tradition in connection with the three syllables "Omah
which are referred to in the texts as "yig 'bru gsum" or in
abbreviated form 'brugsurn. These three syllables should be inscribed
upon all religious objects immediately upon their completion, in order
21. Khenchen Ngawang Chodak, Sdomgsum kha skonggirnarn parbshadpa legs
shad rgyan gyi me tog, Ven. T. G . Dhongthog Rinpoche (Ed. and Pub.), New
Delhi, 1978, fol. 67b3-4 (p. 228).
22. 'The essence meaning of three syllables, i.e. "Om i h hum", corresponds to
religious trilogy: sku (kiyi), gsung (viik), thugs (citta) respectively. In this
connection, the English translation of Tucci's Indo-Tibetica I, footnote 1, p. 25,
gives us a vivid description of the said formula as follows: "This threefold
division, having such an important part in Tibetan mysticism, is also derived
from India. The school which started to give an esoteric meaning to the three
syllables Om i h hun+symbols as they are of the adamantine Body, Word and
Spirit, namely the indefectible emanations of the Supreme Being-is the
school connected with the Guhyasamija.This one, since the beginning of the
two Tibetan sects of the Bka 'dampaand of the Bka 'rgyudpa,was considered
as the fundamental guide for mystical realizations and experience. The
eleventh chapter (patala) of this text, wholly dedicated to the esoteric
interpretation of the three syllables, among other things says:
onikiiram jriinahrda yam k3ya vajrasamavaham
ihkiram bodhinairatmyam vikya vajrasan~ivaham
h fimkiralil h-iyavikcinam trivajribhedyamivaham.
'"The letter om beginning of the mystic science is vehicle of the
adamantine essence of the Body; the letter 2h (symbol of the) impersonality
of all things is the vehicle of the adamantine essence of the Word; the letter
hum is (symbol) of the Body, of the Word and of-the Spirit and is
indestructible vehicle of the threefold adamantine essence."
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to ward off interferences before performing the Ritual of Consecration.
Given the similarity in spelling, it is possible that the latter practice of
three barleys grew out of the former practice of three syllablesperhaps due to a misreading of the abbreviated form of 'gru gsum as
three barley grains or as a form of symbolizing the three syllables.
Finally, the tsha tsha should be painted with gold if affordable;
otherwise, it would suffice to paint them in red or yellow or white. They
can also be left without any paint. Finally, the hole should be closed by
clay or with sealing-wax.
It is stated in the Dri med rnaln gnyis kyi mchod rten
bzhengs bskabs nyer mkho 'izin bris gzhan phan zla snang text
that:

99 number yellow tsha tsha of Raimivimala and 108 number white
tsha tsha of Vimalosnisa are to be manufactured in conformity
with the ceremonial rites and inserted with their miila-n~anuas.
However, if the mula-mantra does not fit well into the small tsha
tsha, a provision is made for allowing insertion of the hdyamantra instead. It is excellent if one produces as many &ha tsha
as possible.23
Mahiyina texts of both the Kagyur and Tangyur Testaments
detail the ceremonial rites for preparing tsha tsha, accompanied with
their appropriate mantras.24There are specific mantras for each
The Chinese translation (Taisho 18.479a) reads rather in a different way:
"The om is the foundation of the mystic science.and is synonymous with the
adamantine essence of the Body; the letter Z h indicates the impersonality of
things and is synonymous with the adamantine essence of Word; the letter
htim (stands for) the indestructible and is synonymous of the adamantine
essence of the Spirit."
23. Rnyingma bka'margyaspa, op. cit., pp. 551-52.
24. S a r v a p m j f i 2 n t a p i r a m i f a - s i d & a c a i p - n a Kagyur , Derge. Vol . PHA,
Toh. 601, fol. 260a3-266b4; and Kagyur, Zungdus, Derge, Vol. E, Toh. 884. fol.
129a3-135b3; Caityasdhanavidhiof~ a n t i ~ a r b hTangyur.
a,
Gyud, Derge, Vol.
JU, Toh. 2652, fol. 302a2-306b5; and Narthang, Vol. GU, fol. 314bl-320bl;
Mchod rren gcig btab na bye ba brab pa 'gyur ha 'igzungs,Kagyur, Zungdus,
Derge, Vol. E, Toh. 921, fol. 265a1-7; Mchodrrengcig brabna bye ba btabpar
'~yurba
'isngagsdangchoga,Kagyur, Kontseg,Derge. Vol. PHA, Toh. 602, fol.
266b4-276a3; and Narthang, Vol. NA, fol. 319a4-b6; Mchodrren dgugdabpa i'
cho, Tangyur, Gyud, Derge, Vol. PU, Toh. 3075, fol. 171b6-7;Mchdrtenlnga
gdabpa 'ichoga, Ibid., fol. 171b3-6; Alchodrreri gsumgdahpa 'ichoga,Ibid.,
f ~ l 171bl-3.
.
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preparatory action, such as digging, kneading, forging, moulding, etc.
For instance, the mantrri for digging is: "Om vajra khan khan phar
svihii", which could be rendered in English, "Orn vajra dig dig phar
svih5.' ' Mantrasare sacred invocation, incantations or prayers and thus
during the translation of Sanskrit texts into Tibetan, the original Sanskrit
mantras were left untranslated in order to honour and preserve the
sanctity and efficacy of the mantras.

Examination of the Serpent-belliedEarth-Lord
In order to examine the Earth-Lord, the constructional site is mapped
out in a perfect square and then each of its four sides are divided into
ten large units of equal size. Then each of those large units should be
further divided into nine equal parts, so that every side of the square will
have ninety small units equalling the number of days in three months
of the lunar calendar.
Inside,the square is drawn the Serpent-Bellied Earth-Lord. He has
a hood of snakes above his head, the torso of a man, and from the navel
and below, a serpent's body. In his right hand he holds a mani(jewe1)
over his right hip, while the left hand covers his left ear. Concerning the
measurement of his body, his torso is five spans in length, and similarly,
his snake tail measures five spans. In some illustrations, he is shown
with hornqL5in others, without horns (Figure 2).2"

Way of Residing and the Movement of the Earth-Lord
In the first month of autumn, the Earth-Lord's head should reside at the
north-east junction and the tip of his tail at the south-west with his
mouth facing towards the south. Then, with the passing of each day,
both his head as well as the tip of his tail should be moved one srnall
unit each in a clockwise inovenlent towards the south and west
directions, respectively. In this way, he is moved through the ninety
small units of each side in three months, and through the four groups
of ninety small units in one year of the lunar calendar, that is, three
hundred and sixty days.

25. See Thupten Legshay Gyatso, Gateway to the Terl~ple,p. 31, figure 5.
26. Extracted from S ~ i n ~ pKhenpo
a
text.
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Where to Dig First
The point to first strike the r:lnh is clccidctl upon rhe hasis of the
serpent's position. For instrince. if his 11e:id is fiilc-inp east. :1nt1 the
tip of his tail pointing nrest.then from the castem edge, count n\.ennrsrlycnsmall units to \\-est (cn,ssing the Liren of his hood. k ~ c;r~ n dchest ).
Then count thirteen rind 1i;llf s~nalli~nitsfrom the lw-tical axis ton.ards
the north. n-Iiich is t o the I - ~ : I :inJ
s . one then re;iches the point to first
strike the earth. Here one niust first dig out the site from front of the
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Earth- Lord's right armpit measuring nine small units to the west of that
eastern edge and four and half small units to the south from the northern
edge.
Regarding this, Tsong Khapa quoted a stanza from Vibhuti text,
supposedly based on the Mandalavidhi, which is not accessible. The
stanza reads:
Pass over twentyseven small units from the East and
thirteen and a half from the North. Dig out first, from the
front of the armpit, nine small units from the eastern edge
to the West and four and a half small units to the South
from the northern edge.27
Shar nas cha ni nyi shu rtsa bdrin dor / byang nas phyed
dang bcu bzhi cha dor bas/ sharnub cha dgu lho byang
phyed dang lnga/ 'di ni mchan gyi mdrin du [hog mar
brko //
Tsong Khapa further adds: "If one digs out the spot in conformity
with the prescribed methods, one will fulfil all the wishes of oneself and
others. If, however, one digs from any spot other than that prescribed,
disadvantageous or adverse effects such as death, loss of wealth, and
separation from dear ones may occur."28
In addition, there seems to be a tradition of digging first froin the
navel of the Earth-Lord. However, Buston does not agree with this view
and asserts that it would be a mistake to start the digging from the
navel .29
At this juncture, the digger should generate himself in the form of
Subsequently, the
the wrathful deity known as bgegs mthar b~ed.~O
27. Lam gyi rim pa gsang ha kun gyignad man1 parphye ha sngags rim chen mo,
Collected Works of Je Tsong Khapa Lobsang Dakpa alais Gyalwa Khabdag
Dorjee Chenpo, Vol. GA, fol. 140a4. It is a critical exposition of the system of
the Esoteric Buddhism (Mantrayiina or Vajrayina Buddhism) in general. This
is one of the most important works in the Gelukpa school and constitutes a
fundamental introduction to the whole system of Buddhism of the Gelukpa
school and is generally called by a brief name Snags rim chen po.
28. Snags rim chen po, op. cit., fol. 144a4-5.
29. Dpal dus kyi 'khorlo 'ichogayon tan kun 'byung,Collected Works of Buston,
Vol. CA ( 5 ) , fol. 15a2 (p. 289).
30. Vidhnanraka, Tibetan-Sanskrit Dictionary, cf., Bgegs mthar byed.
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digger's hoe has to be imagined as adorned with a vajra. It should be
held in the right hand raised above and the left hand kept below, while
the digger faces the south-east. Then, with a calm mind, the first four
shovels of soil should be put inside the ritual cakes, and scattered,
starting from the south-east. The fifth shovel of earth should he placed
in the centre of the site. Thereafter, the labourers are permitted to dig
out the site from all the sides and cornersm3'

Removing the Defects of the Soil
After having dug out the site, one has to remove the defects of the earth
such as bones, ashes, stones, potsherds, chaff, charcoal, tree-stumps,
thomy-brambles, etc., if any of these exist. As stated in the San7amandalas2mrlnya vidhinim-guhya-tantra:
(One) should plough the land with a hoe and remove any defects
in the soil. Land which possesses soil-defects will fail to fulfil the
desired purpose. By soil-defects is meant potsherds, ashes, treestumps, and thorny-brambles. Remove them all, ~ a r e f u l l y . ~ ~
]or gyis sa ni bslog bya shing / de nas zug mgu dbyung bar bya/
zug rngu bcas pa 'isa bzhi ni / las byas pa dag kruh mi
'gyur//
Furthermore, in the $rivajr2@aka-nan2a-nlah2tantraeja text of the
Kagyur Testament it is said:
The various levels of minor siddhis and others [i.e.middle and
superior siddhis]attainable are effected by the depth to which one
digs--to the level of knee, groin, and navel, respectively. After
removing the defects of the earth, such as chaff, stones, potsherds,
charcoal, thomy-brambles etc., one should pat the soil firmly.??
dman sogs dngos grub bye brag gis 1' spus 1210 chu SO Ite ba 'i
bar / brkos la phub ma rdo dang ni / gyo mo sol ba tug mgu
dang / tsher ma la sogs bsal la bcag //
It is clearly important to strive to remove the defects of the earth
to the maximum possible extent, as this enhances the possibilities of
gaining siddhis.
3 1 . Collected Works of Buston, op. cit ., fol. 14b6
32. Kagyur, op. cit., fol. 144a3.
33. Kagyur, op. cit., fol. 9333-4.
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Similarly,the disadvantages that will ensue from the existence of
defects in the earth are explained in the Vajrivali-nima-mandalavidhi
as follows:
If the place contains stones, a fierce wind will blow. If it contains
bones, one will suffer from severe aches. If the land contains chaff
and charcoal, one will be affected by infectious diseases. If it
contains hairs, roots, and wood, etc., one will suffer poverty.34
sa de la rdo yod na rlung 'byung ngo / !us pa yod na zug gzer
ro/ gyo dum yodna k l ~ ~ g s nyid
p a do/ phub ma dangsol ba yod
na rims so / skra dang rtsa ba dang shing la sogs pa yod na /nye
bar 'tsho ba phra m o 'o zhes pas //
Tsong Khapa, however, is of the opinion that the disadvantages
will ensue from not removing the defects of the earth, rather than from
their mere existence.j5
If the land contains a lot of soil-defects and it is not possible to
remove them completely, then the Tantric texts prescribe that the place
be purified by means of mantras, until all the negativities associated
with the defects are cleared away. As stated in the Sarvanlandalasaminyavidhinim-guhya-tantra:"In case one is unable to remove all
the defects of the earth, that land must be purified by secret mantra
alone. " 3 " z ~ grngu 'inyes pa thams cad ni / gal te dbyung bar mi nus
na / der ni gsang sngags kho na yis / sbyang ba legs par byas par
' g p r )//
Thupten Legshay Gyatso adds: "If not through mantra, then the
greatest purifier is (to establish everything as the direct realization of)
interdependent origination (prativasamutp2da),emptiness (s'rmy:itrl),
and so
11. RITES DURING THE ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION

In the second stage, the following ritual activities must be performed
during the actual constn~ctionof the stiipa:
34.
35.
36.
37.

Abhayakaragupta, op. cit., fol. 4135.
Sng~gsrini c-hen 1110. o p . cit.. f o l . 144112.
Kagyur, o p . cit., fol. 144a.
Thupten Legshay Gyatso. Gateway to the Tetnple, p. 33.
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Layout of the Actual Construction Ground
One commences the construction by smoothly plastering the entire
surface of the ground, beginning from the north-east direction, with a
mixture of cow dung, gathered before it falls to the earth, and cow urine.
Then the eight major lines (thig chen brgyadktwo diagonals, two
Brahma-lines (tshangthig), i.e. the vertical and the horizontal axes, and
the four outer borders-have to be established correctly. It is indeed
noteworthy that the correctness at this point is crucial as a mistake here
would affect the accuracy, and hence the religious value of the
subsequent work. The method of establishing the eight major lines is
exactly the same as that of the traditional artists, established in various
Tibeto-Buddhist religious works.3H
The eight directions (four cardinal and four intermediate) must be
marked with eight pegs made ofAc7acia~ a t e c h wood
u ~ ~ which measure
eight spans each. One is also allowed to useJuniper (dc.odar)u.ood in
Before
place of the Acacia catechu wood if it is not a~ailable.~"
hammering on the pegs, one must recite over them the mantra "Orn
stoxn bandha s v i l ~ ione
" hundred and eight times." While implanting
each peg with a "vajra-hammer", one recites another mantra known as
"Namah s a n ~ a n t vajra
a
akotayasame mahicantali p h a r p h a t
sarvatraraksana trat mat mat hat."^' The hammer is supposed to be
made of half-burnt wood previously used at a cemetery for burning
corpses. It would be excellent, if at this time, one or one's colleague
performs the rites of cleansing, of beverage-offering, and of banishing
troublesome land spirits.
Next, one should dig out three trenches of different depths
followed by erection of their walls in order to strengthen the structure
and prevent it from sinking. The innermost trench should be circular in
shape, and should match the interior diameter of the dome. It should
be deeper than the other two trenches. The second and the third
38. See Jackson's Tibetan Tl~angkaPainting: Methods and Af3terial.s. op. cit.. p.
115,for establishing the eight major lines.
39. L!engIdeng,Skt: srradir, Sarat Chandra I h s . op. cit.. cf.Sengldeng.
40. Rn,ving Ina hh-a ' Ina rgyas pa. op. cit.. p. 560.
41. C01lt.ctt.d Wbrks o f Minling Loc-hen Dh3n113.<ri,
1'01. XI11 (PHA ). fol. 12al.
42. Ibitl., fol. 1231.
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trenches should match the first step and plinth, respectively, both in
size and shape (circular or square). The outermost trench should be the
shallowest.
According to Rnying ma bka ' ma text: "Next one must conceal
vases filled with precious substances within the earth. If circumstances
allow, one should obtain nine Niga-vases (klu bum dgu), each filled
with five kinds of jewels, medicines, perfumes, grains and foodessences (snying po), and place one vase each at the four cardinal
directions, the four intermediate directions, and the centre. If one is
incapable of obtaining nine vases, one can make use of the five N5gavases, one each at the four cardinal directions and the centre. In
extremely difficult circumstances, only the centre vase is required. In all
of the above cases, another vase, generally called the 'Lord of EarthVase' (sa bdag bum pa) must be placed in front of the centre vase. All
the vases should be concealed in pits dug knee-deep and then encased
" ~ then
~ makes the thanks-giving offerings
tightly with stones, e t ~ .One
and apologizes for any errors or omissions that might have occurred
during the ritual performances.
The twentyfive substances mentioned above are classified into
five sets of five substances each. These are enumerated in Sahajavilisa's
commentary on Vimal~snisa,~~
and are as follows:
1. The first set is of five kinds of jewels: coral, gold, silver, pearl
and undamaged gems.45
2.

The second set is of five kinds of medicinal substance^:^^
sadaghra, vyaghra (castor oil), girkarni (probably kantakari,
Wild Rubus, Solanum Jaquini), p3to4' and ha~deva:'~

43. Rnyingma bka 'ma rgyaspa, op. cit., p. 552.
44. Tangyur, Gyud drel, Derge, Vol. THU, fol. 291b3-4.
4 5 . Mentioned a coral (by11 rill instead of the undamaged gem, Bod
rgya tshig mdzod chen mo, cf ., Rin chen Inga.
46. They consist of sle tre (kughtrciorgudiici),salniidraphen (rgya ~ n t s i shu
~ o ha),
Indrahasta (dbangpo lagpa), 1ndra.s arm, a viscid aromatic root of the Salep
Orchid, and white Aparijira (shu dag dkarpo), Ibid., cf. snlan Inga.
47. Written Patola, Ibid., cf. Patola.
48. I am in no position to enumerate the Tibetan equivalent word to this.
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3. The third set is of five kinds of grains: wheat, barley, unhusked
rice, sesamum and maSa (mon sran gre 'u 49).

4. The fourth set is of five kinds of perfumes: Sandal, camphor,
saffron or safflower,50nutmeg and Agani5' (Eagle wood o r
Aloe).

5. The fifth set is of five kinds of food-essences (snyingpolnga):
refined salt, unrefined sugar, butter and Silaji (brag ~ h u n ) . ~ ~

Actual Construction of the Stiipa and its Accessories
The next step is the actual construction of the sttipa, beginning with the
foundation and extending up to the main throne slab. This lower
section of the stupa is generally known as the 'Lion Throne' (sengkhri,
Skt: simhisana).Its height should be four large units and its shape either
square or octagonal, corresponding with the shape of the steps. The
inside of the structure should be left hollow to accommodate the
various kinds of articles like precious stones, medicinal things, grains,
etc. There is a tradition of inserting tsha tsha in the Lion Throne's
hollow, although it is uncertain whether such a practice was prevalent
in ancient India, for I have not located any literary source which has
made any reference to this custom.
Even my primary texts do not include a mere line in this regard,
except the text of Minling Lochen DharmaSri. Ho~vever,that too, is very
meagre and perhaps may not meet our requirement. In his text entitled,
"Drimedmazn gnyisgzungsla rten te mchod rten bzhengspa la nye bar
kho ba i'choga bklagspas 'grvbpa':the only information given therein
is as follows: "One should unmistakenly place the dhimni in the lower
section according to the existing instruction of the lineage."'"
A similar practice is, however, mentioned in Sahajavilisa's
commentary on the \/j111alo~ni$i
text: "Apparently, one may insert in
49. It grows in one of the sub-Himalayan regions called Mon which is presently
in Arunachal Pradesh.
50. See Jackson's Tibetan Thangka Painting: Methods and iMaterials, op. cit.,
p. 115.
5 1. Mentioned a musk (813 rzsi, Skt: kasturi) instead of ~ ~ a rBod
u , gya tshig
mdzod cllen nlo, op. cit.. cf. dn' Inga.
52. Sesame oil (ti1mar) in place of b q zl~un.Ibid.. cf. snj.ingpo Inga.
53. Collected Works of A4in Ling Loc-hen Dharmairi op. cit.. fol. 12a3-4.
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the lower section of the stupa a scroll containing the names of persons
who intend to obstruct the deceased", for whom the stupa is
con~tructed.~'
After placing various kinds of sacred objects and other articles
within the hollowed structure, it then has to be covered by the main
throne slab, which is shaped in the form of a large lotus.
Upon the Throne, the base of Ten-virtues and the four steps are
to be erected, leaving their insides hollow, and then filled with as many
tsha tsha and dhirani as possible. It is said that the greater the number
of tsha tsha put in a stupa, the greater its power and blessings. Here
many also house funeral ashes, old scriptures, paintings and so forth.
The hollowed structure is then covered by the vase-base, which is also
shaped like a lotus.
Method of Arranging the Vimaloswa Mandala
and Ritualistic Articles

One commences by smoothly plastering the surface of the vase-base
and drawing upon it the mandala of Vimalosnisawith a coloured chalk.
Alternatively, it is possible to engrave the mandala on a stone-slab,
properly colouring and coating it with hard varnish. This alternative
method is offered solely for convenience's sake and to prevent defects
such as fading. A blue canopy should be pitched above the mandala.
Finally, starting from the north-east, eight flowers are arrayed, each one
of them marking one of the eight directions. Around the flowers,
and five kinds
additional offerings are arranged: two types of wateryT5
of essential offerings consisting of flowers, incense, light, perfume and
food. It is optimal if, surrounding the above offerings, six sets of
essential offerings can be set up in each of the four cardinal directions,
with an additional set of offerings in the east. However, one is only
required to make one set of offerings in each of the four cardinal
directions with an extra set of offerings in the east. It is extremely
important to take the precaution of selecting optimum materials for the
ritual offerings and containers, since these will be kept inside the stiipa
for ever. Therefore, if available, one should use vessels which are not
easily broken and corroded, i.e. bronze, copper, etc. If such a vessel is
not available, then one can use earthenware.
54. Tangyur, op. cit.
55. They consist c~ rirghyaln (mchod yon) and pzdyan~(zhahs h.sil).
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In the vessel for the arghyam offering (the water offering for
washing the mouth) one should first fill some refined-salt (Ian tsj~wa).
Next fill the vessel with seven substances, viz.: ( 1 ) white flowers such
as Magnolia (canlpak) or the flower of the baluM ttali,<a) plant,
whichever may be acquired; (2) white sesame; (3) white grains; ( 4 )
roasted rice; (5) kuia;(6) scent; and ( 7 )cheese, instead of milk (as there
is a risk of curdling the milk). In the vessel for the padya offering (the
water offering for washing the feet) refined-salt should first be filled,
and then the five kinds of original bark and some washing powder
should be added. However, in Tibet, there has been a tradition of using
the inner barks (bar shun) of the rhododendron (ba lu), white willow
(lcang dkar), apricot (kham bu), tamarisk ( 3 m bu), and white sandal
instead of the five original barks, due to their non-availability. The
washing powder is made by grinding materials such as white peas (sran
dkar), upabrSa (nye shing) and rice-chaff ( 'braspu b a d p a i'shunpa),
etc. For the flower offering, artificial flowers should be made from
brocade, if available. Otherwise, one should use white grain in place of
the flowers. The incense-sticks are to be fixed on the incense-stand.
The light offerings are to be arranged in an earthenware. In the case of
the scented water (dn' chab) offering, first after filling the refined salt
one should then fill the vessel with powder of the five scents-saffron
@urgum), camphor (ga bur), clove (lishi),nutmeg, and white sandal.
The food offering is represented by marzan, a mixture of ground
roasted barley, tsanl pa and butter.
Outside the above offerings, eight ornamental banners (tiara. flag.
banner and parasol etc., made from silk) are to be raised upon the
ceramic-stands, eight in each of the eight directions, or at least one in
each of the eight directions. A red curtain should encircle the banners.
Next, the entire mandala is surrounded by a wall (stone, cement or
wood), at least an arm-length in height.
After enclosing the ritual offerings and mandala within the above
protection wall. the ritual musical instruments and offerings for the selfgenerating ritual are gathered in front of the i,irr2cC3n.a.Then the
Vajricigu performs the self-generating and front-generating ritual
practices, in accordance with the treatises. The threefold ritual offering
56. Balu belongs to species of fragrant aborescent plants (rhododenclron.s)growing
in the Himalayas and Tibet, the bark and leaves of which are used as incense in
Tibet, its flowers are called dali, Sarad Chandra Das, op. cit.. cf. ba lu.
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cakes are brought in front of the Vajriciry~i,and are offered, one by
one, to the evil spirits. At this point, the Vajl.ac3'ya seeks help from
Kietrapalas and Dikp2l~i.sin order to pacify obstacles and hindrances.
Finally, the VajrrTcSrya recites the verses of alispiciousness and
rings the ritual bell. He then circuma~nbulatesthe mandala three times
and makes a request for the accomplishment of his own and others'
wishes.

Method of Arranging the Rahnivimala Man&la,
Axle-pole and so forth

The day after completion of the Vimalosnisa rites, one should add
height to the doi~lestructure. There are important deity preparatory
practices, which accompany the constn~ctionof the Rasinivirnala
Mandala. These rites should be done properly in accordance with the
treatises.
Next, one must engrave the mandala of Ra,$iniviinala on a stoneslab and place it in the designated area within the dome of the stiipa.
If the designated area is not large enough, the mandala inay be lodged
in a nearby area inside the dome. Next , the axle-pole of standard size
and calved with a miniature stupa at the top and a half-vajra at the
bottom has to be placed in its original orientation,'' its bottom point
almost touching the centre of the mandala. There is a risk of breaking
the mandala slab, if one places a heavy axle-pole upon it. A method to
prevent such breakage is to raise the axle-pole from its vajra portion
towards all the directions with the help of supporting-beams. It is stated
in the &a RaSmivimala ViXuddha Prabhg NSma Dhgrani text that, "On
the four sides of the axle-pole one should insert a scroll containing the
mantra of the axle-pole written ninetynine times. The mantra is: "Om
sarvatatheata viprilayafiimankanakarajeta vipusitayasti dhiiru dhiiru
samante vilokite sarasara manasarvapa va viiodhini san~bodhini
pra varyasti parin~anid~~stah
uruciramala viiuddhe huri7 huln s ~ i h i . " ~ ~
One can also wrap a scroll of the same mantra, around the axle-pole.
The text further adds that a scroll of hydaya-mantra known as "Om
sarva tathiigata n~a
lviiodh2nini dhiiva1epi-atisatisamsarg ti]thig~z
ta cfhatu
57. In its original orientation is in reference to its standing position and the
direction it faced when it was a living tree.
58. Alyri lai~ilivinial:lI .i>qc~ciciha
plabl~anima cili;itx!i1; op. cit . , fol . 12a4-5.
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dhare d h m dh131.1
sandhim sandhgm sarvatath2gatadhisthanadl~i.srhite
svi@l" should be written in a similar fashion and placed within the base
of the axle-pole.59
Apropos the above, Minling Lochen DharmaSri adds:

-

Obtain an axle-pole of standard size. Then, one should engrave
niches on the top, bottom, and on [the middle of ?I the four sides
of the axle-pole to accommodate dharant mantms, etc. In each
niche on the four sides, one should place the mantra of axle-pole
and the dharani of the sgrib sel (Sarvaniv~ranaviskambl~inrr)
known as "Namo bhagavate na va nava.... " each written '99 times.
Likewise, in the top of the axle-pole insert dharani of the
RaSmivimala (the longer one), IJsnisavijayS and relics, and in the
bottom, hrdaya -mantra of RaSmivinlala and Pratityasam utpada
are to be placed."@

It is excellent if genuine conch-shells (dung chm) are placed
along the four sides of the mandala 3 snam l3u (outermost edge), for
holding the precious substances. If conch-shells are not available then
one has to make vessels out of stone or clay, and apply a coating of
white-wash and hard varnish upon them. Inside, they should be filled
with refined-salt and with five different types of scented powder. On
the eastern snam bu, one should place three vessels containing incense
of sandalwood, aloe-wood, juniper, and so on. In the south, one should
place a conch-shell containing the above scents and an earthenware
filled with flower and rice. On the western snam bu, one should place
a painted vase filled with a certain porridge called kri sa ra, which is
made from a mixture of black sesame, miiaka and rice. One is allowed
to use white peas in case miiiaka is not available. One should also place
a vase filled with the three white foods, and an earthen plate containing
99 kinds of different fruits. On the northern snam bu, one should place
an earthen plate holding a round ritual cake, white in colour, which is
surrounded by different kinds of food, such as mar thud,'' biscuits
(khurba), etc. One should also put here an earthen pot, decorated with
59. Ibid., fol. 13b2.
60. Collected Works o f Minling Lochen DhamagrK op. cit., fol. 13a3-7.
61. Mar thud is a very delicious kind of food made of butter mixed with cheese
and treacle or molasses.
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a scarf around its neck, and containing five scents and adorned with
kuia grass and peacock feathers. An earthen plate containing flowers
and incense is also to be placed here.
At the north-westem edge, beside the conch-shell of scent offerings,
one must arrange on a semi-circular slate or wooden slab an image of
GaneSa with his elephant-face painted blue, and holding an axe and
radish. Upon the head of the image one should place a butter lamp
(made of silver if affordable, otherwise it would suffice to have
bronze), nailing it firmly.
The outer surroundings of the mandala should be anointed with'
a mixture of scented water and oil, and flower petals should be strewn
around. Then one set of offerings is made at each of the four sides, with
one or three additional sets offered in the west. If a full set of offerings
is not available then the individual objects of offerings, i.e. arghyam,
scented water, flowers, incense and food should be arranged as
described above. Also, various types of biscuits and fruits, white peaspap (sran dkar gyi chan), milk-porridge or cheese, and a butter lamp
are to be arranged in a clockwise manner starting from the southwest.
Outside the above offerings, one should build special altars, one in
each of the four cardinal directions, for an arghyam offering. To
represent the arghyam, one should place seven offerings such as bzed
zhal (food offering), water offering etc. In the four intermediate
directions, one should arrange one offering each of incense, butter
lamp and food.
Finally, the mandala is decorated with eight victory-banners
(topped with peacock feathers) one in each of the four cardinal
directions and the four intermediate directions. Each banner is of a
different colour: the white one in the east, reddish yellow in the southeast, black in the south, dark brown in the south-west, red in the west,
multi-coloured in the north-west, yellow in the north, and greenishyellow in the north-east. It would be best if one could obtain the eight
auspicious symbols (bkra shis rtags hrgyad). If not, then each of them
can be represented in the form of miniature pictures (tsa ka li)drawn
on birch-bark or on a small circular slate, and hung around the neck of
each victory-banner. All this should be encircled with red ribbon.
Above the red ribbon, woven threads are stretched to the four outer
altars and on these are hung silk hangings, flags, banners and bouquets
of silk flowers.
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At this stage, if circumstances allow, the Vajrjt-ixyaand his
disciples should read or recite the RaSmivilnala-Ilhi~anitext three
times or more. However, they must read it at least once. Generally, it is
best if one can arrange for a special person just to read the dhsrani and
sutra. Then one must start ringing the ritual hells, and playing of other
ritual musical instruments accompanied with the recitation of the
Piijsmeghi-mantra fi.e . Omsarva ta thagata sapariva-arghyam pra ticcha
puj5megha samudraspharanasamaye 2h h u h ) . The threefold ritual
cakes are offered followed by thanks-giving offerings, and a request is
made for the perfect accomplishment of one's own and others' wishes.
Next, auspicious verses such as the Refuge prayer and others. which are
mentioned in the sutra and tantra, are to be recited as many times as
possible.
To conclude, if circumstances allow, the lengthy auspicious
verses of the Kriyitantra, derived from the rite of the Vimalosri@atext,
and Aspirational prayers like the Bhadriciva are to be recited
exte~sively
.

III. RITES AFI'ER THE COMPLETION OF THE
CONSTRUCrION
The rites after the construction involve the Ritual of Consecration,
which may only be performed after the completion of religious objects.
The objects to be consecrated are Buddhist monuments, large or small,
including stupas, temples, images, photographs, statues, paintings of
Buddhist deities, and the like.
The English translation of the Ritual of Consecrationprepared by
Sherpa Tulku and Michael Perrott says that, "The principal purpose of
the Ritual of Consecration is to invite the wisdom beings from their pure
Buddha-fields through the power of the practitioner's meditation. the
potency of the rituals, and the devotion of the hosts. These wisdom
beings are invited. drawn into the objects to be consecrated, and their
presence is sealed by the procedures of the r i t ~ a l . " " ~
According to the Mahayana Buddhism, the basic reason for
performing the Ritual of Consecration is to sanctifj~the places and
objects of worship and Dham~a-study,and to make them worthy for
62. Tibet Journal, op. cit., p. 36.
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veneration. Therefore, as soon as the religious object is completed it
should be consecrated as early as possible, as explained in the
Supratisfha-tantra-sari~grah:~
text: "Misfortune will ensue wherever
there is a completed image, which remains for a long time without
being blessed; unless it has been consecrated, it is not worthy for
worship."63Likewise, the advantages derived from consecrating such
things is also stated therein: "Invisible and visible results will be
obtained due to the great merits of having done so [consecrated the
objects]. On account of the characteristics of the sacred form the
blessing will enter into it."64This Ritual of Consecration plays an
important role in the achievement of whatever one desires, both in this
and future lives, even including the attainment of the Buddhahood.
The length of the Ritual of Consecration is variable, depending
mostly upon the kind of mandala employed. If the coloured sand
mandala is used, the ritual performance is bound to be more elaborate
as the inanhla itself requires extra days for construction. Alternatively,
if a mandala is drawn either on cloth or slate, the construction ritual may
be somewhat abbreviated, yet the actual procedures for the Ritual of
Consecration remain unaffected. Once the Ritual of Consecration has
been completed, it is very important to properly maintain the object,
and keep it always clean. If circumstances allow, the Ritual of
Consecration should be re-performed at least once a year.
The procedures for the Ritual of Consecration are not mentioned
here due to their lengthy and sacred nature. The detailed procedures
may be studied in the Kagyur and Tangyur and in the texts of later
Tibetan scholars.

63. Kagyur, op. cit., fol. 146b5.
63. Ibid., fol. 146b5-6.

Types of Sttipas, Structural Components
and Proportional Differences

A mention of various types of Tibeto-Buddhist stupa architecture is
incomplete without making references to the eight stupas associated
with the eight major events in the life of Gautama the Buddha.
Tradition, in fact, has sufficiently confirmed records that the eight
stupas a7ereconstructed in the eight sacred places where these events
occurred. They are generally known as the eight stupas of the
Tathigata (de bzhingshegspa i'mchodrten rgyad).The ancient Indian
literature is replete with information regarding their names, builders.
localities and the events which they comrnelnorated, although all kinds
of divergences are found regarding their details.' But. surprisingly, the
literature o n the architectural formation of these stupas has been
con~parativelyneglected.
According to general opinion. the shapes and dimensions of the
eight fundamental types of Tiheto-Buddhist stupas as built today are
somewhat transformed types of the Indian Buddhist stiipas. except for
the modification imposed by the metre. Despite this transformation, the
Tibeto-Buddhist stiipa has retained all the architectural aspects and
religious significance as well as spiritual values and symbolical meanings
which originated in the ancient Indian Buddhist culture.
1.

See Chapter 1. for details.
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The Kriygsamgraha text has enumerated four types of stupas, i.e.
like a heap grains of rice ('bras spung lta bu, Skt: dhgnyakataka), like
an alms-bowl (Ihung bzedlta bu, Skt: Khakkhara), like a vase (bumpa
lta bu, Skt: kumbha), and like a victory-banner (rgyalmtshan lta bu, Skt:
dhvaja). Among them, the victory-banner type of stupa is further subdivided into two: the vase-shaped type of stupa and the bell-shaped
stupa? AS I have discussed earlier, traditionally, the eight fundamental
types of Tibeto-Buddhist stupas were regarded as Mahayana stupas
having the victory-banner shape. Excluding the stupa of Nirvana, in the
remaining seven stupas, the structure of the dome (the principle part of
the sti~pa)is vase-shaped. In the case of the Nirvana stupa, the dome
is bell-shaped without any steps. These two forms of dome structures
are the basic features of the Tibeto-Buddhist stupa architecture. But of
particular interest is the flight of four or so steps found in the eight
fundamental types of stupas (excluding the stupa of Nirvana). In these
steps, one can find distinct characteristic features of each type of stupa.
The steps are generally square, circular, octagonal or polygonal in
shape. The remaining structural parts are similar in all the eight types
of stupas. Occasionally, though rarely, the structures of harmikg, vasebase and the base of ten-virtues and below (Lion Throne) are made in
conformity with the specific structural shape of the steps.
I will discuss herein the detailed structural distinctions amongst
the eight types of Tibeto-Buddhist stupas followed by their main
structural components and proportional differences as propounded in
the various literary sources.

Types of Sttipas
The layout shown in figure 3, is the first type of stupa called
'Enlightenment'. It has a flight of four perfect square steps which are
free from embellishments, although there is a tradition of making all the
upper edges of the steps bulge out by one-quarter part of their own
height to have an attractive look.
The layout shown in figure 4, is the second type of stupa called
"Heaped Lotuses". It is also called the stupa of "Auspicious Appear2.

'Tangyur, Gyud drel, Derge, Vol. KU (Toh. 2531), fol. 352a7-bl.
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Figure 3.

Stupa of Enlightenment type
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anceV,jand "Appearance of Sugata".' It comprises a flight of four
circular steps adorned with heaped lotuses. There is also a tradition of
making a maximum of seven steps to symbolize the seven paces that
the Gautama Buddha took immediately after his birth in the Lumbini
garden of Kapilavastu .
The layout shown in fi+ gure 5, is the third type of stupa called the
"Multiple Auspicious Doors", or also called the stupa of "Divine
Wisdomv5.It comprises a flight of four square steps and each sides'
centre bulges out by one-third the size of their width. These stupas have
108 doors or niches at the maximum, 56 in the medium and 16 in
minimum. Symbolically, four doors on each side symbolize the four
Noble-truths, eight doors on each side symbolize the eight doors of
liberations, twelve doors o n each side symbolize the twelve links of
interdependent origination and sixteen doors on each side symbolize
the sixteen types of emptiness.
The layout shown in figure 6, is the fourth type of sti~pacalled
"Great Miracle", or "Conquest of Tirthikas", which is identical to the
preceding ones (having a flight of four square steps projected in their
centre), although it does not have doors or niches on the steps and is
devoid of fiirther embellishments.
The layout shown in figure 7, is the fifth type of stupa called the
"Descent from Heaven", or alternatively named stupa "Offered by
DevasV6.The structural formation of this stupa is also similar to the
preceding ones, but it has three ladders in the centre of each side's
projected area.
The layout shown in figure 8, is the sixth type of stupa called
"Reconciliation",which is comprised of four octagonal steps formed by
cutting off the four corners of the flight of four steps to form eight even
sides. They are free from all eml->ellishments.Occasionally, though
rarely, there is a tradition of making all the upper edges of the steps
projected out by one-third of their own height.
3. Chenga Lodos Gyaltsen, Mcl~od1.te17 gyi t.sh;ici st011 pa
phreng ha, Vol. CA, fol. 16bS.
4. Ibid.,fol. 16b3.
5. Ibid., fol. 161->4.
6. Ibici., fol. 1732.

1c"fi~,s11;1ci~.sc'I.
gyi
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Figure 5. Sti~pa.of Multiple Auspicious Doors type
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Figure 9. Stupa of Victory type
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Figure 11. Main Orientation I.ine of Stupa
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The layout shown in figure 9, is the seventh type of stupa called
"Victory". It has three circular steps rather than four. Even the base of
ten-virtues and the vase-base are circular.
The layout shown in figure 10, is the eighth type of stupa called
"Nirviina".It is rather a unique type of stupa because of its "bell-shaped
dome" in which mouth rests directly on the "base o f ten-virtues"
without any steps.
Traditionally, the eight types of Tibeto-Buddhist stupas just
mentioned can be both a 'hang rten ", or a 'phyi rten '; (internal or
external receptacle). Among them, the stupa of Enlightenment is most
frequently built in our community.
Apart from these eight types of stupas, there are other types of
Buddhist stupas associated with the different categories of Buddhist
order, i.e. the stupas of Pratyekabuddha, ~riivaka(true-hearer),
Anaga~nin(never-returner) , Sakrdagamin (once-returner), sro&ipanna
(stream-enterer) and virtuous layman, although they are hardly built in
the Tibetan community. The basic archetype of stupa for the said
Buddhist order is more or less similar. The only variation seen amongst
them is limited to the number of the entitled umbrellas or wheels.

Structural Components of the Smpa Proper
The Tibeto-Buddhist stupa, in all its styles, comprises three main
structural bodies: (1) the Lion Throne (sengkhri),(2) the intermediate
section (or the later extremity), and (3) the upper section (or the upper
extremity).
The Lion Throne
The Lion Throne is the lower section of the stupa, which consists of six
symbolic structures from the ground plinth (sa stegs) up to the frame
(ba ganl). The structural shape of the Lion Throne can be broadly
classified into two: i.e. the one dependant upon and the other not
dependent upon the specific structural shape of the steps. The former
can be seen in different shapes, depending on the specific structural
shape of the steps; however, it is not in colnmon practice, although it
looks more attractive than the latter because of its well matching
features. For example, if the structural shape of the steps is octagonal.
the Lion Throne should also be made octagonal in shape. The same rule
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is applied to other shapes, as well, however, a circular Lion Throne is
rarely made. Those not dependent upon the steps are widely prevalent
in practice. In these cases, the structural shape of the Lion Throne is
perfectly square and does not depend upon the structural shape of the
steps.
There is a practice of either carving or drawing various figures,
such as animals and eight auspicious symbols, on the four cardinal
surfaces of the Lion Throne. The animals are usually represented by
two figures each of a lion, garuda, horse and peacock. I could not,
however, gain access to any indication of these practices in the texts so
far studied. In fact, according to the tradition, the structure of the Lion
Throne is to be dedicated to lion's figures, as practised in the ancient
period.
The practice of erecting the Lion Throne was not an ancient
tradition of Tibet as none of the earliest construction manuals or allied
works mention it. It was obviously added later by the Tibetan architects
and has now become one of the prominent structural parts of the stupa.
There are two necessary implications behind its presentation viz.,
showing respect for the holy shrine or the person for whom it was
constructed and showing respect for its aesthetic considerations. Its
proportion and structural parts are also similar to the other Lion
Thrones constructed in honour of the ruler, the incarnate lama and the
high priest in Tibet.

The Intermediate Section
The Intermediate Section or in architectural terminology the "later
extremity" comprises six symbolical structures from the "base of tenvirtues (rmang dge ba bcu)",up to the hanniki. Structurally, the base
of ten-virtues represents the foundation of the main structure of the
stupa proper of the ancient period. It is either circular or square in shape
and the circular structure has to be inscribed with the lotus petal
designs. It is also.called the "seat of ten-virtues (gdan dge ba bcu)".
Upon this, there is a flight of four or so steps which shorten progressively
towards the top while maintaining equal height. In the case of the
stupas of Victory (and very rarely, of Nirvana), there are three steps
instead of four but, the Nirvana stupa in the later period has no steps
at all. The steps are generally square, circular, octagonal or projectional
in shape.
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To ident@ the structural differences trtwecn the eight fundamental
types of Tibeto-Buddhist stupas, one must rely solely upon the
structural formation of the steps. One must comprehend at first that
basically every style of the stupa has the same architectural shape with
regard to the structure of the vase-base and above, and that of the base
of ten-virtues and below. The exception lies in the case o f the steps
(which are in between the base of ten-virtues and the vase-base), where
one can notice a distinct characteristic feature in each of the eight
fundamental types of stupas (excluding the stupa of Nirvana, as it does
not have any steps at all).
The 'vase-support (bum rten)' is circular in shape and has to be
inscribed with lotus petal designs. Upon it stands the 'vase-shaped
dome', which broadens gradually from the 'vase-base (bum ma) 'up
towards the 'vase-belly (bum It01 ', until it reaches its full width which
is equal to that of the third step. From here, it curves' inwards until it
becomes equal in width to the vase-root. In the case of the 'bell-shaped
dome', its structure is like the mouth of a bell placed on the base of tenvirtues, and it is without any steps. So naturally, the dome is thinnest at
the upper part and broadest at the lower part; in addition. it reaches
higher than the vase-shaped dome. The dome is topped by the
hannikii-base and the hamlikg, which are rectangular in shape or
sometimes, projectional in shape.
In this manner, the total height of the later extremity must equal
commentary of
the width of the first step. According to the Vinlalo~~n<~a
Sahajavilisa: "The height of the 'later extremity' (gnam pl~angphyj
ma), is [equal to] the measurement of [one] side of the first ~ t e p . To
''~
interpret this, Buston, Phreng Khapa, etc.,had established the proportion
of the later extremity as equal to the lneasurement between the top of
the hamika and the base of the first step.9 But, Desid set up the
proportion as similar to the size between the lower part of the first step
7.

8.

9.

It seems that there is a tradition of cutting-off the height of the vase shoulder
from both the extent points o f the vase-belly and the uppermost part of the
vase. But, none of the construction n~anualinform us to follow such method.
prr 'ilto ba idir ba lta bu)is generally
The vase-belly in a distended form (hun~
deemed as a salient feature of the vase in our tradition.
Tangyur, Derge, op. cit.. fol. 313b5.
Collected Works of Buston, op. cit.. fol. 3a2 (p. 555).
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and the upper part of the 'Lotus Supporting-un~l->rella"~'.
There is no
doubt that both systems tnaintainecl the idea of equalizing the
measurement of the later extremity with the width of the first step, but
neither system gave any justification for or explanation regarding their
variant ways of calculating the measurement of the later extremity.

The Upper Section
The upper section or 'upper extremity' consists of all the structures
from the 'Lotus Supporting-umbrella (gciugs 'degspad)' up to the
'Spherical Pinnacle (tog)'. The Lotus Supporting-umbrella has to be
inscribed with lotus petal designs all along its circumference. Upon this,
there is a tier of thirteen wheels or umbrellas in the shape of thirteen
disks or rings that taper off in height and circumference towards the
topn~ostwheel. All the wheels are of equal height, and surround the
"axle-pole (srog shing, Skt: ya,5[1]'.
The axle-pole is an important part of the structure of a stupa. One
needs a great deal of care and caution in selecting an appropriate
specimen of wood for the axle-pole and proper arrangement should be
made in locating its original cardinal direction and correct position
while placing it inside the sttipa. This is quite imperative for the purpose
of accumulating merits and blessings, and for preventing calamities and
inauspiciousness.
If available, the axle-pole should be made out of sacred wood like
Sandal,Juniper, Cedar, etc. If not possible, then the wood of other hard
and straight trees should be used, hut not from poisonous or coarse
trees. After the process of its selection, it is necessary to inark the east
side of the selected tree before it is cut off. After this the axle-pole
should be made into a square shape, thinner at the top and broader at
the bottom, and carved with a miniature stiipa of the Victory type at the
top and that of half-vajra at the bottom. As the axle-pole tapers upwards
the top it should have the thickness of one-third the size of the bottom.
Finally, the axle-pole has to l ~ plzced
e
in its proper original for111facing
the correct cardinal directions and resting in the correct i1ppt.r and
lower positions: its base touching the fourth step and its top at the base
. .- -..---

-- .

--

10. 1Iliclu~;ca clk;~r.130 1~1.4'phi-o I>:! 'i S~IJTIIsgron ci311.g (11-iIt'n g j.3 ' sel l)zh~~g.s
.YO.
op. c ~ tf o l 29231

.

of the moon. Thus, the east side of the axle-pole bhould correspond
with the east side of the stupa, and its upper and lower positions should
correspond to the top and bottorn positions of the stupa, respectively.
It is believed that in cases, where the axle-pole is either longer or
shorter than its required size, or when it is mistakenly fixed in the
reverse position, it is considered to be inauspicious.
Atop the thirteenth wheel rests the structure of "Formula of
Compassion (tl~ugsrjt' m~do
gzungs, Skt : karunlisutra dharani)."It is in
the form of the offering cup (mchod ring) which holds oblation water
and is placed before the images of deities in Til~eto-Buddhistchapels.
The one--thirdof its upper part has to be encircled by many coil-shaped
in bas-relief. The "lJmbrella &dugs) ", should equal the seventh wheel:
the "Cover of Umbrella (gdugs khebs)", the width of the sixth wheel,
and the "za ra tshagsJ', the height of the harn~ikj.The crown structures
of the latter two are usually made of ornate perforated metal, although
sometimes it is produced in a non-perforated form. The Formula of
Compassion and the Umbrella are hidden within the ornate metal
crown. The moon which stands upon the Formula of Compassion is in
the shape of a crescent, and the radius of sun is a hit bigger than the
moon. The Spherical Pinnacle is found in two shapes: one is similar to
the crest of a young bud of blue lotus ( ~ l t p ~ l d a the
n d other is in a small
vase-shaped structure topped by a single or double spherical structure
similar to the in~alaka-kalaia-termination of the nlodern Nepalese
stupa.

Proportional Dmerences
Before discussing the proportional differences among the stiipas
described in various sources, an important task is to determine the
establishment of their main orientation lines preceded by the eight
major lines (thigchen Ix-wad),in order to make the stCqas proportionate.
Whatever type of stiipa one may plan, irrespective of its size, one
has to make five equal parts on both the right and left sides of the central
vertical axis (tshang tllig), totalling ten equal parts. Similarl~.,eight
equal parts are made in both the upper and lower sides of the central
horizontal axis, totalling sixteen equal parts from the bottom to top.
Each one of these parts constitutes a "large unit" (c-Illla cllm) and is
further divided into four equal parts vertically and horizon tall^^. a
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quarter part of a large unit constituting a "small unit" (&a c h ~ i n gor cha
phran). This total height of sixteen large units (equivalent to sixtyfour
small units) and breadth of ten large units (equivalent to forty small
units) on both the right and left sides of the vertical axis is common to
all styles of the stupas (Figure 11).The bases are all perfectly square and
the circular parts are all perfectly round in shape, having circumference
equal to three times the diameter.
All the Tibetan scholars have unanimously established the
measurement of sixteen large units (corresponding to sixtyfour small
units) as the maximum height of the whole structure of the stupa
measuring from the structure above the plinth up to the spherical
pinnacle. However, some minor dissimilarities in the measurement of
some parts of the main structures of the stiipas can be found amongst
the proportions established in various sources. For instance, in the case
of the height of a vase: Buston established the measurement of twelve
small units and one-third of a small unit." However, Desid set u p its
proportion as three large units and one-third part of a small unit (equal
to thirteen small units and one-third part of a small unit) which matches
with the measurement of two-thirds the length of the fourth step.12
Likewise, Buston propounded the measurement of eighteen small
units for the height of the thirteen wheels includillg the "LotusSupportingumbrella" (below the first wheel) and the "Formula of Compassion"
(above the thirteenth wheel).'*ut, Desid established the measurement
of fourteen small units for the height of the thirteen wheels and one
small unit each for the "Lotus Supporting-umbrella" and the "Formula
of Compassion", totalling sixteen small units.''
In both the cases, the measurements d o not concur with each
other. It is even more surprising that the height of the vase (i.e. the
dome) established by Buston contradicts the measurement in the
Vin~alo@-.sa, on which Buston1s proportional manual was based.
According to the commentary on Vin1alos!7isaby Sahajavil5sa: "The
11. Collected W~rk~sofHuston,
op. cit., fol. 3a2 ( p .555).
12. Vaidurya cih-arpo 1;~sphro p a ' I .snyen .sgmli da11g cjr; len g.j:i ' S C I~zIi~~g~s
~
SO,
op.cit., fol.291173 (p. 715).
13. Collected \.V'orks of B~iston,op. cit ., fol. 3a5-6 ( p. 555).
14. Vaiciurya dkar po las phro pa 'isnyen s p n dang dri len g.ya ' st31bzh ~ ~so,
gs
op.cit.. fol.291b3-4 (p. 715).
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vase-base

Figure 1 .

I)csid's Proportion for the S t i ~ p aof Enlightvn~ntmt
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Figure 14. Comparati\.e hieasul.c.ment of Buston's dnd Desid's Stupa
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vase is two-thirds of the first step and the height of the thirteen wheels
should be three-quarters the length of the first step."15To interpret these
quotations, the two-thirds and three-quarters length of the first step
correspond to sixteen small units and eighteen small units respectively,
taking Buston's measurement of the length/width of the first step as
twenty four small units. The shape of the vase, if arranged in accordance
with the above dimensions, will become elongated, and much higher
than the custom.
Most of the Tibetan scholars (except Desid, Namkha and Yodzer)
are in conformity with the proportions of Buston (Figure 12). However,
in the sense of structural beauty, the proportions laid down by Desid
are much more attractive than those of Buston's method (Figure 13).In
Buston's format everything from the base of ten-virtues up to the fourth
step and the vase-belly is slightly thinner. The thirteen wheels are also
slightly narrower and higher, when compared to the shape set up by
Desid (Figure 14).
On the following page, a comparative table showing the
proportional differences of the structural components as propounded
by the various scholars has been prepared 'by the author in order to
compare the datum more easily.

-

--

15. Tangyur, Derge, op. cit., fol. 313h7
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TABLE SHOWING DIFFERENTPROPORTIONSPROPOUNDED BY VARlOUSTIBETANSCHOWRS

Abbreviations

S. Unit
H
W

-

-

Small Unit

E. 6 W

-

-

Equal to 6th Wheel

E. Ha

Equal to 7th Wheel

E. Urn

Height

E. 7W

Width

E. 13W Equal to 13th Wheel

Equal to Hartnib
Equal to Umbrella

Sttipa Architecture of the
Upper Indus Valley
Presented here is a survey of the stupa architecture of the Upper Indus
Valley of Ladakh or more precisely, of those stupas which are found
between the monasteries of Spituk and Hemis. These stupas are in
many diverse forms and sizes, are mostly built of inferior material, and
can be found in every habitat and monastic site. So far, n o attempt at a
systematic study of these stupas, with respect to their architectural
aspects and chrono-historical determinations, has been made.
The survey carried out by the author is limited to a small number
of stupas within the regional limits of Ladakh. d u e to time restraints and
financial constraints.
The Leh district, nestled in the middle of the Upper Indus Valley,
has been more closely investigated. A large number of stupas in this
area definitely evince a Tibetan origin; the few exceptions being some
older stupas, which are of unknown origin.'
During the last decade of the 13th centur). and the early quarter of the 14th
century, the famous scholars Buston, Tag tsang Lotsawa, Tulku Phrengkhaba.
etc., collaborated to compose a construction nianual for stupas, in order to
encourage uniformity in their constniction. In the present \;olume. the tern1
"later sttipa" refers to a stupa which mras definitely constructed after the
implementation of this 14th century-codified text. The term "early stiipa" refers
to a stupa which was probably constructed before the 14th century, or in any
case was not clearly influenced by the above nientioiied codification. It is not
cert:~in whether the early sttipas were built in accordance nrith the then
prevailing Til~etancustotn (pre-codification) or before the introduction of the
Tiheto-Buddhist architectural traditior, into Ladakh.

Stupa and its Technology:A Tibeto-BuddhistPerspective
The later Ladakhi stupas are of the standard types, identical to the
eight fundamental transformed types of Tibeto-Buddhist stiipas. Thus,
they are undoubtedly of the Tibetan origin. Structurally, they are less
ponderous, more slender and elegant than their earlier counterparts,
especially in their view of the "dome"and its upward parts. In the earlier
stupas, the dome, raised on a square or circular or polygonal base, is
hemispherical in shape, (like an inverted alms-bowl) resting upon the
vase-base; whereas in the later stupas, the dome is an inverted,
truncated cone, often known as a "vase-shaped dome", and is more
elongated on account of its reduced diameter.
Basically, all the eight types of stupas have the same architectural
shape with regard to the structure of the "vase-base" and above, and
that of the "base of ten-virtues" and below. But the "Stupa of Nirvana"
is an exception because it has a "bell-shaped dome" instead of the usual
"vase-shaped dome" and it has no steps at all.

lare, 'ircular, octagonal, o r l>olygon;tl in shapc.. Norm:tll\.l, r l ~ ~ \ c
pas have four steps. although oc-c.asionally t h c n u ~ n t ~ cisl -founcl t o
y. (The S t i p a of Ninlana is. o f course. a n cxccl->tion.)'I'hc hcst
~ n l p l eofthe
s
ahove types are loc.:ttcd just I,eloic, thc'l'iktsc Monastcr).
ere o n e finds a row of the eight fundaniental tr:cnsfor~ncdtlrpes of
pas, built of superior material (1'1. I ).
Of the eight types of stupas. the "Stupa o f E31~1igl1tenrncnt"
is 11lost
nmonly found. It has a flight o f four steps mfhichare perfcctl!, 5quarc
ihape a n d are free from enll~ellishments.Stupas o!' this o p e are
ponderant throughout Ladakh. Anlong them, ththn ~ )st
c represvn~ative
pa of this pattern. located o n top o f the S h q . pii1ac.c.. contains all the
a1 structural conlponents and seems to 1,e o f a relatii~c-l1'recvnt date
it is, cil-(-217th centus). ? . I ) . , PI. 11). Local inhahitants ha), tllat the
3a uras built by king Senge Kalngyal in nlernoq7 o f his fr~tller
lyang Namgyal. the second king o f the Namgyal dynast). o f Ladakh.

II. Rear \.ien-o f the She!. Palace \\-it11 ;i Srupu of Enlightenme~~t
:it
impaired
strrtes
o
f
stC~[>:~s.
thv c.entrtb.O n the right i..; a ron- of

'1,rrt.

Often o n e can see s t i ~ p ; ~ofs this p:rttt.rn erected o\.er :I free
ling gateway, the most inspiring architecture I ha\-e come ricross
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in the region of the Upper Indus Valley. The gateways are not at all
functional; they have no doors, thus can neither be opened nor shut.
They consist of simple thick walls erected on either side of the access
lanes, on which rests a square lintel surmounted by a chorten (stupa)
proper. As a rule, the mandala and Buddhist pantheons are represented
on the underneath surface of the lintel (which is made of lumber).
The gateway-stupas are all found around the access lanes leading
into the old palaces and their monasteries. Three of them can be found
in Leh proper and one each at Stok, Tiktse, Hemis and Spituk. Of them,
the one seen at the very beginning of the old access lane leading into
the Leh palace seems to be the earliest (PI. 111). The hamikg and the
parts above are missing, perhaps having deteriorated over the course
of time. On the centre surface of each of the four sides of its Lion Throne
there is an image of a lion in bas-relief.

Plate III. The oldest gatem~ay-stupain Lt.11 proper
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In contrast, the other two gateway-stupas l c ~ a t e dnear the Leh
palace still exhibit all the usual structural components and appear to tx.
of later date (PI. IV). However, the one situated nearest to the Lch
palace has in embossed Lantsa script, the renowned six-syllable
mantra, i.e. "Om manipadme hum'', around the umbrella-tower. This
umbrella-tower is made of moulded terracotta pieces (PI. V), and is the
most inspiring and unique umbrella-tower that the author has ever
seen. A mandala surrounded b y various deities is painted o n the
underneath surface of the lintel (Pl. VI).
On the Lion Thrones of both the stupas, o n e can see carved o n
each side in each of the four cardinal directions, two figures of four
different animals; i.e,clockwise from the East: garu&, lion, horse and
peacock, respectively.

Plr~tt.I\:

The gattlnray-Lsrfip~~
closest to the
Leh Palace.
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Plate V. A moulded terracotta umbrella-tower
embossed with Lantsa script around it.

The Stok Gateway-stupa, which is similar to the above two stupas
in all other respects, has an inscription in Lantsa characters on its Lion
throne instead of the animal figures (PI. VII).
Jan Pieper is of the opinion that the gateway-stiipas are not
erected for the purpose of worship, but for what may be called their
"signal valuen2.His assumption is quite possible. However, the
symbolical significance behind this customary practice still remains
2.

Jan Pieper, Stupa Architecture of the lJpper Indus Valley, Anna Libera
Dallapiccola (ed. et al.), The Stiipa: Its Religious, Historical and Architectural
Significance, Franz Steiner Verlag, Weisbaden. 1980. p. 129.

Plate 17. A 111;jnci;~la surrounded b y ~ ~ a r i o udeities
s
painted on the
underneath surface of the lintel

The stupa of the "Descent from Heaven" is another redeeming
type, which is also rather frequent and is almost always found in ancient
habitats. It is perhaps the only type of stupa consisting of structures,
which must have played either a leading role in the dissemination of the
stupa architecture of Ladakh or must have predominated before the
standard types of stupas were introduced in the region. For example.
in the sandy plain of Shey, known locally as Shey Thang, one can find
enormous impaired stupas of different sizes built of inferior material.
The types of stupas most frequently represented in the site are those
symbolizing the "Descent from Heaven" and "the Enlightenment".
However, the former showing varied stlvctu res can be broadly
classified into four main groups, i.e. the stupas consisting of a double
flight of four polygonal steps, of a double flight of four circular multiprojected steps, of a single flight of four polygonal steps. and of a single
flight of four square steps. The detailed descriptions of the structural
differences amongst then1 will be categorically specified below.
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Plate VII. The gateway-stupa situated at the
access lane leading into the Stok
palace.

The first group of stupas consists of a square base having a length
approximately equal in measurement to the bottom (first) step, on
which stand the double flight of four polygonal steps that diminish in
width and are furnished with a ladder at their centre. On both of the top
steps, there is a polygonal structure approximately equal to the height
of a step devoid of embellishment.
The polygonal structure above the topmost step is capped with a
squared structure which is slightly bigger as well as higher than the
structure on which it rests. Above this, there are two other circular

structures3of different sizes erected one upon the other surmounted by
a vase-shaped dome and furnished with a niche which is chiefly meant
to enable the devotees to pay their devotion by inserting tsha tsha
within the stupa which is hollow on the inside. Upon the dome stands
the harmika without the elevation of umbrellas etc. (Pl. VIII).
The second group of stupas consists of a huge square base, on
which stand other smaller square structures having niches at the centre
surmounted by two circular structures one upon the other, of which the
lower structure is shorter as well as thicker than the upper one. Upon
these rest the double flight of four circular multi-projected steps along
with a polygonal structure sandwiched between the two flights. Both
flights of four steps successively diminish in width and are furnished
with a ladder at their centre. On the circular base of the dome above
3.

Occasionally, the two circular structures are omitted, and the dome is raised
directly o n the square structure. It is also possible for the square structure to
be omitted, in which case the dome rests directly upon the polygonal
structure.
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Plate IX. Stiipa of double flight of four circular form of multi-projected
steps symbolizingthe Descent from Heaven type at Shey Thang.
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Plzre ,W. Snips consisting of a singleflight of four square steps symbolizing
the Descent from Heaven type.

the topmost step, stands the culminating part of this stupa--the vaseshaped dome, which is more slender than the dome of the previous
stiipa (Pl. IX).
There is a close similarity between the third and fourth groups of
stiipas; however, in the former the flight of steps is polygonal (Pl. X),
and in the latter, square (PI. XI). Both types of stiipas evince traces of
the central ladder, as it is the distinct characteristic feature of the
"Descent from Heaven" type.
In addition to these four groups, a Nepalese type of "Descent from
Heaven" stiipa is situated between the left side of the main road and the
rear of the Shey palace o n a natural amphitheatre visible from all sides.
It consists of a large polygonal base, upon which rise three diminishing
polygonal steps marked with a ladder at the centre of each side. The
hemispherical "dome" rests on two circular seats (diminishing in size),
and is topped by a hamik3 perfectly cubic in shape. From the centre
of the hamiki rises the axle-pole surrounded by a pyramid-shaped
tower made of kiln-fired bricks representing thirteen umbrellas or
rings. The umbrella-tower is in turn capped by a circular metal crown
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Plate XI. Nepalese type of stupa of Descent from Heaven located at the
rear of the palace-fort of Shey on a natural amphitheatre.

known as a za ra tshagswhich is topped by an inverted crescent moon,
a sun disc, and a small "Spherical Pinnacle" which are also made of
metal (Pl. XI).
In addition, in the eastern side of Leh, there is a big dilapidated
yellow stupa known locally as the Mani sermo (Mani gsermo).'
Architecturally, it is in the form of a "Descent from Heaven" stiipa (PI.
XIII). However, the architectural components as well as the formation
of this stupa are distinct, differing much from all the above mentioned
stiipas of the "Descent from Heaven" type. A detailed description of this
stupa will be presented later in this chapter.
The stiipa of the "Reconciliation"type has octagonal steps formed
by cutting off the four corners of the flight of four steps to form eight
even sides. It is not frequently found, although it is not extremely rare
either, as there is a limited number of well preserved stupas of this type
from different periods, Four were located in three different places, i.e.
one each in Hemis and Leh, and two in Tiktse. The structures from the
4.

Manigsermo means yellow jewel; "jewel" stands for stupa.
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harmikii part upwards are similar amongst these stupas except in the
case of the Hemis stupa.
However, a minor variation can be seen in one of the Tiktse
stupas which is situated on the mountain slope in front of the monastery.

Plate X711. Mani Sermo, the stupa of Descent from Heaven type located
near the Leh polo-ground.

The peculiarity of this sttipa lies in its two structural features. In the first
place, the "base of ten-virtues'' and the "vase-base" are octagonal in
shape, matching with its flight of four steps. Secondly, the umbrellas of
this stupa rise in a parallel like fashion on account of its reduced
diameter from the lower section (Pl. XTV).
The stupa of Reconciliation type at Leh. located on the left side of
the Leh palace on a rocky mountain is evincibly more attractive than the
rest of the stupas of this pattern found in Ladakh. Among these, only the
Leh Sttipa exhibits two figures each of four different animals in between
the ornamental designs at the four cardinal directions of the Lion
Throne, i.e. clockwise from east: Garuda. lion, horse and peacock,
respectively (Pl. XV).
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Plate N V Stupa of Keconciliation type found at
Tiktse.

While in the Hemis stupa, the umbrellas made of moulded terracotta pieces are in a poor state of preservation, and the ornate metal
crowns are missing, the stupa at Hemis differs in period, structural
formation, and material composition from the three other standard
stGpas. From the stand-point of its architectural and material composition,
the Hemis stupa is of earlier vintage than its above mentioned
counterparts. The Hemis stupa has four diminishing octagonal steps,
which are bulging out on the upper edge of each step by one quarter
of the step's height. On the circular vase-base above the fourth step
stands the hemispherical egg-shaped dome. Four wooden niches are
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Plate3,rr7: The stupa of Reconciliation type
located on the left side of the Leh
palace on a rocky mountain.

carved out on the outer surface of the four cardinal directions of the
dome which formerly must have contained Buddhist images, but none
of these images remain now (Pl. XVI). In the three standard stupas
mentioned above, the dome is an inverted, truncrlted cone known as a
"vase-shaped dome" and has only a single engraved niche.
The stiipa "of Victory" corlsists of a flight of three circular steps;
"the base of ten-virtues" and "the vase-base" are also circular. This type
of stupa is not found frequently, although a limited number of these
stupas of recent origin are found in the villages of Tiktse and Leh.
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Plate XVI. Stupa of Reconciliation type in the
He~nisValley.

For instance, in the village of Tiktse, there are two stupas of the
standard type. One stands at the end of a MantIlang5(Mani-wall).The
upper edges of its steps bulge out and the umbrellas or rings made of
kiln-fired bricks are in a poor state of preservation. Some of its upper
rings and crowning parts are missing (Pl. XVII).
The second "Victory"stupa, located near the main crossing of the
Tiktse Monastery, along with two other sti~pas,symbolizing "the
Reconciliation" and "of Enlightenment" is in complete form (Pl. XVIII).
5 . A M i ~ n t h a n gis a sort of a wall comprising many small stone-slabs individually
engraved with nlantrrs, such as

Olil

~ n a ! ~ i p a d mhuln
e (See Plate XVII).
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Plate M I . Stupa of Victory type at Tiktse village
along with Mani wall.

These three stupas together are traditionally known as the "stupas of
the three guardians (Trikulanatha-stfipa,rigs gsum mgon po 'i
1ncllod
rten)." Around the Leh bus station, one can find three more "Victory"
stupas; two are without the elevation of umbrellas, and the remaining
one is of the standard type, but with signs of more recent accumulation
of elegance (PI. XIX).
In addition, in the northem side of the Hemis valley there is
another "Victory stupa" (Pl. ZM), although its dome dlffers from that of
the forementioned stupas. In this stGpa, there is a hemispherical eggshaped dome attached with four projected wooden niches, one in each
of the four cardinal directions, which formerly must have contained the

Plate XV1T1.Thesmpa "ofVictory"alongwithtwo otherstiipassymbolizing
"theReconciliation"and "ofEnlightenment",located near the
main crossing of the Tiktse Monastery.

Platem

Stiipa symbolizing the Victory type of more recent origin
located near the Leh bus station.
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Plate XX. The Stupa of Victor). located in the
northern side o f Hernib \.alle!-.

Buddhist images, but none of these images remain non-.The stupa itself
is in a poor state of preservation. The upper part of the umbrella-tower.
made of moulded terracotta pieces, and the ornate metal crowns are
missing. Thus, o n the basis of these evidence, one can safely conclude
that this stupa predated the forementioned stupas of this h p e .
The stupa of "Multiple Auspicious Doors" is in fact the most
monumental amongst the eight types. It consists of four square steps
which project at the centre by one-third part of their oxvn sizes. This
stupa generally consists of a maximum of 108 doors. 56 is the average
number ofdoors, and 16is the mininlum number ofdoors. Occasionally.
though rarely, the number of these steps and doors may be varied.
For instance, the most representative stupa of "Multiple Auspicious
Doors" situated in the village of Changspa is the only stupa of this
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pattern. It consists of a huge polygonal base surmounted by five
diminishing polygonal steps which contain as many as 80 doors (PI.
XXI). A detailed description of this stupa will be presented later in this
chapter.

Plate A X .The Stupa of Multiple Auspicious Doors
at Changspa.

The stupa "of Miracles" or "Conquest of 'Tirthikas (non-believers)",
is characterized by a flight of four square steps, which project at the
cenlre by one-third part of their own widths; it is free from
embellishments. We have a very limited number of stupas of this type.
The most representative one of this pattern is situated on the main street
of the Leh market (opposite the main office of the Indo-Tibetan Border
Police),and is of the standard type. It also has signs of recent accumulation
of elegance (Pl. XXII).
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Plare,WII. Stiipa of hl~raclt.type at Leh market
opposite Indo Tibetan Border Police
Office

The stupa of "Heaped Lotuses" has four circular steps rather than
square ones, and is cawed with lotus-petal designs. Of all the eight
types of stupas, this one is most rare in Ladakh. Only one stcpa of this
pattern has been located and it is of recent origin. It is situated just
below the Tiktse Monastery along with the other se\.en stQpasof the
standard types. and it is built of superior nlaterials (see plate I).
The stupa "of Ninriina" is a unique type of stupa because of its
"bell-shaped dome" which rests directly on the "base of ten-1-irtues".
It has no steps at all. There are only three stupas of this h-pe. All of them
are located within the Heinis area, tmroin the Henlis valle!., and one
. one located at the very-beginning of the
near the Henlis M o n a s t e ~The
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Plate XXIII. The Nirvana stupa having a low
d o m e with p y r a m i d - s h a p e d
umbrella-tower at Hemis valley.

Hemis valley differs a lot from the other two stupas. It consists of a low
dome surmounted by a rather flat harrniki from which rises the axlepole adorned with a pyramid-shaped umbrella-tower (Pl. n I I I ) .
The second "Nirviina" stupa in the Hemis valley has a dome raised
o n an elongated Lion Throne, which bulges out at the centre as well as
at the base. The centre surface of the dome is inscribed with designs of
pendant ornaments called dra ha dra phyed. O n the front side of the
dome facing towards the Hemis Monastery, there is a niche furnished
with a narrow ladder for reaching to the top of the dome. The ham~iki

St*
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standing upon the dome has elongated shape and is wider in dimenhion
(compared to earlier ones), and is provided with a niche on each o f the
four sides. Inside each of the niches is an image of Lord Huddha
engraved o n black slate in the postures of "bhumispri21"in the west and
north, and the "dhann~pade~ca
in the east and south directions. I'hc
niches are finally enclosed with a diamond-shaped wooden trellis.
The ceremonial umbrellas made of moulded terra-cotta pieces
fitted around the axle-pole are in a ring-shaped umbrella-tower instead
of the pyramid-shape. The ornate metal crown known as the za ra
[shags is hanging down and terminates on a small vase-shaped structure and spherical pinnacle, which are also made of metal (PI. XXIV).
"

Pldfe ,L?T*St.' The Nindrp stti pa having elonga~ed
dome and ha~mikii,and lacider irlside
the dorm at He1~1isvalley.
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With regard to the structure of the Lion Throne, it is rather similar
to the earlier ones, although it has various designs inscribed on all the
surfaces of the Lion Throne, i.e. going clockwise from east, the figures
of the lotus, sword, ratna and vajra are carved on the centre surface of
all the four projecting structures. And on the eight recess surfaces of the
four sides one figure out of "eight auspicious symbols (bkra shis rtags
brgyady has been exhibited.
The third stopa of "Nirvana" located near the Hemis Monastery,
is almost identical to the aforementioned ones. However, it does not
have a niche on its dome (Pl. XXV).

Plate XXV.

The Nirvana stupa having elongated
dome with a ring-shaped umbrellatower, located near the Hemis
Monastery.
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M a d Semo :Zhe Stiipa of Descent F r o m Heaven

Half a kilometre to the east o f Leh, there is a l3ig dilapidated yellow
stupa. It is situated o n a slightly lop-sided mound just near the Polo
Ground and is known locally as the Mani smno (PI. XXVI). It is
particularly respected as o n e o f the earliest and most ancient monuments
in the Ladakh region. The present inhabitants of Leh say that it was
erected during the period of the great Lotsalw CTranslator) Rinchen
Zangpo (964-1054 A.D.). This belief may be given credence, for the
material composition of the stupa attests that it cannot be much later
than the 15th century, and it might well have been built earlier.

Plate ,%3%7.~ilf:~ni
Senno. the stupa of Descent from Heaven type at Leh.

One clue as to its date rests in the fact that the brick masonry, in
the fonn of adobe for the stiipas and other monuments in Ladakh was
most probably introduced in much later period. We d o not find the use
of the brick masonry during the earlier period.
In the case of this stupa, not a single adobe has been used. The
whole structure is made of roughly-cut stone masonry laid in regular
courses and covered with a thick layer of clay plaster. In order to
produce uniformity, stone slabs were sometimes laid in between some
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of the adjoining horizontal layers of the masonry. There are many
stupas of more recent origin that are attached to or around it.
Technical DescAption of Structural Formation

This "Descent from Heaven" stupa is distinct from other stupas of its
type, perhaps a singular representative in Ladakh. This stupa has a
perfect square base, about 6'-10" in height and 22'-2" in width. Above
on
this, there is a circular structure with "images of lions in ba~-relief'~
the four sides, resembling a Lion Throne. It is about 2' in height and
15'-1" in width, corresponding to 45'3"in circumference. Upon this
rests another circular structure, which is somewhat shorter as well as
smaller in dimension than the former one, and which is surmounted by
two stacked polygonal structures with clear traces of projectional steps
accompanied with ladders at their centre. The ladders recede
progressively from the base up to the middle part. However, the lower
ladder appears wider and has more steps than the upper one. The front
side of the upper polygonal structure does not have steps and ladders,
rather it has a niche with a complete image of a seated Buddha in the
"Earth-touching" (bhumispria) posture.
This upper polygonal structure was interpreted by Francke as a
dome, which formerly must have had niches on the four sides.' His
postulate is possible, as there exists a common practice of placing an
image of a Buddhist deity on the front niche of the dome. There is also
a tradition of making niches on the four sides of the dome, although it
is not as prevalent. Thus, on the basis of such practices, it is possible
to interpret this part of the stupa as a dome.
However, in this particular instance, the architectural formation of
the upper polygonal structure resembles a flight of steps rather than a
dome, because there are clear traces of projectional ladders (narrowing
towards the top) at the centre of the other three sides. Each side also
has a flight of steps on their bases. All these features argue against the
hypothesis that it is a dome structure. In addition, a dome is clearly
6. Those images o f lions in bas-relief have quite escaped the notice of Francke
7.

who does not mention them in his work, Antiquitiesoflndirln Tibet, Part I. See
his description of the Mani sernlo, p. 75.
Ibid.,p.75.
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present just above the upper polygonal structure. It is in a hemispheric-a1
egg-shape, and is without the adornment o f l1arrnik2,umt,rc.llas, and
crowning parts.
The author was informed thrlt a banner (rgj~lil171r.s/1:1n)
made o f
multi-coloured cloth was recently raised on the top o f thih stupa by the
members of the SOS Tibetan Children's Village, Choglamsar, a few
weeks before the comInencernent o f his survey there.

The Changspa Smpa of "MultipleAuspicious Doorsn
(Tashi Gonratlg)
About two kilometres south-west of Leh, there is a gigantic pyramidal
stupa of the type called "Multiple Auspicious Lhors" (PI. DWII). It
stands o n a low hill in a wide valley with a dense forest and buildings
in the background. As a result it is hard to see the stupa even from a short
distance. The history of this stupa is quite obscure, both regarding the
exact date of its construction and its builder.

P

I

I .

1-he stupa of R,lultiple Auspic.ious Doors at Changspa.

The author's interest in the genesis of this stupa n;as further
piquant by Francke's assertion that the sti~pabelonged to the early
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p e r i ~ d He
. ~ visited the stiipa several times but could not find any
inscription or cogent record which could testify it as belonging to the
early antiquity. This stupa closely resembles the kubum chox-ted which
stands near the Gyantse Monastery in Tibet, thus, confirming Tibetan
influence. On this basis, one cannot date the stupa's construction as
being prior to the introduction of the Tibeto-Buddhist culture in
Ladakh.
Surrounding this massive stupa, there are 108small stupas without
the elevation of umbrellas and crowning parts. They indirectly serve as
a boundary, enclosing a path for the clockwise ceremonial circumarnbulation (pradaksinipatha),being a chief form of reverence paid to
the relics contained within the central stupa. None of these small stupas
are supposed to have contained any relics or other sacred things like
tsha tsha etc., as nothing was found from a few of these ruined stupas.
Very close to the central stupa from a front side open chamber, one can
see three different stupas of more recent datelo accompanied by
portraits of five Buddhist deities depicted on all the interior walls."

Technical Description
The gigantic stupa of "Multiple Auspicious Doors" is built on a large
polygonal base, on which stand five diminishing polygonal steps or
stages furnished with as many as 80 doors or niches, each step carrying
16 doors" on the four sides of the step. Upon this rests the circular base
of the dome surmounted by the principal part of the stupa called the
dome which is an inverted, truncated cone known as the "vase-shaped
dome". On the front side of the dome facing towards the Leh market,
there is a niche provided with a wooden door which is engraved with
a symbol of dasakaro vaSi (ma111bcu dbangldan). In this case, the niche
does not have an image, instead it has a narrow ladder for reaching the
top of the dome, which is surmounted by a cubic harmiki.
8. Francke, op. cit., p. 80.
9. Kubum cl~orren; literally meaning, "the stupa of one hundred thousand

images".
10. Starting from left symbolizing the stiipas "of Victorious", "of Enlightenment",
and "of Reconciliation". Traditionally, they are called the "sti~paso f the three
protectol-s".
11. The portraits on the central interior wall represent trikulgnatha, i.e. starting
from right: M:~rijuSr;,Avaloliite.<vara and Vajr~~p~ini,
and the remaining portraits
depicted on the left and right interior walls represent Amitsbha and
Nilasimhavaktr5 (the Lion Faced goddess in blue colour) respectively.
12. Carrying 16 doors. each representing the 16 Emptinesses ( , ' & I I I ~ ; I ~ ; T ) .
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Up to the hannikii, the structures piled one upon the other are
made of solid blocks of roughly-cut masonry covered with a thick layer
of clay plaster, and coated white. It is still being regularly whitewashed
simply by pouring lime-water slowly upon the stOpa with the help of
a small vessel (PI. XXVIII). The usual method of coating by brush is not
customarily practised in Ladakh, particularly not with stupas plastered
with clay, in order to prevent splitting of the clay plaster.

Plate X X V I I . The scene of pouring lime-water upon the clay plastered
stupa at Changspa.

The hannika is capped with the "Lotus Supporting Umbrellas" in
the shape of lotuses. Above the lotus blossoms, there is a ring attached
with embossed crescents. The thirteen umbrellas are erected on top of
this ring, tapering off towards the top. All of them, including the "Lotus
Supporting-Umbrellas", are made of moulded terracotta pieces fitted
around the axle-pole. The latter rises from the centre of the dome and
is adorned with an ornate doily crown known as a za ra [shags
(PI. XXIX) supported by a double wooden cross-bar. Finally, the stupa
terminates in a small vase-shaped structure topped by a "Spherical
Pinnacle"made of gilded copper. The combination of such a termination
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PlateXXIX. Ring-shaped umbrella-tower adorned
with crowning parts of Changspa
stupa.

structure is often found in the Nepalese stupa and is known as imalakakalaia termination.
Pointed rods of iron are fixed both on top of the spherical pinnacle
and the upper borders of the ornate crown to prevent birds from resting
on them. In addition, two long chains (one on each side) are hung from
the wooden cross-bar, reaching down to the upper part of the dome.
Upon the chains, prayer-flags are fastened and two small bells are
dangled.
The section from the "Lotus Supporting-Umbrellas" upto the
pinnacle was presumably added after the first decade of the present
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century. As evident from the earlier photographsof this stupa found in
Francke's text,13 the axle-pole rose alone from the centre o f the
harmjka, being devoid of all the terracotta emtxllishmmt, the ornate
metal crown, and other accessories.
Tsha Tsha With Stiipa Images

The following tsha tsha were found in the stupas at Shey Tha ng, Spituk
and Tiktse.
1. Shey Thang (PI. XXX) This most remarkable tsha tsha is in

Plate m.A unique stupa of llescent from Heaven
type with a long circular stlrnd.

13. Francke, o p . cit., plate XXXJ,p. 81.
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the shape of the "Descent from Heaven" stupa, although it differs much
from the standard type. As can be seen in the photo, this tsha tsha
consists of a tall circular stand upon which rest the two twelve-sided
bases with three polygonal steps each, and a projected ladder at the
centre of each of the four main sides. Rising above this are three
octagonal structures surmounted by an egg-shaped dome. The tsha
tsha culminates with two square structures,which resemble the hannikabase and the main hanniki, respectively.
There are five holes, one each on the four corners of the uppermost
polygonal structure and one on the top of the hamika, presumably for
erecting flags and axle-pole respectively. Broken sticks are still lodged
in some of these holes.
From the base up to the top of the dome, this tsha tsha is painted
with gold-lacquer. When the author first discovered this tsha tsha, its
tall circular base was decorated with blue and red paint; however, upon
handling the colour wore off, despite extreme care. It must be remarked
that this tsha tsha is undoubtedly one of the finest one, both in respect
of its material compositions and structural appearances that the author
has ever come across.

PlateXXXI. A big stupa of Enlightenment type at the centre surrounded
with different stupas found at Shey Thang.
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2. Shey Thang (Pl. XXM). There is a big stupa at the centre,
resembling the type called "Enlightenment", without umbrellas and
crowning parts, and encircled by lotus flowers at its base. On each of
the steps are four smaller stupas of different types, corresponding to
the "Heaped Lotuses", "Great Miracles", "Descent from heaven", and
"Victory" types. There is no inscription.
3. TUrste (Pl. XXXII). This tsha tsha is identical to the preceding
one, although it is slightly larger and has an inscription in Tibetan
Lantsa characters just above the circle of lotuses.

Plate.. X I X I I . A large s t i ~ p aof Enlightenment
surrounded at the centre with
different stupas, accompanied by
Tibtan Lantsa characters found at
Tiktse.
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4. Shey Thang (PI. XXXIII). Around a large stupa of the "Descent
from Heaven" type (without umbrella), there is in each of the cardinal
directions a "Descent from Heaven" stupa and in each of the four
intermediate directions, a stupa of "Victory". On the open space
around the base of the steps and just above a circle of lotus petals, there
is an inscription in Tibetan Uchen characters of the typical "Yedharma
...." for~nula'~.

Plate XXX7II. A large stupa of Descent from Heaven
type surrounded with eight other
smaller stupas and containing Ye
dharma ...formula in Tibetan Lichen
characters.
14 The Ye dharn~a..... formula, the mantra of the twelve link of dependent
origination (dv~d~sangapratiryaasa~n~~r:~p2da)is
often found in rsha Lsl~awhich
are in the form of stupas. This mantra is often found to be used in the ancient
tsha rsha of Northern India and especially favoured by the Hinayrina school
of Buddhism.

S'tgpa Arcchitect[11-c~of'
the 1 I

~ ~ c ' I 1nclu.c
.
l/;~ll~~\,

5. Shey Thang(l'l. M(XIV). I ipon a rlng of lotus petals stamls a
big stupa, perhapsofthe "Great Miracle" typc, and y c t ~ . ~ t t i oumI~rr.llas
i~t
Surrounding it, there are eight unlcit.ntlfi~~l~le
snl;~IIcsstilp;i\ ~ C oX ~ n p a n ~ c t l
by stupas of the. "Enlightenment", and " V i c t o r y " type\ at thc f o u r
cardinal directions and at the four intcnncd~aredlrcc.tic )ns.respec t ~el!'
t
On the stupas o f the four c~ardinaldirec-tlons ilrc t ~ ell
s c snul1c.r stupas
of similar shape, imprinted three eacli upon e a c l ~o f thc l o u r stiip;t\
steps. The stri~cturalformation o f thebe st6p:is I \ quite cjifflcult to
distinguish. Each one of thern is In tlie for111of three. ciim~ni\lling
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P l a t e r n . A large StGpa of Great MiracIe type surrounded by eight
unidentifiable smaller stClpas and four each StClpas of
Enlightenment and Victory types found at Shey Thang.

successions of steps, upon which rested the dome devoid of hamikg
and without the elevation of umbrellas. There is no inscription. The
whole structure is painted in red.
6. SpItuk (PI. XXXV). This tsha rsha is identical with the preceding

PlateXXXVI. A tablet containing an inscription of
Y e d h a r m a ....formula in Tibetan
LJchen characters.

one but slightly bigger and unpainted. Inside it is contained a vcr). nc:lt
and clear tablet made of unfired clay with an inscription in 'I'il,etan
Uc-hen characters o f the "Ye tlharri~a.. ." fonnula (1'1. >i>i>iVI).
7. Spituk (PI. XXXVII). Rising from the centre is a l ~ stupa
g
(without umbrellas) in the style "of Ht.conc.ili;ition". Surrounding it.
there are eight unclearly formed smaller stupas o f 1 1 1 ~standard t!.pe.
Each of these stupas rest o n one of the eight sides o f the main f~gure.
not quite reaching the top o f the steps and the proportions o f t heir steps
are somewhat higher than the dorne. There is an inscription in Tibctan
Lantsacharacters of the "Yedharma ... . " fornmula. which is inscribed just
above a ring of lotus flowers.

Plr~rt~
,LZI771. A b ~ htupa
g
o f the Keco1~~1113~l011
ar rhe ccntl-e n.itli ,In inscriptlo11of t l l r
12cihgnn5 .. formula in Tiberan L J I I ~ . ~ ; . I
charac-ters h u n d rlt Spltuk.
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8. Shey Thang (Pl. XXXVIII). A single big stupa at the centre of
the tsha tsl~a,
which is probably modelled after the type called "Multiple
Auspicious Doors". It exhibits the usual standard flappings, umbrellas,
sun and moon. O n either side, it has a Y e dharn~a..
. " inscription in
Raiijanicharacters, and the script is datable to the 9th and 10th century.

Plate E O 3 7 I I . A typical Multiple Auspicious l3oors
type of stupa with a n inscription of
Ye dhal-tni. ...fonnula in Harij~ini
script, found at Shey Thang.

9. T h e (PI. XXXIX). This tsha tslla has 20 "Enlightenment
Stupas" in four rows, each adorned with the standard designs including
five umbrellas. Starting with the lowest and moving to the top, there are
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Pinre XlVX'. Tn.ent\ Enlightenment stupas with a n
inscription of early Indian characters.
found at Tiktse.

5 stupas, then 6, then 5, and then 4 in each row. Therc is an inscription
in early Indian characters just, below the stupas, but the state of
preservation of the tsha tsha does not allow us to be certain about the
script.
10. TIktse (PI. XL). This tsha tsha exhibits nineteen stupas in a
way similar to that of the preceding tsha tsha, but their sizes vary. The
five stupas in the lowest row are bigger having four steps each: the
middle one is the largest and adorned with all the standards. The
remaining fourteen stiipas are smaller and have only three steps each.
Below the sti~pas,there is an inscription in e:trly Indian characters.
which is illegible.
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Plate XL.Nineteen stiipas of unidentifiable type with illegible inscription
of early Indian characters, found at Tiktse.

11. Shey Thang (Pl. XLI). This tsha tsha sports a single stiipa,
probably of the "Great Miracles" type. There is a niche in the centre of
the dome. O n both sides of the stiipa there are two similar inscriptions
of two syllables possibly of early Indian characters.
12. Shey Zhang (Pl. XLII). This tsha tsha exhibits a stupa of the
"Descent from Heaven" type, adorned with all the usual standards. The
preceding two syllables of the Indian script repeated o n both the sides
of the stiipa are accompanied with some additional writings below the
stiipa.
13.Shey Thang (PI. XLIII). Three stiipas of similar type and size
are represented here with all the standard features. They seem to be
either the "Reconciliation" or the "Great Miracle" type. Between the
upper and lower parts of their bases are contained inscriptions in early
Indian characters similar to the As'okgn Br~~hlni.
In addition, o n each
side of the middle stupa, there are two designs which probably
symbolize tridents, and on top of then1 stand the symbols of the
Buddhist Trinity.''
15. In the gateway of Siinci stiipa 1,we noticed this symbol, which is interpreted
by scholars as a symbol of Buddhist Trinity i.e. Buddha, Dharma, and Sarigha.

Platem. Single jtiipa of Great
Miracle type found at
Shey 'l%ang with two
syllables of illegible
characters.

Plate

Place XLIL SMle stiipa of Desoent
EromHeaven type found
at Tiktse, with some
W b i e cham-.

= uShyih.oewllhlatnarigDLnhlmllsrto*~
Threestilp~sstmilvto~~on~~Gteat~type,
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14. Tiktse (Pl. XLIV). On this tsha tsha is depicted a single stupa
of the type called "Descent from Heaven", with umbrellas and adorned
with the sun and the moon. On both sides of the stiipa, there is an
inscription in the Tibetan ornamental script called 'bnrgt-tsg.The state
of preservation of this tsha tslla does not allow us to he certain about
the content of the inscription.

I'lateXLIK

Sti~paof Descent from t-Ieaven type found at T~krse,\vith an
inscription of Tibetan orna~nental'I>rirgr%s:l script.

15. T h e (PI. XLV). On a lotus flower stands a tall stupa of the
type called "Descent from Heaven" having all the standards. On the
front side of the hamliks, there is a miniature image of seated Lord
Buddha. The dome of this stiipa is comparatively smaller in size than
that oithe usual ones, which is sandwiched in between the steps below
and the 11annik3on top of it.
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Y l ~ ~Xt eI : StGpa of Descent from Hea\.en tj-pe,with
a miniature statue of Lord Buddha found
at Tiktse.

APPENDIX A

Transliteration of the Caitya
Vibhahga VhayodSiitra'

De nas mchod rten gyi don bshad bde/bsags par bya ba yin pas bsags
pa 'o /yangna bsags su rung ba i'phyiryang bsagspa zhes bya 'o/yang
na don gi skabs su 'dirdranpar bya ba yin pas na2dran par zhes bya ste/
de bzhin gshegs pa chos kyi sku 'ibdag nyid dran pa nye bar bzhag pa
dang/ yang dag par spong ba dang/ lam gyi yan lag dand ye shes
dang/stobs dandma 'brespa 'idran pa nye bar bzhagpa dandsnying
rje chen po zhes bya ba 'iyon tan de dag yun ring po nas thabs kyi bye
brag gi bsags pa dandsngon yang dag par ma bsgoms kyang don gvi
skabs dag tu 'dul ba mams kyis dran par bya ba 'iph-vir na brtsigea
zhes bya ha am dran pa zhes bya ste/de daggigzug.5 bmyan la mc-hod
rten zhes bya 'o/ chos kyi sku 'igzugs brnyan zhes bya 04' ( 174a3-7)
De i' bang rim bzhi d a n ~ bum
'
rten dand hum pa dang/pu shu
dandsrog shing d a n d 'khorlo b m e d ma bcu gsun~dand charkheb
(174a7-bl)
mams ni n~chodrten gyis dbyibs yin no/'/
de la bang rim dang po ni dran pa nj7ebar gzhag pa bzhi ste/ 'di
ltarlus dranpa nye barphagpa dan@ tshor ba d a n ~ s e mdanQ'chos
s
dran pa nye bar gzhag pa 'o,//'

1.
2.

3.
4.

Mchod rten gyi cha dbye ha 'dul ba las byung ba 'imdo. Tangyur, Gyud,
Narthang, Vol. TU. fol. 174b4-175a5.
Written as yin pa nas, Ibid.
hrsags, I bid.
rtseg,Ibid.
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bang rim gnyis pa ni yang dag par spong ba bzhi ste5/ 'diltar sdig
pa mi dge ba 'i chos skyes pa rnams spong ha 'iphyir brtson pa d a n d
sdigpa mi dge ba 'ichos ma skyes pa rnamsmf bskyedpa 'iphyirbrtson
pa dang/dge ba 'ichos ma skyespa rnams bskyedpa 'iphyir brtson pa
d a n d dge ba 'i chos skyes pa rnams gnas par bya ba 'iphyir brtson
pa 'o//
bang rim gsum pa rdzci bhrul gyi rkang pa bzhi ste/ 'diltar 'dun
pa 'iting nge 'dzin spong ba 'i 'du byed dang ldan pa 'irdzu Iphrul gyi
rkangpa dang/ sems kyi Ling nge 'dzin dang/ brtson 'gruskyi ting nge
'dzin d a n d dpyod pa 'i ring nge dzin spong ba 'i 'du byed dang ldan
pa 'irdzu 'phrul gyi rkang pa '0//
bang rim bzhi pa dbang po lnga ste/ 'di ltar dad pa 'idbang po
d a n d brtson 'grusgyi dbang po d a n d dran pa 'idbang po dang/ ting
nge 'dzingyi dbang po dang/shes rab kyi dbangpo dang//(174bl-4)
bum rten ni stobs lnga ste/ 'di ltar dad pa 'i7stobs d a n d brtson
&us kyi stobs d a n d dran pa 'i stobs d a n d ring nge 'dzin gyi stobs
dang/ shes rab kyi stobs so //
bum pa ni byang chub kyi yan lag bdun te/ 'diltar dran pa yang
dag byang chub kyi yan lag dandchos rnamspal- 'byedpa dang/dga '
ba dang/ shin tu sbyang pa d a n d Ling nge 'dzin dang/ brtson 'grus
dang8/ btang snyoms yang dag byang chub kyi yan lag do//
(174b4-5)
pu sh u9ni lam yan lag brgya dopa ste/ 'diltar yang dag pa 'ilta ba
dang/ yang dag pa 'irtog pa d a n d yang dag pa 'ingag d a n d yang dag
pa 'imtha' d a n d yang dag pa 'i 'tsho ba dang/ yang dag pa 'irtsol Da
dang/ yang dag pa 'idran pa d a n d yang dag pa 'i ting nge 'dzin to//
( 174b6-7)
srog shing ni shespa bcc~ste/ 'diltar kcin rdzol-,shespa dang/pha
rol gyi sems shes pa dang/ chos shes pa dang/ I jes sci lrogs pal-s11es p:l
dandsdug bsngal shespa dangl'/ 'gogpa shespa dm$ /kun 'Dyung
5.

dang,Ibid.
6, mi is missing, Ibid.
7. ba 'I,Ibid.
8. This sixth division missing in the xyl.
9. p~rshu is synonym to either bre or nlgul chu according to other sources.
10. They should be called as "'phags lam yan lag brgy~ld".
11. "sdug bsngal shes pa dang", is ~nissingin the text.
12. "'gogpa shes pa dang", is missing, Ibid.
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shes pa clang/ lam shes pa dang/ zad pa shes pa dandmi skye ba 'shes
pa 'o//
( 174b7-37531)
'khorlo dang po ni gnas &ng gnas in3 yin pa nlkhyen pa 'i.stol~.s
SO// 'khor lo gnyis pa ni /as bdag gir mkhyen pa i' .stoh.sso,/7 Xilor 10
gsum pa ni bsam gtan dang rnam par tharpa dang ting nge 'diin dang
snyomspar yug pa mkhyen pa 'ist0b.s so//' 'khorlo i>zhipani dlw ng lx,
mchog dang mchog rna yin pa rnkhyen pa 7 stohs so//' 'h-horlo l n p pa
nimos pa sna tshogs mkhyen pa 'istc~b~s
so//' 'khmlodrug pa ni khams
sna tshogsmkhyenpa 'istobsso// 'khol-lobdunpa nithams cad du kro
ba 'ilam rnkhyen pa 'istobs so/ %hotlo I3rgyad pa ni .sngon gy-ignas
jes su dran pa 'istobs so// 'khorlo dgu pa ni 'chi pho ba &ng skye ha
mkhyen pa 'istobs so// 'khor lo bcu pa ni zag pa mkhyen pa 'i stobs
SO// 'khorlo bcu gcig pa ni ma 'drespa 'idran pa nye bar bzhag pa dang
po ste/gang gis de bzhin gshegs pa i' khor rnanls la chos sron pa na
senls mi
slob ma thams cad mthun par gus par nyen pa la dga ' ha 'i'+
'byung ba 'o// 'khorlo bcu gnyis pa ni ma 'drespa 'idran pa nye bar
gzhag pa gnyis pa ste/slob ma thams bcad n~tllun
pargus par mi nven
pa la khong khro ba mi 'byungba 'o// 'khorlo bcu gsum pa ni ma 'dres
pa 'idran pa nye bar bzhag pa gsunl pa ste/gang gis de bzhin gshegs
pa il' 'khorrnams la chos ston pa la slon ma la la gus par mnyen la,.' la
la gus par mi nyen pa rnanls la dga ' ba dang/ khong khro Da gnyis 111i
'byung ba o//
(175al-bl)
char kheb ni snying rje chen po ste/ganggis de bzhin gshegs pa 'i
'dulba 'i
rgyun smin pa dandrna snlin pa danq'da Itar srnin pa mams
kyi don dpyod cing/ ]ig /ten la15phan pa 'i
phyir/de hzl~in
gshtgs pa 'i
' chos kyi sku nla luspa dus kyi khyad par dag tu yang daip 'drinpa 'di
ni rnchod rten gyi rang bzhin no//
(175b1-2)
de la rdo ring mams ni nli Yigspa hzhi bstan te/ 'diltgr zap pa zad
sangs rgyas danp bar du gcod pa 7
pa dand yang dag par rdzogs pa 'i
chos rnamsphyin ci ma logpar bstanpa dang. ngespar 'bjungba 7hm
phyin ci ma log pa bstan pa o //
13. dga'i, h i d .
14. de bzhingsI~egspa.Ibid.
15. jigrtenpa. Ibid.
16. de bzhin gs11eg.sp.hid.
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then1 skas kyis ni bsrung ba rned pa bzhi bstan te/ 'di/tar sku 'i
phrin las yongs su dag pa dang/gsung gi phrin las yongs su dag pa
dm& thL J ~kyi
S phrin las yongs su dag pa d a n d 'tsho ba yongs su dag
pa 'o//
ch u srin rgyal mtshan rnams kyis ni/bdzid kyirgyal mtshan bsnyal
bar bstan te/ 'dilatr lha 'ibdud bsnyal ba dandnyon mongs pa 'ibdud
bsnyal ba dandphung po 'ibdzid bsnyal be d a n d 'chi bdag gi bdud
bsnyal ba 'o//
me toggiphrang bas ni bla na medpa 'itshul khriins kyiphungpo
bstan to //
jig rten skyong ba rnains kyis ni @hagspa 'ibden pa bzhi bshad
pas/ 'jigrten bzhi la phan 'dogspar bstan to/ 'diltar so so 'iskye bo la
phan 'dogspa dandrgyun du zhugs pa la phan 'dogspa dandlan cig
phyir 'ong ha la phan 'dogspa dandphyir mi 'ong ba la phan 'dogs
pa 'o//
dril bu rnams ni tshang pa 'idbyangs bstan te/gang gis de bzhin
gshegs pas tshigs17chzing ngus stonggsum gyi stong chen po 'i Yigrten
gyi khams su chos bstan pa 'isgra skad kyis kun tu 'gengspa 'o//
gdugs kyis ni gro ba thams cad kyi spyi borgyur par bstan te/de
bzhin gshegs pa seins can rkang pa rned pa dandrkang pa gnyis pa
dang/>kang mang dang/ gzugs can d a n d gzugs rned pa rnams kyi
mchog ces bya bar gyur pa 'o//
zla bas bla na medpa i' ye shes kyi snang ba lxtan te/ganggis de
bzhin gshegs pa mtrn pa 'i Yig rten du bla na rned pa 'ishes rab kyi mig
bskyed par mdza d pa 'o//
dar gyi cod pan gyis ni bla na rned pa 'iyang dag par rdzogs pa 'i
byang chub kyi cod pan thogs pa bstan te/gang gis de bzhin gsheg pa
thalns cad du thogs pa med pa 'iye shes kzm tu Yz~g
pa 'o//
ha dan mains kyi ni b1~1
na rned pa 'i chos kyi grags pa 'i ba dan
bstan te /ganggis de bzhin gshegs pa chos kyi 'khorlo bskor ha 'igrags
pas ]ig rten gyi dkyil 'khor non par gyur pa b //
~nchodrten gyi cha dbye Da 'dzil ba las byung ha 'iindo rdzogs
so///
(175b2-176a5)
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ENGLISH VERSION OF THE CAITYA V Z B ~ G A
WNAYODDHRTA sl%UAlU

Here, the significance of the mchodrten (stupa) will be explained. [The
mchod rtenl is called "the accumulation" because [it represent!! the
essencesl to be accumulated. Or it is called "the accumulation" because
[these essencesl can be accumulated. Or, in respect o f its meaning, it is
called "the mindfulness" because it is to be ren~embered.The essence
of the Tath5gata1s Dharlnakaya is application of mindfulness
(sm;rtyupasthina), perfect abandonments (sanly~kpraAi~a3,
faculties
(indriya), forces (bala), factor of enlightenment ( hodl~yariga),factors o f
the noble paths (mirgiriga), wisdom (jiiina), forces ( hala), absolute
unshared (asamsysta smytyzipasthana), and great compassion (mahi
karuni). These are qualities which were accumulated through various
means and instances over a long period of time. Even though, it was not
contemplated perfectly earlier. In the context of its meaning, it is called
either built-up or mindfulness because of realising them through those
who are tamed. The reflected images of these are called the stupa; as
well as the reflected images of the Dhannaksya.
( 174a3-7)
The flight of four steps, vase-base, the vase (dome of the sfipa),
the hamiki, axle-pole, thirteen wheels, and the rain-cloak comprise
( 174a7-hl)
the physical structure of the stupa.
The first step [symbolises]the four close mindfulnesses (cawiri
SF-pasthina
idhara vedi) viz .,
(1) The close mindfulness of body (kayas~n~gupasthina),

(2) The close mindfulness of feeling (vedana sn~y~upasthina),
(3) The close mindfulness of mind (citta sn~rtyipasthana),and
(4) The close mindfulness of wisdom (dhamla smrtyzipasthina).
The second step [symbolises] the four perfect abandonments
(ca tviri samyak-prahaani dvitiyi 17edfiviz .,
(1) Effort to abandon the non-virtues that have arisen,
(2) Effon to prevent the non-virtues that have no1 J-etarisen,
3 Effort to produce the virtues that have not yet arisen. and
(4) Effort to retain the virtues that have already arisen.
18. Mchod rren gyi cha d i y e ha 'dul ba las bjung ba 'i mdo. Tang)-ur, G yud.
Narthang, Vol. TU fol. 174b4- 175a5.
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The third step [symbolisesl the four stages of miraculous powers
(catviiri ddhipiclis trtiyi vedil viz .,
(1) A n~iraculouspower possessed of compositional factor
renouncing an aspiration of ineditative concentration o r ineditative concentration of desire,
(2) A miraculous power possessed of compositional factor
renouncing a meditative concentration of mind,
(3) A miraculous power possessed of compositional factor
renouncing a ineditative concentration of effort, and
(4) A miraculous power possessed of compositional factor
renouncing a meditative concentration of analysis.
The fourth step [symboliseslthe five (moral) faculties (iraddhidini
pancendriyini cathurthi jamghi vedd viz.,
.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Moral faculty of faith (iraddhi indriys),
Moral faculty of effort (viva indriyi),
Moral faculty of mindfulness ( s m ~ tindriya?,
i
Moral faculty of meditative concentration (sanlidhi indriya?,
and
(5) Moral faculty of wisdom (prajrii indriyd.
(174b1-4)

The vase-base [symbolisesl the five (moral) powers (Sraddhidini
parica balini kan [hakam) viz.,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4 )

The (moral) power of Faith (Sraddhii bala),
The (moral) power of effort (viva bala),
The (moral) power of mindfulness ( s m ~ tIid a ) ,
The (moral) power of meditative concentration ( samiidhi
hala), and
(5) The (moral') power of wisdom (prajrji bala).

The vase (dome of the stiipa) [symbolisesl the seven factors of
enlightenment (sapta L10cfhy3rig5ni kiimbllah) viz.,
(1) The factor of enlightenment to the perfect mindfulness (sm!-ti

s ~ ~ n l y hoclh3rig:r),
ak
( 2 ) The factor of enlightenment to the perfect dharina (dharma
pra vicaya .s:i~nyakhodl12riga),
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( 3 ) The factor of enlightenment to the perfect joy (priti .san~y:ik
bodhirip),
(4) The factor of enlightenment to the perfect cffort ( viq.;r.san~y:tk
bodhiriga),
( 5 ) The factor of enlightenment to the perfect suppleness
(pragrabdhi samyak bodhariga 1,
(6) The factor of enlightenment to the perfect meditative concentration (samidhi samyak bodhariga 1, and
(7) The factor of enlightenment to the perfect equanimity ( upekkg
samyak bodhs*).
( 1741)4-51
The hanniki [symbolises] the Eightfold Noble paths (astrIriga
m i g o hannika viz.,
( 1 ) Right view (samyak dr~;{13,
(2) Right thought (samyak sarikalpa),
(3) Right speech (samyak vik),
(4) Right action (san~yakkanninta),
( 5 ) Right livelihood (satnyak ajiva),
(6) Right endeavour ( s a m p k ryay;?nla),
(7) Right mindfulness (samyak s~nqtl],
(8) Right meditative concentration ( s m ~ y isa1112dIli).
~k
( 174136

The axle-pole Lsyrnbolisesl the ten knowledges

jriinlini

(1) Knowledge of conventional phenomena ( sarn~gijriSna).
(2) Knowledge of others ' mind (para(-itti]iririna),
(3) Knowledge of dharma ( dhanna jriina).
( 4 ) nowl ledge of realization of subsequent (an~rrljct
jriiin~~),
(5) Knowledge of sufferings (d~rhkha
jriina),
( 6 ) nowl ledge of cessation (nirodha jn'ina).
(7) Knowledge of sources of origination (~3111~&~.:1
irj:ina).
(8) Knowledge of paths (m*a
jtjina),
(9) Knowledge of exhaustion (ksayg jri5na). and
( 10 ) ~ n o w l e d i eof non-productivity (anutlwtta jriiinrr).

(174b7-17531)
( 1 ) The first (bottom) wheel [symbolises] the power of
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understanding what is approrpriate and inappropriate
(sthinristhrinajnina bala),
(2) The second wheel [symbolisesl the power of understanding
that one is responsible for one's own deeds or action (kannasvakajnana bala) ,
(3) The third wheel [symbolisesl the power of understanding,
concentration, liberation, meditative stabilization and meditat ive absorption (dhyina vimoksa samadhi jnana bala) ,
(4) The fourth wheel [symbolises] the power of understanding
the superior and inferior faculties (indriyi paripara jnina
bala) ,
(5) The fifth wheel [symboliseslthe power of understanding the
various mental inclinations (n2ni dhimukti jniina bala),
(6) The sixth wheel [symbolisesl the power of understanding
various mental faculties/constitutions ( n i n i dhitujnina bala),
(7) The seventh wheel [symboliseslthe power of understanding
the paths leading to all goals (sarvatragiminipratipathajnina
bala),
(8) The eighth wheel [symbolises] the power of understanding
the recollection of former existence (puma nivis2nusmyti
jnrina bala),
(9) The ninth wheel [syrnbolises] the power of understanding
deaths and births (cyuvtpatti jnina bila),
(10) The tenth wheel [symboliseslthe power of understanding the
exhaustion/cessation of contaminations (isl-ava k ~ a y jnina
a
bala) ,
(11) The eleventh wheel [symbolisesl the first peculiar close
mindfulness [of the Tathiigata], that by which, when the
Tathigata teaches the dharma to his retinue, he does not get
pleased when all his disciples listen with great respect,
(12) The twelfth wheel [symbolisesl the second peculiar close
mindfulness, that by which. when the Tathigata teaches the
dharma to his retinue, he does not get angry when all his
disciples do not listen with due respect, and
(13) The thirteenth wheel [symbolisesl the third peculiar close
mindfulness, that by which, when the Tathigata teaches the
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dharrna to his retinue, he neither hecomes joyfill nur angry
when part of his disciples listen with respect and part do not
listen with respect.
(17531-hl)
The rain-cloak [symbolisesl the great compassion by which the
Tathagata examines the mental disposition of his trainees who are
mature, immature or maturing. For the benefit of universal people, a
perfect apprehension of all the truth bodies t dhamakiya) at all the
different occasions is the nature of the stupa.
(175131-2)
[In addition, there are requisite ritual offering articles which are
related to the Tathagata's dha~nlak2yasuch as pillars, staircases,
crocodile victory-banner (nlakaradhvajd, flower garlands, guardians
of the world, bell, parasol, moon, tiara flag, flag, etc.]
The four pillars represent the four grounds of self-confidence
(catvara vaiiaradyani stambhah), i.e. (1) Extinction of contamination
(ksinZsrava), (2) Samyaksambuddha, (3) Unmistakenly explained the
a
sa~m-khyil~e),
and (4)untnistakenly
interveningfacts ( a n ~ s y i k dharrna
explained the path of renunciation ( n a i ~ i n i k amar-a san1A-lljr2ne).
The staircases [represent] the four unguarded actions (c-afi2ri
araksyanisopiinl?, viz., (1) Absolute purification of the \?irtuousactivity
of the body, (2) Absolute purification of the virtuous activity of Speech,
(3) Absolute purification of the virtuous activity of Mind. and (4)
Absolute purification of the virtuous activity of livelihood.
The makaradhvaja, etc. [represents] the victory of overcoming
evils, i.e. (1) Overcoming the evil of Devaputrd (Cupid ), ( 2) Overcoming of affliction (kleiamsra), (3) Overcoming of the aggregates
(skandhamara), and (4) Overcoming of the Lord of death ( n l ~ t i u pa timsra) .
The flower-garlands [represent]the aggregate of [highest]morality
(an uttara iila skandhah puspamanl21211).
The guardians of the universe [represent] the beneficiaries to the
four worldly inhabitants by explaining the four noble truths. i.e.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Beneficial to ordinary people,
Beneficial to stream-enterer (siot5panna).
Beneficial to once-returner (sakdaginlin), and
Beneficial to never-returner (ana'gamin).

The bells [represent] the Brahma-sound by which even a word
spoken by the Tathiigata is filled with the sound of promulgation of the
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religion in every direction of the great thousand worlds of the three
ghanta
thousand (jyaratnanl id:11?7gitl13dvny,-rsattvavisay3t1nagat;~n~
dvaya~?l).
The umbrella [represents] the Tathagata a leader of all sentient
beings, because the Tathiigata became the supreme among the living
beings without legs, among those having two legs, many legs, and
among those who are corporeal and incorporeal.
The moon [represents]the brightness of the unsurpassed wisdom
by which the Tathagata generates the eyes of the unsurpassed
knowledges in the darkness of this world.
The tiara-flag [representsl the crowning tiara of unsurpassed
perfectly accomplished enlightenment by which Tathigata infuses
non-obstructed wisdom in all.
The flags [represent]the flag of unsurpassed glory of the Dharma
by which the sphere of the world is subdued through the fame of the
turning the Wheel of Law (Dharma) by the Tathiigata. Completed the
text Caitya Viid~arigaVinayodbhiva Sutra.
( 175b2-176a5)

APPENDIX B

Transliteration of the Commentary on
V W o s.n.@ aof Sahajavil?isal

Gcan gzan la sogs pa ni rgyu dephan gdags pa 'o/ kun nas sgor J U ~
pa la sogs pa ni bzlaspa 'igrangsgsungste //an stong ni shi ba b phan
gdags pa 'i bzlas brjod kyi grangs so / khri ni 'chi 1~3slul ba 'it.she.s
brgyad nas nyr 'i
bar du dge dong la sogs pa gang zag bcus byedpa 7
grangs so / 'buzn ni bsnyen pa 'ibzlas bgod kyi grang.9 so / 'bum bris
re mchod rten gyi nang du bcug cr;~
pa ni snying po ha zhig gur gum
danggi wan2 dang tsan dan la sogs pas sngon bzhin htis nas rsha tsha 'i
nang du bcugpa b/ 'bun1tshang nas mchod rten &en po gcig gi nang
du bcug ste shing bu bsgreng zhing r , e n btags nas mchoci do zhes pa
ni 'bumgter ehen po 'i
ring bsrel lo /?
(313a2-4)
De la mchod rten gyi rim pa ni ,/
ri 'am thang ngaln Ijongs gang dag /
dur khrod la sogs spangs pa ,vi4
yid yong gnas su rgyal ba yi /
sku gdung mchod rten brtsig pa bya ./
yang na sa am rdo dag la ,/
n~khas
pas tshul bzhin brko bar bjg ./'
sa'am rdo'anl shing dag gam /
yang na tshog,spas brtsig par byah'
1.

2.

3.
4.

Sahajavilisa. op. cit., fol. 313a2-314a5.
blu in Narthang xylograph. i'ol. TL?,
fol. 179aZ.
gia-ani,Ibid.,fol.179a3.
yangpgmed,lbid.,fol. 179a5.

b
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de la sangsrgyas kyimchodrten ni khri bhang bcugsunl yan chad
sum bcu rtsa gnyis man Chad do/rang sangs rgyas kyi dgrr yan c-hadbcu
gcig man Chad de char khebSdang tog kyang med do /dgra bcom pa 'i
khri 'phang bzhi yan Chad do 'khor lo lnga pa b /rgpm du zhugs pa
nas phyirmi 'ong ba 'ihargyi khri phanggsum kho na 'o 'khorlogdun
pa 'o/ S O SO 'iskye bo 'ikhri 'phanggnyis khor lo bzhi 'o// (3 1335-7)
de las sangs r - a skyi sku gdung cha brgyad du bgos pa 'imchod
rten chenpo brgyad nigrongkhyerserskyarrgyalpo zasgtsanggis yon
bdag byas nas dpal lha las babs pa 'imchod rten brtsigs so / yul ma
ga dha ' (Magadha)dbus B p ~ tshal
r
du rgyal po ma skyes dgra$ yon
bdag byas nas byang chub chen po 'i tnchod rten brtsigs so / grong
khyer rtsa mchog tu gyad rnams kyi yon bdag byas nas cho phnll chen
po 'imchod rten brtsigs so / yul vwa rwa na si7nl ser skye 'irgyal po
tshang byinsgyisyon bdag byas nas dpal chos kyi 'khorlo 'inlchod rten
brtsigs so / yul yangs pa can du rgyal po li tsa bi gzhon nus9yon bdag
byasnas dpal ka nika 'imchodrten brtsigs so/yul mnyen yod0 du rgyal
po gsal rgyaP gyis yon bdag byas nas dpal bkra shis sgo mangs brtsigs
so / yul chang gefi2rgyal po 'dun 'dzin ta las13yon bdag byas nas dpal
'od can gyi mchod rten brtsigs so / yul ti ka tsa shifi4rgyal po ain dra
va misl yon bdag byas nas mchod rtenpad ma can b~tsigs
so/slan Chad
kyang de dag gi rjes su 'brangs te brtsigs par bya 'o//
(3 13a7-b41
De la byang chub chen po 'imchod rten gyi tshul du Ortsig na/
sku gdung gi rmang16 yod na rmang rten ji ltar mtho ha bzang
5 . char khab, Ibid.
6. AjitSatru.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.

Varanasi.
Brahmadatta.
Licchavi prince.
~ravasti.
Prasenajit.
Tshad ge has been interpreted in an English translation of Tucci's IndoTibetica I, p. 121.
~uncidala,Ibid.
TikacaSi, Ibid.
IndravamXn).
According to Chenga Lodos Gyaltsen's interpretation, it has been quoted as
' ' s k ugsdung gi I-ten ", rather than "sku dgung gi rmang ". His interpretation
has more sense than the counterpart.
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ngo//rten med na bang rim dang po 'isum cha 'i&had dr,/ dc.'i
steng du dge bcu ni phyir bskyedpa dangrngams bang rim dang
PO 'irngamsphyed do/gnam phang phyi la bang rim dangpo 'i
ngos tshad do / de yan chad srog shing ste bang rim dang po 7
bzhigsumgyi tshad do/bangrim bzhi phangmnyam mo/bang
rim mgams kyi phyir tshad khri bhang ngo / hum nen khri
'phang giphyed7 &had do / bum pa ni bang rim dang po 'isum
gnyis kyi tshad do / stod kyi skyed ni bang rim gsum pa dang
mnyam mo/ bre rten gyi rgya ni bang rim bzhi pa 'il n p cga w i g
go / bre ni bang rim bzhi pa 'i bzhi cha gcig go / de gnyis ka 'i
'phang ni bang rim gyi sum gnyis dang bang rim gyi phyed do/
bang rim bzhipa iqH
shar dang lhorgsal h-hungbang rim nyid kyi
brgyad cha 'o/srog shing gi rtsa ba bang rim bzhi pa la reg go /
'khor lo bcu gsum gyi bhang du bang rim dang po 'ibzhigsum
gyi tshad do / 'khorlo dang po ni bre 'izur bzhi la sf& so / de
bzlli chas 'khorba 'itshad ni khor lo bcu gsum pa 'o hcu gcig
po yang rim gyis gzhol ba b /rtseg par thaxns cad ni ci mdzes su
bya 'o/ thugs ges mdo gzungs phang khor lo chung ba dang
mnyam m o / d e 'ismad du mgams kyi bzhigsum ni yam po nyid
stod du bzhi cha gcigniphreng ba 'isulbcu drugpa o / d e 'isteng
du 'khorlo bcu gsum nyid kyi shingphyed tshad yang rtse phra
ba bang rim nyid kyi 'phangphyed do / yang .srog shing phang
du brephyed19&amsteng du zla ba i'rstemogdugs dangmnyam
srog shingla bskor te rtse m o bgradO' -dugs
ni khorlo bdun
pa dang mnyam m o / gdugs kl1eb.9' 'khor lo drug pa dang
mnyam m o / za ra [shags ni bre 'i phang dang nznyam mo /
yang srog shing bhang du bre 'isum cha 7 &hadkyi steng du nyi
ma zla ba /as khyad yud ''tsam m o / nyi nta 7 steng du tog nii3
ut pal gsar pa 'i24 tog bu 'dra ste ci mdzes su bya b /nyi ma clang
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

phyed is missing in the text.
pa 'i is missing in the text.
ched is written in the text.
dgrad is written in the text.
khabs is written in the text.
yungs is written in the text.
gi is written in the text.
po'iis written in the text.
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zla ba dang tog thams cad kyi zur la bya mi chags 25 par bya ba 'i
phyirlcagskyithurma monpogzerbarbya '0//(313b4-314a4)

Tog ni serpo nyi ma ni dmarpo /zla ba ni dkarpo/gdugs khebs
ni dkarpo 'o/ gdugs ni sngon po /gdugs kyi phyogs bzhir rigs bzhi Y6
phyag rgya bri 'o/ thugs je 'isul 27 ni dmar po 'o/ thugs je nyid dang
shes bcu ni ser po '0 / 'khor lo thams cad dang 2R srog shing dmar
po 'o/rmang dang rmang rten ljang gu 'o/mchod rten brtsig pa 'irim
pa 'o//
(314a4-5)

25. 'chags is written in the text.

26. In the English translation of Tucci's Indo-Tibetica I , in footnote 1, p. 125,
elucidated therein a list of four races rnahimudri, i.e.Ratnasambhava, Ainitabh,
Arnoghasiddhi and Ak~obyacorresponding their directions to south, west,
north and east respectively.
27. phul is written in the Xyl.
28. 'khorlo rhanls cad dang is missing in the text.

Appendix B
ENGLISH VERSION OF THE COMMENTARY ON
WWUOS~SA
BY SAK~~AWL&A*~

"Carnivorous animals, etc.", show that the cause is beneficial.
'Samantamukhapraves'a etc."mentions the number of recitations. One
thousand time is the number of recitations for benefiting the deceased.
Ten thousand is the number of recitations for rescuing from death,
which is to be done by ten persons such as Bhikus, etc., from the eighth
day to the full-moon day. One hundred thousand is the number of
recitations for the propitiation of one's deity.
"By writing one hundred thousand mantras and putting them
inside the stupa", means that the hrda,va-mantra alone is written as
before with saffron (gurgum), yellow pigment (giwang, Skt: garocna)
and sandalwood, etc., and is to he inserted in the tsha tsha. "After the
completion of one hundred thousand tsha tsha, they are to be placed
inside a large stupa "a wooden pole shobld be raised, decorated and
worshipped" refer to the relics of the one hundred thousand treasure^.^
(313a2-4)
29. Sahajavilasa, fol. 313a2-314a5.
30. In the C?malo,~ni$a text of Kagyur, Gyud, Derge, Vol. PHA, fol. 258b4
elucidates a detail context of their contents as follows: "A group of birds will
be completely liberated, if [onel recites the hrdaj-a-mantra of the Vimalo8njsa
to them. Even the dog, tortoise, snake and different kinds of insects will be
completely liberated, if one recites it to them.
By reciting 21 times on sand and strewing [the sand] over the cemetery,
n.hosoever's bone is struck will be completely liberated from the hell, where
they took birth and will be reborn in the higher realm (svargaguna). That
person who is born in the higher realm will be showered with flower petals
upon his body. Carnivorous animals and various kinds of birds whoever [may]
walk in that cemetery will be reborn in the state of fortunate beings (sugatr').
Wild animals and birds whoever [may]wander in the hill will be reborn in the
state of fortunate beings, if [the sand is] strewn [over the hill].
The person who has committed the five heinous actions (parjcanatariya)
shall be liberated immediately after experiencing the scorching heat of the
boundless hell (arric~).if [one] recites the hrdaya-mantra of l4rnalosnisa. If
lone1 recites [the h1daj:d-mantra] one hundred thousand times. that person will
immediately be reversed from the place of Yama, even if he has been taken tied
with a rope on his neck. He will be completely liberated from great fear. etc.
That person will happily proceed to the realm of Sukhavatior S u p a t i by
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That the stages of constructing the stupas are:
The sti~paof the relics of the Victor
should be erected in an attractive place(s);
(such as) somewhere on a hill or a plain or a valley,
(avoiding) other than a cemetery, etc.
or on earth or stones.
A stupa should be engraved properly by an expert,
or by the earth, stone or wood,
or by an assemblage of these a stupa should be erected.

The stupa of the Awakened One has to be (made) above thirteen
Khriphang31and below thirtytwo. For the Pratyekabuddha it should be
leaving his body as the snake changes his skin or as the path of concentration
changes. He will not see the sufferings of Yama. If one puts in the stiipa one
hundred thousand copies of the hydaya-mantra that stiipa will blossom
completely after containing one hundred thousand hrdaya-mantra. Even
oneself will blossom a n d surely become a n irreversible aspirant
(apraryudavirtaya).One will dwell in the ten grounds (daSa bhiim13. One will
obtain prophecy by producing the virtuous deeds for Tathigata, equal in
number to the sand of the Ganges river. It will be called as a stiipa of one
hundred thousand essence-relics of Tathigata, if when [one] raises the
wooden pole and one inserts one hundred thousand tsha tsha containing the
same number of [h!-daya-mantra]inside the large stiipa.
31. The literal meaning of khri Phang is "the height of a throne". Although in
architectural terminology it has been interpreted by Bodhisattva in his text
entitled,' ' phagspa kun nas sgor 'judgpa 'i 'od zergrsug tor dri Ina medpar
snang ba 'igzungs bklag cing mchod rten brgya rrsa brgyad dam mchod rten
lnga gadp pa 'icho ga mdo sde las bsdus pa ", Tangyur, Gyud, Vol. PU, Toh.
fol. 162b6, as a step by the following reference: "khri phang ciangpo dran pa
nyer bzhag bzl~i",and so forth.
But, in this case, the word %hri phang" in the first instance perhaps may
be interpreted as a wheel and in the latter undoubtedly refers to the step.
Normally, scholars have unanimously agreed that the stupa for the Awakened
One has to be made atleast thirteen wheels in the minimum and thirtytwo in
the maximum, or in other interpretation it can have more than hundred or so.
So, on the basis of above theory, the word "khri 'pl,angn is improper to use
for the wheel.
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above nine and below eleven, having no cover of umbrella and
spherical pinnacle. For an Arhat it should have four Khriphangand five
wheels. For a ~rotspannato an anagamin it should have only three f i r i
phangand seven wheels. For an ordinary person (p~haRjana1it should
ha1;e two Khri phang and four wheels.
(3 13a5-7)
That the eight great stupas emerged from the division of the
Buddha's relics into eight parts which are:
(1) The stupa of "Descent from Heaven" was built under the
sponsorship of king ~uddhodanaat the city of Kapilavastu.
(2) The stupa of "Enlightenment" was built under the sponsorship of king AjataSatru at the central garden of the Magadhan
city.
(3) The stupa of "Miracles" was built under the sponsorship of
Mallas at KuSinagara .
(4) The stupa of "Turning the Wheel of Law" was built at K5Si
under the sponsorship of Brahmadatta, king of K3Si.32
(5) The stupa of "Kanika"was built under the sponsorship of the
Licchavi prince of VaiS3li.
(6) The stupa of "Multiple Auspicious Doors" was built under
the sponsorship of king Prasenajit of ~ravasti.
(7) The stupa of "Luminosity",was constructed under the sponsorship of king 'dun 'dzin ta la3' at the city of Tshad ge.
(8) The stupa of "Lotus-shape", was constructed under the
sponsorship of king Indravami at the city of Ti ka tsa shiu.
(313a 7-b4)
Thus, the stupa should be constructed by following them. If a
stDpa of Enlightenment is to be built it should be done as follows:

If there is a receptacle of relics.25
32. In the text it is stated as the king of Kapilavastu instead of the K5Si king.
33. ~uncidala has been interpreted by Dr. Lokesh Chandra in his introduction
note of the English translation of Tucci's Indo-Tibetica I text, p. vi.
34. TikacaSi. Ibid.
35. "Receptacle of relics", is quoted in the Chenga Lodos Gylatsen's work, which
is more appropriate than the "Foundation of relics" as it does not make x n s e .
Probably, it was wrongly translated.
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It is better for the foundation support to be as high as possible.

If there is no receptacle, the size should be one-third the length
of the first step.
Upon that, the base of ten-virtues tapers out,
its width being half of the first step's length.
The height of the later sphere is, [equal to] the length of one side
of the first step.
Above it is the axle-pole, three-quarters the length of the first
step.
The four steps are equal in height, while half of the outer width
or thickness of the steps is the height of a single step.
The vase-support is half the height of a step.
The vase is two-thirds of the first step.
The upper waist (vase belly) is equal to [the length of the] third
step.
The length of the harmiki-base is one-fifth of the fourth step.
The hannikiis one-quarter [the width] of the fourth step, and the
height of both is two-thirds and half of the steps' [height].
Windows on the east and south of the fourth step are an-eighth
part of the step itself.
The base of the axle-pole should touch the fourth step.
The height of the thirteen wheels is three-quarters the length of
the first step.
The first wheel should reach at the four edges of the harinika,
one-quarter of its circumference size is the thirteenth wheel.
The [remaining] eleven should gradually taper off.
All the built-up one upon another should be made as attractive
as possible.
The height of the Formula of Compassion (kaizin5suttr dhsranl')
should be [made]equal to the smallest wheel.
At its lower part, three-quarters of the thickness is in smooth, and
one-quarter of its upper part is in a form of sixteen plaits of
coil.
The wooden [pole] is half the size of the thirteenth wheel, and
its pointed tip is half the height of a step.
The axle-pole having the height of about half of the hanniki,
is topped by the moon the tips of which are equal in width to
the umbrella, and surrounding the axle-pole.
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The umbrella is equal to the sixth wheel.
The za ra tshsgs is equal to the height of the ham1ik;i.Upon the
axle-pole (which is one-third the height of the ham~iki)
stands the sun, which is a bit bigger than the mtmn.
The spherical pinnacle topped upon the sun is similar to the crest
of a budding utpala.
On the edges of the sun, moon, and the spherical pinnacle,
sharp iron nails should be fixed to prevent birds from
resting thereupon.
(313b4-314a4)
The colour of the spherical pinnacle is yellow, the sun is red, the
moon and the cover of umbrella are white. The umbrella has to he blue
and on its four directions there should be drawn the symbols of the four
races.36The plait of compassion is red, the compassion itself and the
ten-fold knowledges are yellow. All the thirteen wheels and the axlepole are red. The stupa itself is white, the base of ten-virtues is yellow,
and the foundation and the foundation-support are green in colour.
These are the stages for the construction of a stupa. (314a4-5)

36. They are recorded as Ramasan1bha~-aat south, Arnitabha at west. Amoghasiddhi at north and Aksobhya at east in the English translation of the I n d o
Tibetica text, Vol. I, p. 125.

APPENDIX C

Transliteration of Buston's
Proportional Manual of the
Sttipa of E&ghtenment1

Mchod rten sgmb pa ' cho ga byin rla bs dpal 'bar zhes bya ba / sans
rgyas dang byang chub sems dpa ' hams cad la phyad 'tshal lo //
sngon @hagspa sha ri 'ibu 'i? rings bsrel mams khyim bdag
mgon nled zas sbyin gyis khyer te /rang gi khyim gyi nang gi
phyogs mthon po zhig tu bzhag ste, de la nlchod pa dang, skye
bo 'itshogs chenpogzhan mams kyis kyang der 'ongte mchodl'
dus re zhig kyim bdag xi bor zhig tu bya ba cung zad cig la sgo
bcad de song ba na, skye bo 'itshogs mams @is mchodpa bya
sa ma byung bar bdag cag gi bsod nams kyi bar chad byas so
zhes phya ba de kyim bdag gis thos nas khyim bdag gis bcom
ldan 'dasla bdaggis sha ri 'ibu i' mchod rten phyogs snanggyel
can zhig bgyis la mchodpa dgyid du rtsal to/'bka 'stsalpa, gnang
gi byos shig /Ji ltar bya ba mi shes nas zh us pas ' Bka ' stsal pa.
rim gyis bang rim bzhi byas la / de nas bun1 rten bya '0 de nas
buxn pa dang, bre dang. srog shing dang,gdugsgcig dang,gnyis
dang, gsum dang bzhi bya ba nas bcugsumgyi bar du b,va zhing
char khebs dag bzhag par bya 'o ,/ bcom ldan 'daskyis xnchod
rten de lta bu &a b zhes gsungs pa dang I'des ci, phags pa sha
1.

2.

B-vang chub chen poi ' mchod rten ~ yrshad
i
bzhugs so, Collected Works of
Buston, Vol. 14 (PHA), pp. 551-58.
~iri~utra.
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ri 'i h 1 1 'ba ' zhig la x~ichocirten rxlanl pa cie lta bu bya hi. 'on te
phrgs pa (552b7) thaxns cad la by3 ha n ~shes
i nas sk:ibs der3
bcox11ldan 'dasla dge slong dag gis gsol ba dang / bka ' stsal ha,
khyim bdag re zhig de zhin gshegs pa 'imchod xten ni maxn pa
thanls cad yongs su rdzogs pax- bya o /rang sangs rgyas kyi ni
char khebs mi bzhag par bya ' 0 , j dgra bcom pa ni gdugs bzhi '0,
phyirmi 'ongba 'inigsum mo,phyir 'ong ba i'nignyis so/rgpin
du thug pa 'i ni gcig go, so so 'i skye bo dge ba rnanls kyi ni
xnchod rten byi bor bya 'oV zhes king du gsungs pas N
de la byang chub chen po 'imchod rten gyi phyag tshad gtsug tor
drimed7kyi kral pa nas 'byungba bzhin brjodparbya b/dela tshangs
thig zur thig rnams legspar btab ba la /tshangs thig nas zur thig tu byas
nas tub pas cha chen bcu gnyis su 'gyur la /phyi nas cha chen re re
bsnan la bcri bzhi ni bya 'o/ de re re la cha ch ring bzhi bzhir bgo bar
bya '0//
rmangrten yod na,jiltarmtho ba bzang ste 'onkyang thig khongs
su mi rtsi la / rmangrten med na, rmanggi dpangs tshad cha chen gnyis
yin la rgya tshad dngos su ma gsung kyang dgan dge ba bcu las 'rgya
che ba tsam la / 'ogtu them skas dang steng du ba gam la sogs pa ji ltar
mdzes pa 'o//
Ji skad du; sku gdung gi rten yod nrr /

rmang rten ji ltar xntho ba bzang ngo /
de written in the text.
According to Buston's note "hse nl Ita hu yin gi,tshog.s spyod nyan rhos d p
bcom dang 'dra '0'; which inlplies that the number of umbrellas should be
made equal to the ~ r a v a k aArhat.
(Vinaj~:~.slitr;~)
written b y
5 . According to Ruston's note, In the "['d~1lbal1~1clo~s~;;1
[Gu~iaprabhaland ViGikhadeva's (Sa ga'i 11x1) 'dul b;i tshig le 'ur by:~,spa
( Vinaya kirik2) text mentioned
'bras1x1'it.sl~:~dpasgciggis
mang l ~lx~llad
r
pas l~111.g
ma daggar11snpnl': see page 244, footnote 29.
6 . Ruston ~nentioneclin his footnote that byi homeans without having axle-pole.
This implies absense of ulnbrellas or wheels.
7 . Vin~alos[li$r.
8. has in xyl.
9. rmang is atrributed instead of rten in the commentary on V i n ~ a l o ~of& ~
Sahajavilasa and Mchod !ten gyi cha rnam par dbye ha o f unspecified author.

3.
4.

"
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rmang rten med na '" /
bang rim dang po 'isum cha 'i&had (10 zhes s o N

de 'isteng do gdan dge ba bcu ni dpangs su cha phnn gcig rgyar
gyas gyon du cha phran phyed dang bcu gsum ste, nyi shu rtsa
lnga '0//
Ji skad du; de 'isteng du dge ba bcu ni /
phyir bskyed pa dang /

mganls bang rim dang po 'I' rngams phyed do zhes
so //
de 'isteng du bang rim dang po dpangs su cha chunggnj~isrgyar
gyasgyon du cha chen gsumgsum ste, druggo/& i'steng du bang rim
gsum dpangs su cha chung gnyis gnyis te, dpangs mnyams / zheng
gyas gyon du cha chung re re phri ba yin te /bang l-itnbzhi ka 'irngdms
kyi rgyar cha chen gcig yin la / de 'iphyed bang rim mi dpangs su yod
de //
Ji skad dl 1; bang rim bzhi dpangs rzlnyam 1110 ,,'

bangrimmgams kyiphyi" tshad khri phangngo zhes
so //
de 'isteng du bun]rten dpang su c-ha dl ung gcig r~).-argb~..r
on
du cha phran phyed dang dgu ste, ~ C Lbdun
I
no/ de 'istengdu bum pa i'
rtsa ba gyas gyon du cha chen gnyis gnyis te, bzhi la bgas h7-i phel
bas stod kyi rkedgyasgyon du cha cllen phyed danggsum ste, lnga la,,'
de yan chod bgas kyis zh hum pa 'izltlmzhingmdzes pa ste m a ha dang
rgya mnyam pa /dpangs su cha chen gsum dang c11aphmn gcciggisu111
cha b / de 'i
steng du bre rten gyim-arg-as gyon du cha chimlg re re i'
lnga char byas pa 7 dgu dgu dpangs chs chung gcig ,'de 'iste~lgd~rhre
gyasmon du cha phran gn,visgnj7isdang clla phran bzhi zha re s t e , cha
chen gcig dang cha phmn phyed do /dpangs cha phran gcg dang cho
phran gsum gnyis te //
/

Ji skad du; bum lren khri phanggiphyed do ''I
10. 17en med na is attributed in the VIM and MCHOD.
11. phyir is attributed in the VIM and MCHOD.
12. phyed tshad do in the VIM and tshad do is elucidated in the MCHOD.
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br~mpa ni, bang rim dang po 'i sum gnyis kyi tshad
do /
stod kyi rked ni, bang rim gsum pa dang mnyam mo /
bre rten gyi rgya ni, bang rim bzhi pa 'ilnga cha gcig
go
bre ni, bang rim bzhi pa 'i (554b7) bzhi cha gcig
go/
degnyis ka 'i 'phangni, bang rim sumgnyis dang bang
rim gi ph yed do l3 / zhes gsungs te //

'de'igo rim bzhin sbyar na, bre rten dpangs mtho ba zhig snang
mod kyi /mehod rten gzhan dang gzhan kun la bre rten dpangs dma '
bar yod pas 'gyurgyi skyon du rnngon no / de ltar na, bang rim dang
po 'irgya dang bang rim dang po nas bre 'irtse mo tshun chad mnyam
pa ste //
Ji skad du; gnam 'phangphyima bang rim dangpo 'ingos tshad

do zhes so //
bum pa 'i
dpangs tshad dngos su ma gsungs kyang, phyi'i tshad ni
sngar gi shugs las go 'o/bang rim bzhi pa 'ishar dang lhor skar khung
bang rim gyi brgyad cha yod pa bya zhing /srog shing ni, rtsa ba bang
rim bzhipa la regste/de yan chad cha chen bzhi dang chanphrangnyis
ni 'khorlo bcu gsum gyi dpangs te //
Ji skad du; bang rim bzhi pa 'ishar dang lhor gsal khung

bang rim nyid kyi rgyad cha 'o/
srog shing rtsa ba bang rim bzhi pa la reg pa 'o /
'kl~or
lo bcu gsunl gyi, phang du /
bang rim dang po 'ibzhi gsum gyi tshad do zhes
so //
'khorlo dangpo 'irgya tshadgyasgyon du cha phran gsum gsum
ste, thad kar drug, zluln por skor ba 'imtha ' bskor du bco brgyad do /
'khorlo bcu gsum pa ni, gyas gyon du cha phran bzhigsutn nas bskor
bas thad kar phyed dang gnyis, mtha ' bskor du phyed dang lnga b /
13. It should perhaps be interpreted as bang rim gsum gnyis kyi phyed do.
14. reg go in xyl. V I M and MCHOD.
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de 'ibargyi 'khorlo bcugcig po mams rim gyis je phra je phrargyur pa
ste / 'khor lo bcu gsum PO dpangs mnyarn pas Mor lo re rc 'i dpangs
cha chung bco rgyad la bcu gsumgyis bgospai 'cha re re ste/ 'onkyang
'khorlo dang po 'i 'og du 'degskyi pad ma cha chunggcig. dang thugs
rje mdo gzungs dpangs 'khor lo chung ba dang mnyam par bya ste//
.

(555b7)
Ji skad du; 'khorlo dang po ni,
bre 'izlir bzhi la slab bo l5i
de bzhi chas 'khor ba 'itshad ni,
'khor lo bcu gsum pa '0/

bcu gcig po yang rim gyi gzhol ba b /
brtsegs6par thams cad ci mdzrs su bya o /
thugs rje mdo gzungs 'khorlo chung ba dang nutyam
mo zhes so //
thugs qe mdo gzungs kyi smad du bzhigsum yam po nyid la cung
zad gyen du gyel ba la, stod bzhi cha gcig phrang ba 'isul bcu drug pa
utpala 'i 'dabma 'irnam pa can te //
Ji skad du; de 'ismad du mgams kyi bzhigsum ni,

jam po nyid /
stod du bzhi cha gcig ni,
phreng ba 'isul bcu drug pa

'0 zhes

so //.

de las,l 7 cha phran bco rgyad kyi gcig 'khorlo 'degpa 'i
pad ma la
btang nas, lhag ma bcu bdun cha mnyam par dgos pa 'i 'khorlo re re 'i
bhang la cha phran re re dang cha re 'igcigbzhi cha gsum mo /'de 7 bar
ci mdzes 'ogtu gsungs kyang sum gnyis sum gnj-is la 'khorlo sum cha
bar gyi cha bar stong du bzhag pa la rdo rje la sogs pa 'i rked bris ci
mdzes so /thugs q'e mdo gzungs kyi steng du ka shu shinggi sboms su
'khorlo 'idpangs kyiphyed, dkru.~
su cha phran gnyis te,gyasgyon du
bang rim gyis phra ha gyen du gyel ba bzhi rgya gram btang ba ste ;'/'
Ji skad du; de 'isteng du 'khor lo bcu gsum pa nj-id hyi srog
15. slebs so in xyl. VIM and MCHOD.
16. rtseg in xyl. VIM and MCHOD.
17. d e s n a i n x y l .
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[shing.]gi phyed tshad yang rtse phra ba bang rim
nyid kyi 'phangphyed do zhes so //
gdugs kyi dbrigs bug barsrogshinggichaphran sumgnyis kyirtse
rnor zla ha 'irtse mogd~igsdang mnyam pa, gyasgyon du rtse mo bgrad
pa / de 'isteng du nyi ma zla ba las che tsam / de 'isteng du tog ste utpal
gsarpa 'itog bu 'dra ba /gdugs ni, 'khorlo bdun pa dang rnnyam pa /
za ra tshags bre 'i phang ciang mnyam pa /gdugs khebs 'khorlo drug
pa dang mnyam pa ste //
(556137)
Ji skad d u ; yang srog shing 'phangdu brephyed l 9 tsam, steng du
zla ba 'itse mogdugs dang mnyam, srog shing la bskor

te rtse mo bgrad20do /gdugs ni " , 'khor lo bdun pa
dang mnyarn mo / gdrigs kheb,P 'khor lo drug pa
dang mnyam mo /za ra tshags ni, bre 'i 'phang dang
rnnyam mo /dpangs 23 srog shing phang du bre ?sum
cha 'isteng du nyi ma zla ba las kyad yud 24 che tsam
mo / nyi ma 'isteng dri tog ni, ritpal gsar pa 'i tog bu
dang 'dra ste, ci mdzes so /nyi ma dang zla ba dang
tog tharns cad kyi zur la bya nli 'chagspar bya ba 'i
phyir lcags kyi thur ma rnon po gzer bar bya 'o// tog
ni ser po, nyi ma ni drnar po, zla ba ni dkar po, gdrigs
khebs ni dkarpo '0,gdrigs ni sngon polo /gdrrgs kyi
phyogs bzhir rigs bzhi 'iphyag r-gya bri '0/ thugs rje 'i
s ~ i25i ni, dnar po 'o/ srog shing dmar po b / dge bcu
yang ser po o / rrnang dang rnlang rten ljang khu o
zhes so //
Mchodrten
sgru b pa 'i cho ga byin rlabs dpal 'bar zhes bya ha
sliing phyeci rshad in xyl . VIM and MCOD.
ched in xyl. MCHOD.
dgrad in xyl. VIM and MCHOD.
Buston has attributed in his note section the following passage: "gd~lgs
clang
gd~~g,s
khebs kyi dpangs s r ~cha yhmn pl~yedphyed, zla b g la cha phran gc-ig,
nyi ma gnyis, tog b gc-igsre, clla phrm hzhi po de s t q g g i <.hac-hen hcu hzhi
pa la 'don no. This passage indicates the proportion of the final structures
of the stupa.
kllabs in xyl. VIM and MCHOD.
yang in xyl. VIM and MCHOD.
g y ~ n gin xyl . MCHOD.
phril in xyl.
"
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Bu ston gyis bkod pa 'iyige pa ni dge slong .sgra tshad pa rin mam yin
n o //
ENGLISH VERSION OF BUSTON'S PROPORTIONAL MANUAL
OF THE S*A
OF ENLIGHTENMEIVP
A method for accomplishing the construction of the stupa designated
as "Flaming Splendour of Blessing".
Prostration to all Buddhas and Bodhisatbras.

Previously, the relics of Arya ~ a r i ~ u twere
r a taken away by the
grhapati (householder) Anathapindaka and were placed on a
high place [altar] of his house and worshipped. Many other
people also came there for worship. O n a certain occasion, the
householder locked the door and went t o hill-site to d o some
minor work. When he returned, an assemblage of people, who
had been deprived of the chance to worship accused him of
obstructing their merits. Consequently, the householder
approached the Buddha to seek his permission for constructing
a stDpa of Siriputra at an easily visible spot [or accessible to
people] for making offerings to it. The Buddha said: "Permission
granted, and may it be done." Not knowing how should he d o it.
the householder asked again. The Buddha elaborated,
"Successively, four steps should be made, then the vase-base
should be made. After that, the vase (dome) of the stupa, the
hamliki or
the axle-pole, one, two, three, and four to
thirteen umbrellas should be erected, and the cover of the
umbrella(s) should be placed [on it]." In this way. the stupa
should be built as expressed by the Buddha. It nras,however.
still not clear for whom the stupa should be built---only for &a
~ i i r i ~ u t ror
a ,for all Aryas. So, at that time, the Bhiksfis raised the
matter with the Buddha. The Buddha commanded, "House-

26. Bymg chub chrn po i mc11odrren gj-i [.shad bz11ug.sSO. Collected Works of
Buston, op. cit., pp. 551-56.
27. In Tibetan c-;riled bre. n-hic11is quadrangular in shape used to merr.sureprair~s
in T ' e r .
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holder, the stupa for the Tathagata has to be built in a very
complete form. For the Pratyekabuddha, the cover of the umbrella
should not be placed.2HFor the Arhat there should be four
umbrellas; for the never-returner (Anigsmin) only three; for the
once-returner (Sakdagamin) two; and only one for the streamenterer ( ~ r o t a ~ a n n a ) .he
' ~ stiipas for the Virtuous laymen are to
be constructed as byi bo."j0Thus it is mentioned in the text.31

The proportions of the "Stupa of Enlightenment" shall be explained according to the commentary upon the Vimalo2nisa texts3'
According to this text, the central axes and the border lines are to be
drawn accurately; twelve large units are formed by making divisions
between the central axes and the border lines. Then, by adding one
large unit to each of the extremities [top and bottom], we get [a total ofl
fourteen large units. Each of these large units should also be divided
into sixteen (4 x 4) small units.
28. Buston mentions in his footnote that the Pratyekahuddha here refers to the
"rhinoceros-like-Pratyekabuddha"and that the "Pratyekahuddha living in the
gathering (Vargacarin)" is similar to the ~ r i v a k aArhat.
29. Buston mentions in his footnote that the Vinayasutra of Gunaprabha and
Sagadeva's or ViSakhadeva's Vinayakiriki referred that [the number of
umbrellas for the Arhat to Gotipanna have to be made] more than one
measurement of fruition which is probably an error.
30. Byi bo means "without adornment" or "bald", which signifies the absence of
the axle-pole, and thus implies not having the wheels or umbrellas as well.
31. The text cited is Vinaya-ksudraka-vastu, Kanjur, Vinaya, Derge, Vol. THA, fol.
244b3-247a7.
32. There is no doubt that the passages cited by Buston in his text are found to be
identical in every respect with those of the commentary on V i m a l o s n ~ ~ w h o s e
author was known as Sahajavilisa, and Mchodrren gyi cha rnam p a r dhye ha
text, of unspecified author and translator, and whose Sanskrit title is also not
given. Both the texts substantiate to being basic constnictional manuals of the
Buddhist Stupa Architecture and deal specifically with the Proportional
Manual of the Stiipa of Enlightenment available in Tanjur. Thus, it is evident
that Buston's Proportional Manual of the Stupa of Enlightenment, based on
the commentary on Vimalosn<w (as claimed by him) is irrefutable. However,
on which text did he base his work? Concerning this, we must discover the
original source of the work, yet this has nowhere been mentioned by Buston
in his works. For details see pp. 8-10.
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If the foundation support exists33,it would be better for it to k as
high as possible, but it does not count in the proportion. If the
foundation support does not exist, then the measurement of the
foundation has to be two large units in height. Its width is not actually
stated, although it should be somewhat wider than the "base oftenvirtues". The staircase below and the dome etc. above are to be made
as attractive as possible.
As it is said: 34
"If a receptacle of remains exists,
it would be better to have the foundation support as high as
possible.
If the foundation support does not exist,
the size should be one-third the [length]of the first step."
Upon [the foundation], thebase of ten-virtues is one small unit in
height and twelve and a half small units in width in each direction right
and left, totalling twentyfive.
As it is said:
Upon that, the base of ten-virtues juts out,
its thickness half of the first step's thickness.
Next, the first (bottom) step is two small units in height and three
large units in width to both the right and left, totalling six. Above that
the remaining three steps should have an equal height of two small
units each. As for the width, one small unit should be detracted from
each side. The flight of four steps' thickness is one large unit, and half
its size is the height of a step.
As it is said :
The flight of four steps have to be made equal in height.
and a half of the steps' thickness is the height of a step.
33. This description contradicts his source work in which it is stated: "If the
receptacle of remains exists."

34. Buston had extracted the whole constructional mama1 of the Indian basic text
and elucidated them thoroughly in confirmation with the basic text and thus,
displayed them in the style of "As it is said (Ii skad du)" in his text. So, in my
translation the same pattern will be seen specially in respect of its presentation, categorization and meaning as it is in his text.
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The "vase-base" (bum rten) is one sinall unit in height, and eight
and a half small units in width to both the right and left, totalling
seventeen. Upon this, the "vase-root" (bum rtsa) is four large units in
straight, (two large units each at the right and left) gradually widening
up to the "upper-waist of the vase" (bum stod kyi rked) which is five
large units wide, (two and a half small units each at the right and left).
From this point onwards, the structure is round and solemnly beautiful.
Its width is equal to that of the vase-root, and its [the vase's] height, is
three large units and one-third part of a small unit.35
Upon this rests the "hamiki-base"which measures nine one-fifth
parts of a small unit at both the right and left, and one small unit in
height. The "hannik2' is two small units and a quarter part of a small
unit to both the right and left-totalling one and a half small units, and
one small unit and two-thirds part of a small unit in height.
As it is said:
The vase-base is half the height of the step.
The vase is two-thirds the size of the first step.
The upper-waist is equal to the third step's [width].
The width of the harmika-base is one-fifth [the lengthl
of the fourth step.
The hanniki is a quarter [the length] of the fourth step, and
the height of both is two-thirds and half of the step's [height].
If [one]constnlcts [the stiipal according to these prescriptions, the
harmiki-base appears higher [than normal]. But, in all the other stupas
the harmiki-base is lower in height, pointing to an error in translation.
Thus, the width of the first step should be equal to the measurement
between the first step and the top of the harruiki.
As it is said:
The height of the lower extremity is
equal to the length of one side of the [first]step.
35. The height of the vase established by Buston does not meet with his source
work. According to the quotation cited by Buston: "The vase is two-thirds the
size of the first step." To interpret this quotation, two-thirds the size of the first
step corresponds to sixteen small units on the basis of twentyfour small units
established by Buston for the width size of the first step rather than twelve and
one-third part of a small unit, if niy judgement is not wrong.
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The height of the vase is not actually stated, but its outer
measurement can be implicitly understood from the above specification.
Windows should be made on the eastern and southern sides of the
fourth step measuring one-eighth of the step's length. The base o f the
axle-pole should touch the founh step. The four large units, starting
from the hamikg onwards, should equal the height of the thirteen
wheels or umbrellas.
As it is said:
The windows on the eastern and southern sides of the fourth
step should measure one-eighth of the step itself.
The base of the axle-pole should touch the fourth step itself.
The height of the thirteen wheels should be three-quarters the
size of the first step?
The first (bottom) wheel has a width of six small units, three small
units each to both the right and left, and eighteen in circumference. The
thirteenth (topmost) wheel is one and a half small units in width: threefourths part of a small unit each to both the right and left sides. and four
and a half small units in circumference. The eleven wheels between
these should gradually taper off as they ascend. As the thirteen wheels
are equal in height-the height of each wheel carries one part each of
the eighteen small units divided into thirteen.3-Nevertheless. the "Lotus
Supporting-umbrella (gdugs 'degspadma)" below the first wheel and
the "Formula of Compassion" (thugs je mdo bzungsl above the
thirteenth wheel are also part of the thirteen wheels. So. the "Lotus
Supporting-umbrella" is of one small unit, and the height of the
"Formula of Compassion" should be made equal to the smallest wheel,
i.e. the thirteenth wheel.
36. Last line of the passage is more purposive or meaningful for the next passage.
37. The measurements established by Buston for the structures of Lotus Supporting-umbrella, thirteen wheels and the Forlllula of Compassion requires
thorough elucidation as there is likelihood of incomprehension of their
perfect measurements. There must have k e n some error in computation.
In fact, Buston should have elucidated that the rueasurement of eighteen
small units above the h3rn1jk2conlprise the total height of the thirteen wheels
including the Lotus Supporting-umbrella below the first wheel and the
Formula of Compassion abo1.e the thirteenth wheel. The eighteen small units
should be equally divided into fifteen parts by carrying each part as a height
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As it is said:
The first wheel should reach at the four corners of the
hamika, and
a quarter of its circumference is the size of the thirteenth
wheel.
The remaining eleien should gradually narrow.
All the constructed structures should be elaborately elegant.
The height of the "Formula of Compassion" should be made
equal to the smallest wheel.

At the lower part of the "Formula of Compassion", three-quarters
of its size is polished which slightly flares upward and a quarter of its
upper part is the sixteen plaits of coil in a form of ~ t p a l petal.
a~~
As it is said:
At its lower part, three-quarters of its thickness is polished,

and one-fourth of its upper part is in a form of sixteen plaits of
coil.
Therefore, from the eighteen small units, one is taken by the
"Lotus Supporting-umbrella". The remaining seventeen should be
equally divided by allotting each wheel the height of one small unit and
one-third part of a small unit.39As explained below up to this structure
of one small unit and one-fifth part of a small unit each rather than the height
of each wheel carrying one part of the eighteen small units divided into
thirteen parts. On the other hand, he further explains that, "The Lotus
Supporting-umbrella and the Formula of Compassion are also part of the
thirteen wheels. So, the Lotus Supporting-umbrella has one small unit in
height and the height of the Formula of Compassion should be made equal to
the smallest wheel." If one arranges according to this order, the proportion of
those structures would be as follows: Out of eighteen small units, one is given
to the Lotus Supporting-umbrella and the remaining seventeen should be
equally divided into fourteen parts by carrying each part as a height of either
one and a quarter part of a small unit each or one and one-fifth part of a small
unit each. Thus, in both the divisions of seventeen small units divided into
fourteen equal parts, there would be differences of a quarter part of a small unit
less and one-fifth part of a small unit in excess in the former and later
divisions, respectively.
38. utpala is a kind of lotus flower blue in colour.
39. The remaining seventeen small units not only comprise the height of the
thirteen wheels, but also the height of the "Formula of Compassion" as being
part of the thirteen wheels. So, in that case, seventeen small units should be
equally divided into fourteen parts rather than into thirteen.
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should be built as fascinating as possible. A chain o f designs such as
Vajras should be drawn on an intermediate space of one-third [lyingJ
between the two-thirds part of each wheel. Upon the "Formula of
Compassion", there should be a wooden (pole) having a thickness of
half the height of a wheel and two small units in length. On its right and
left sides it should equal in measurement half [the size] of a step. That
too flares upward and its top gradually becomes thinner with its basis
made cross-wise.
As it is said:
Upon that the wooden (pole) is a half size of the thineen
wheels, and
its pointed tip is half of the height of a step.
The tip of the axle-pole is two-thirds a part of a small unit, stands
upto the disc hole of the umbrella. On tip of this is a moon whose tip
is equal to the umbrella and its tips are stretched wide at the right and
left. Upon this, there is a sun which is a bit bigger than the moon, and
upon this is a spherical pinnacle which is similar to the crest of a young
bud of an utpala. The umbrella is equal to seventh wheel. The za ra
tshags is equal to the height of the hamiki. The cover of the umbrella
is equal to the sixth.
As it is said:
The axle-pole is about half of the hamiki in height and, on it
stands the moon whose stretched tips are equal to the width of
the umbrella and surround the axle-pole.
The umbrella is equal to the seventh wheel.
The cover of the umbrella is equal to the sixth wheel.
The za ra &hags is equal to the height of the ham'ka.
Then, upon the axle-pole one-third the height of the harmika
stands the sun which is a bit bigger than the moon.
The spherical pinnacle on the sun is similar to the crest of a
young bud of an utpala (flower).
The umbrella and cover of the umbrella are each half a small unit
in height. The moon is one small unit. The sun is two small units and
the top is one small unit. These four small units should be raised above
the fourteenth large unit. On the corners of the sun, the moon, and the
Spherical Pinnacle, sharp iron nails should be placed to keep the birds
away from resting there.
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The colour of the top should be yellow, the sun red, the moon and
the cover of the umbrella white, and the umbrella blue. On the four
sides of the umbrella the symbols (xnudri) of the "four divine races"40
should be drawn. The colour of the plaits of "Compassion" should be
red, while the "Compassion" itself is yellow, and the "ten-fold knowledge"" also yellow. The axle-pole is red and the stupa is white;42the
base of ten-virtues should be yellow, while the foundation and its
support are green.
The method for constructing the stupa designated as "Flaming
Splendour of Blessing", is composed by Buston. The calligrapher is
Bhikshu Dasadpa Rinnam (sGra tshad pa rin rnam).

40. They are recorded as Ratnasambhava at south, Amitibha at west. Amoghasiddl~i
at north and Aksobhya at east in the English translation of the Indo-Tibetica I,
p. 125.
41. It perhaps indicates the za ra [shags.
42. It co~nprisesthe structures from the first step onwards upto the harrniA-2.

APPENDIX D

Transliteration of Desid's Proportional
Manual of the Stiipa Architecture1

Nyis brgya gsunl pa thugs rten ni chos longs sprul g.5um gvi ska bs chos
sku 'irten de la spyir dbye ba lnga ste /rang bzhin lhun gyis grub pa
dang / bla na med pa dang / byin gyis brlabs pa dang / chgos grub
'byungpa dang / theg pa so so 'in~chodrten du bshad pa i' rang hzhin
lhun grub ni phyi nang sbyar ba 'isnod bcud du bshad de ,/7
Dang po lung rnchog bla ma zhes grags pa las /
bling bzhi rmang gser ri ra b dang bcas pa bang rim ,/'
yongs 'du'i Ijon shing bum par bshad pa phyi snod
dang /
kun bzhi rmang /man? shes rshogs brgj'ad ka ba
dbang po gzugs can bang rim ,/ yid dbang bun?pa ste
nang bcud mchod rten du bshad pa dang /';
rdo rje bkod pa 'ibrgyud las ./
'dod khan~sbang gi ri bo la 1'
gzugs khan~sbang rirn khri phang can ,'
gzugs rned bum rten burn par bcas /'
sku gdung chen po rgyun du gnas i zhes dang
Sn~qi'i(Snlrt@.inakiii) de kho na njid drug par
sa yi khri phang zur bcu gnys

/

./

/

/'

1.

Desid Sangyas Gyatso, \,'aiduqa dh-arpo bs pluouprr 'isrlJrensgmn c i a ~ dri
~g
len gy.a' .$elhzhugs so. Vol. 2, Rpd. from original tekTs from the collection of
Tsepon W.D. Shakapa by T. Tsepal Taikhang, New Delhi, 1971.
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gling bzhi gling phran brgyad yin te2/
bang rim bdun du brtsegsj pa ni /
gser gyi ri bdun shes par bya /
dril bu 'idbyibs hyi bum pa ni /
lha gnas ri ra b yin ces grags'/
bum rten 'khor lo5gdu bu 'i dbyibs /
klu yi rgyal po nor rgyas yin /
kha khyer rim pa drug ldan pa /
'dod khams lha rigs diug du gragd' /
dbus su srog shing yar bsgrengs pa /
chos dbyings zag rned spros bra1 yin7 /
'khorlo bcu bdun gyis brgyen pa /
gzugs khams gnas rigs bcu bdun rtagg /
char khebs gzugs rned khams yin te /
chos dbyings tog tu shes par bya /
zhes snod bcud spyi mchod rten du bshad /
ces zer zhing //
Dus 'khordu /
dkyil 'khor bzhi PO bang rim dang /
ri rab bum pa dang /
ri rab gyi mgrin pa dang mdong man chod bre dang /
de yan skra chos 'khor char khebs kyi mam par gsal bar bshad
pa lta bu 'o//
Gnyis pa ni / tshad rned bsanl 'das las 'byung 'bras/
shar du byams pa rdo je brtegs /
lho ru snying q'e rin chen brtegs /
In the Tantric section of the Narthang edition, Vol. A, fol. 190al stated as
'dgu pa 'iphogs brgyad gling yin re."
3. bsan~,Ibid.
4. b.sgombyasre,Ibid.
5. Khor ba, Ibid.
6 . 'dod lha gnas drug tu brags, Ibid.
7 . bdag rned chos nyid zag rned bsgorn, Ibid.
8. Froin this passage onwards explained in the Narthang edition as follows:
'2zug.s kl~ams
gnas bcu bdun du brags /
chos kyi dbyid pa yar phag pa /
gzugs rned kharns bzhir shes par bya //
2.

"
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nub tu dga ' ba pad ma brtegs /
byang du btang snyoms rgya gram brtegs i
rang byung rin chen snang ha 'o//
zhes pa /shar du byams pa t~hadmed rdo rjL. du ma brregs pa la
sogs pa bzhir thig le dbanggi rgvud ces bya ba las bshad do zhe.s grags
so //
Gsum pa ni / 'khor lo fyung ba 9 r - d du g-s
pa las /
byin rlabs sku gdung cha rgya dgling bzhir snang/'zhespa 'igrel
bar /
shar lus 'phagsna byin ldan snyom gter dang mthar legs gyung
drung tog gnyis //
lho dzam bu gling na thugs je sprulpa dang yid bzhin lhungrub
gnyis //
nub ba glangspyod na dpe med bsam 'dasdangrmadgragschos
dbyings gnyis //
byang sgra mi snyan na yon tan rin chen brtegs dang khanls
gsum bde rgyas sgron me 'imci~odxten gnyis bzhugs par shad
do //
Bzhi pa ni bdud rtsi mchog gi r - dlas /
ro yi srung ma chen mo ni /
ma mo chen mo brgyad bzhag go /
mchod rten brgyad du rnam par bzhag /
de dag rten gnas chen mo yang /
mchod rten brgyad du mam par bzhag //
cespa 'i &relpar/ sngon he ru kas dragpo btul ba 'i
tse yul b r p d
kyi dur khrod du / ma mo brgyad h-~irten dngos grub 'bpng ba 'i
mchod rten brgyad byung ba ni/ma ga dhar bde byed,"singgalar n'
bo ta la / bal por bya khri kha shor/ singge gling du ge 'u do na /'lijwl
dug0 ma sa la ghan dha /kha cherka na ka ,jf'zahor du bde spyodgzhon
nu 'imchod rten no ,I;/
lnga pa la /nyan rang theg chen gyi [mchod rtenlgsum mo '/
dangpo ni chosgos bzhistab jkyisteng du lhung bzed shubs pa
la 'khar bsil btsugs pa lta bu b 1i'
gnyis pa ni mang gru bzhi 'isteng du n p s grub bzhi bang rim
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zlum po bang rim bcu gnyis pa khor lo rtibs brgyad pa
can no //
gsrim pa ni slob dpon 'phagspa klu sgmb kyis/lh ung bzed sbub
pa lta bu bin1 pa 'izlrim po dang / khang bri lta bu dang / rgyal
mtshan lta bri 'imchod rten brgyad la sogs pa 'o //

'dul ba lung las ni/chos khor la g~idgsdanggdugs la char khebs
su btags nas so skyesgdugsnledpa 'ibyibo o//nyan thos kyi 'brasbu 'i
grangs kyigdrigs/rang~-gyalgyigdugs
bdun /sans rgyas kyigdugs bcu
sgum / char khebs tog dang bcas pa rnam pa thams cad par gsrings
so //rgyud sde so so 'i dbang dri byas nas bya spyod kyi mchod rten
bang rim nang du bcag cingphyir 'burba 'am/dbus 'burlamtha ' gnyis
nang du bcum pa khor lo bcu gnyis la sogs pa 'ang shad par grags /
rnal 'byorrgyid kyi sngar bshadpa 'irdo xje brtegspa sogs bla med kyi
dris 'khor nas gsungs pa sogs so //
khyad par las kyi rntha ' bjod pa 'imdo las /
sprul pa 'imdza d pa sngon bstan phyir /
mchod rten brgyad d ~sku
i gdung bzhag //
ces par ltar / dpal mgon klu sgnib kyis yongs grags dang mthrin
pa gnas chen po rgyad kyi mchod rten bstod pa dang mdzes pa rgyad
pa rgya bzo /ka ma ru dang klu Yim las byung ba dang mth un pargnas
brgyad kyi mchod rten bstod pa zhes mi mth un tsam gnyis byung ba
gang ltar ston pa 'di'in~dzadpa khyad par can la brten nas pi1 Gongs
de dang de 'iskye bo spro ba skyes ste / dus ston bya ba 'iphyir dri
brtsigs pa sha kya thub pa ' mchod rten brgyad du drags pa ni / de 13
mchod rten gyi mtshan gyi rnam grangs grong khyer ser skyar sku
bstams tshe bkra shis sgo mang nas thog ma dang /pad ma spungs pa
nas thog mar hzhedpa sogsji snyed cig nlchis shing/st~glod~ingsrnon
jgro pan chen sog5 bkra shis sgo mang nas tl~ogmar Ixhed c-ing/ rje
bla rrla phyag na pad 111a'iskar rtsis kyi dri 1x1 dri hng hkra ,shis sgo
mang dang / gzungs 'brrlgyi lag len du pad ma spiings pa snang bas
don gnyis ka Ifial ba mi 'dug rung //
kho bo 'i'dirdangpo sku bstamspa 'itshegter lnga t>rgygsogCsd ' e
mtshtln dri ma bylng b a s bkra shis 'bping ba am zhabs kyi go111pa
bdun hor bar pad ma bping ba sogs dang 'brel bar pad spung dbyibs
zlum popadnla 'irnampa can bang rim bzhipa am bdun du 21ngIxhad
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pa pad ma dang 'khorlosspraspa /serskyarlum M 7 tshal du zas grs;lng
sogs kyi bzhengs pa 'ipad spungs mchod nm //
bnyilspargyalpo 'ikhah tu mngon par byang chubpa 'idus dhy;bLs
g m bzhi pa gzugs can snying po sogs kyis bzl~engspa 'i byang chen
mchod rten //
gsum pa va ra na sir chos khor h.skor ha 7 tshegru bzhi bang rim
bzhi blo 'bur dang bcas pa sgo rab hrgya rtsrc brgyad ,/' 'bring nR;,
dmg / [ha ma bcu drug par yongs grags bzhed kyang phyogs rer sgo
bzhi re byed pa bden pa bzhi / brgyad re byed pa mam thar br~yad',
bcu gnyis su byed pa rten 5 x 1 bcu gnyis / bcu drug tu byed pa stong
nyid bcu drug mtshonpa lnga sde bzangpos bzhengspa 'i
bkm .shbsgo
mang mchod rten //
bzhi pa nyan yod du cho 'phrulbstan pa 'i
tshe gru bzhi bang rim
bzhipa phyogs rer glo 'burdang bcaspa li tsa hi sogs kyi dze ta 'itshal
du bzhengs pa7 mu stegs pham byed dam cho phrul mchod
rten //
lnga pa gnas yangs pa can gsal ldan du lha 'i dbpr gnas mdzad
yum la chosgsungssnga dro dgag dbye mdzad phyi dro nam mkha 1as
ba bs nas phebs dus bang ritn bzhi pa 'am brgyad pa ngos rer blo bur
dang bcas pa i'glo 'burgyi dbus na them skas yod pa gsal ldan pa dad
pa can rnainskyis bzhengspa 'ilhababssam /yangna sum cu rtsagsutn
lha 'imchod rten du grags pa '0
drug pa rgyal po 'ikha b tu lhas byin gyi dge 'dun dbyen bj 2 s pa
nlchog zrrnggis bsdumspa 'idus bang rim bzhipa zur hzhi nmyanl par
bcadpa b/rgyal byed sogsnla ga dha pas bzhengspa 'i 'odzercan nanl
byams ngos kyang zhes dbyen bsdums mchod rten . ',
bdunpa yangspa can du sku tshe zla ba gsurn />?.in
g!.iLsbrlab.spa 'i
tshe zlwn po bang rim gsu111pa de i'grong Mlyer mams kjis bnsigs
pa 'amyang na ga ' zhig tu lhas brtsigs par bzhed pa 'ibj in brlab.5 sam
man1 rgyi~1
nlc.hod rten ,/'/'
rgyad pa rtsa nlchog gigrong du n1j7angan /as '&spa 1 she bang
rim lnedpa gdan khri 'isteng du bun1 rten j.an chad Dthugs pa rts3 can
gyi gyad mams kyis brtsigs pa i'r71j.ang'das111chodrten / ,'
de la sku gdung cha brgyad du bgos pa 'imchod rten chen p
brg~~ad
ras tsllig pa 'i mcl~odm n ma tLsl~ig
pa 'i mchod rten sol ba i'
mchod rten te bcu gcig /.'tsheins sam nlche ba lha dang srin pos khjrer
'
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ba 'imchodrten /phyis chos rgyal mya ngan med kyis de bzhin gshegs
pa 'iring bsrel bzhugs pa mchod rten bye ba dus gcig la bzhengs pa 'i
mchodrten sogs dang/mya ngan ma 'dasgong du dbu skra dandsen
mo 'imchod rten sogs dpag tu med de /gtso bo sngon ma brgyad du ci
rigspar 'dusla /deng sang yang de bzhin bshegspa 'iring bsrel bzhugs
na nigang zag su 'iched du bzheng yang brgyadpo gang rundgi rnam
pa thams cadpa bya dgos so//dela 'angdus 'khorsogsnas 'byungba 'i
mgul ba thung ba 'am/drimed &re1pa nas bshadpa hngrin ring ngam
/rgyu dang bzo bo sogs kyis ji bzhin ma thon na / j i ltar '[shamzhing
mdzes pa 'ang bya / bu ston rin po che dang stag lo spnll sku 'phrang
khab sogs kyis mdzadpar yang cung zad skyon re mthong bas kho bo
ni 'diltar 'thad de / dper na pad spung lta bu mtshon na thams cad ba
gam man mdzes par dpyad / de yan bcu gnyis su phye ba cha chen /
de rer bzhirphye ba cha chunggi tha snyad byas la dge bcu la cha chung
gcig //
Bang rim bzhi la bad chung cha chung phyed re khongs su gtogs
pa 'irer cha chung gnyis gnyis dang bum rten pad ma can la cha chung
gcig bum dpangs cha chen gcig dang gcig gi sum cha gcig / bre gdan
gyi rmang la cha chung gcig gi sum cha gcig dang ngo bo sum cha gnyis
te gril bas cha chrlng gcig / bre la cha chung gcig dang gcig gi sum
gnyis /gdt igs 'degspa 'ipad ma 'idpangs 12 cha chunggc-ig/chos 'khor
bcugsum la rercha chungrerdang de 'ibcr~gsum
cha I-e/delasum char
phye ba 'icha gnyisgdugs sam pho khor dang/sum cha gcig n ~ 'khor
o
khyon dpangs su cha chen gsum dang cha chunggnyis /th ugs xje mdo
gzungs dpangs su cha ch unggcig/dgugs cha chungphyed danggdugs
khebs cha ch ung phyed gnyis yin / de steng zla ha la cha ch ring gcig
dang/ nyi nla'i dkyil 'khor cha chung gnyis/ tog la cha chung
gcig //
zheng du tshangs thig nas rgyas gyon du dge bcu cha chzing bcu
bzhi re bsdoms pas cha ch ung nyi sh u rtsa br-yad/ bang rim dang po
la ni gyas gyon du cha chung bcu gsum re hsdonw pas cha chung nyi
shu rtsa drug / bang rim lhag ma gsum rgyar gyzs gyon d ~cha
i chung
re re rim bzhin chung / bang rim bzhiga 'ibad ch~ingxnanls cha ch~ing
gi bzhi cha re tho1 la 'don/ de steng bum rten rgyar gyas gyon h i cha
chung dgu re bsdoms pas bco brgyad / bum pa 'irtsa ba i' r - rgyas
gyon du cha chung brgyad re de nas yar je phel gyi stod cha brgyad pa
nas bcu pa 'ibar thad kyirgyargyasgyon bsdomspas cha chzing nyi shu
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ma ~ n y i/sde lhag bum stod cha chung gsuxn dang sun1 cha &h c a s
pa 'idpangs rim gyi.s zlunl pas rtsa />a'i r - dang flse nmnyartl pa / de
ltar bang rim dangpo 'irgyakhyon d;mX bangrin1de 7 nlas drnasgdugs
'degs kyi yas man chad mnyam ste cha chen drug cha chung gnyi.s /
nang khong sang gi dbang btang na bang rinl bzhi pa 7 phyogs shar
dang lho ngos la nl unpa bsal ha 'igsalkhung ni bang rinl drga 'i br~yad
cha bya //
srog shing bang rim bzhi par zug pa ?had / bre stan nnang la t m
thig nasphyogs rer cha chunggnyis dang bcu cha dgu ddr strng hre stan
h cha chuqggnyis/bre la rtsa thignasphyogs rercha c.hunggnyi,sdang
gcig gi sun1 cha gnyis re /gdugs 'degspad ma 7 m a har cha c.hung
phyed gnyis steng gi rgya gyas gyon cha c-hung gnyis gr7yi.s / 'khor lo
dangpo 7rgya la gyasgyon du cha chungphyrd d3nggsum ste bsgril
bas lnga /gdugs dang po 'irgya la cha chunggnyis dangsum cha gnyis
te bsdoms pas cha chung lnga dang sum cha gcig :' khor lo k u gsum
pa gyasgyon du cha chung phyed dang cha ciltrnggi brgyad cha gcigl
bsgril bas [hadkal-c-hac11ung gcig clang Iizlli c-112gc-ig,/ ~ntha' hskor du
cha chunggsum dang bzhi cha gsum ,/degnyi5 Ih~rgyi'khollobc.u gcig
po rim gyis je phrar gyur pa de yang 'khorlo be-ugsu111pa 'iJ Z S nltha '
nas ['khorlo]dangpo'i
mas thar thig skudbzung ha 'i
thig btahpas flogs
rtse mo i'gdugs tshangs thiggigyasgyon du cha chunggc.iggigsumc-ha
gnyis re /&gs bcu gsum pa 'isteng tshad de nas gdugs dang po 'imas
mthar sne bzung thig blab pas gdugs gzhan mams kyi tshad rtogs
de steng thugs rje mdo gzullgs r t y a ba 1 rgya 'khor10 hcu gsum pa
/ dpangs ni ~aampo nyid cung za dgyel ba i'steng rtsa thig
dang n~nyam
nas cha phrat~re sul bcu dmg/gdugs kj<rgj7atsl1ang.s thiggigyasgvon
du cha phran phyedgnyis dang rgyad cha gsunl./ gdugs khebs h i rtsa
ba tshangs thig nas gyas gyon du cha phran phyed do dang bzhi cha
gcig /rtse n1o 'irgya tshangs thig nas m a s gyon du cha phmn gnj.1~re
/za ra tsl~agskyi dpangs cha phran phyedgsum las zheng tshan,sthig
nasgyasgyon cha phran gsunl re stodgdugs dang nlnyanl ,/'zla 'ifice
gnyis bsgrad pa tshangs thig nas cha phran gnyis re rtrtsaha dpangs
zheng 'dra ba cha phmn re /nyi nla tshangs thig nas g ~ 3,gy7on
s
~teng
'ogN cha chung gcig gis zlum por bskor /toggi rgya gyas gJondu cha
phran phyed phyed / nyi rma dang tog gi zur sa h
pa 7 dus hr'a
bsnlng ba 'i
lcags kyi thur ma mon po mang po gzer h'
/
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nldog tog s u p 0 nyi n ~ clmar
a
po /zla ha danggdugs khebs rnams
dkar po / gdugs w o n po ,/ de 'iphyogs bzhir rang rang rigs bzhi 'i
phyag rgya 'dribar bshad/thugs rje 9 sul ni kha dog dmar po thugs rje
ser po chos 'khorgyipho 'khorserpo / m o 'khordang srog shing dmar
po /lnchoci rten dkarpo /gdugs 'degssngon po dge bcu serpo sa 'dzin
Ijang gu / then1 skas gsum mas nas dmar sngo ser / sreng khri dkar
po / dgung sne sngon po / bad chung d~narpo / bad chen hang gur
bya //
de nas sa 'dzingyi dpangs su cha chung gsunl / them skas gsum
la cha chung re re /gdong chen la cha chen gcig dang cha chung
gnyis /gzung sne dang bad chung la cha phran re /bad chen la cha
chung gnyis /
rgya tshad sa 'dzingyas gyon cha chung phyed bcas bcu dgu re
dang them skas dang por gyas gyon du phyed bcas bcu bdun /gnyis
pa 'igyas gyon du bcu drug /gsum pa 'igyas gyon du phyed bcas bcu
bzhir bshad /gdong chen gyi gyas gyon du cha chung bcu gsum /
gzung sne bad chung bad chen gsum la mas rim gyas gyon du cha
chung bcu bzhi bco Inga bcu drug //
rags pa 'imam bzhag bre zhal khyim dang bre gdan mgul brim pa
sku gzugs bang rim bzhi sku smad skyil krung chos 'khoryan gtsug tor
mtshon kyangsgra ji bzhin gyi tshad mi 'byungzlling/dge bcu man skr!
gzugs kyi cha byad du br-tsi bar mi bya //
hum pa 'irtsa ha nas cha chrrng Drgyad kyi hargzhal ba sgo khyim
gyi nang gi dpangs dang rtsa ba 'inang zheng rtsa thig nas m a s gyon
du cha chnng do re rtsa ba nas cha chring bzhi gyen du gzhal ha 'igyss
gyon du zheng cha chung pl~yedbzhire de steng cha chunggciggzhal
ba'i gyas gyon ciu cha phran gsum gzhal mtshams ske ka 'am khug
mtsharns rtse lno 'izheng rtsa thig nas gyas gyon drr cha chrrng do re /
rtsa thig 'tizo~l~s
snying thig nas gyas gyon du cha phran gs1rn1regzhal
ba sogs kyis sgo khyim gyi nang skor rtogs shing de 'iphyi pa tr~lnang
skor gyi zheng rtse mo che zhing rtsa 1x1je phrar song ba rtsa ~hig
'dzonlssnying thig nas gyen du cha phran hdun gzhal ba 'i
pa tra 'irtse
Ino 'izheng cha chunggcig/de nas rim pas je phel gyi che 1x1 'ibzlli,
drug, Dryyad, Dcu, bctr gcig1hcu gnyis, bc'ir gsum, hcu I I , S L I I I ~ DC'LI
,
yLsu~n,
bcu gnyis, bcrr gcig, ~tsabii bun1 rtrtsarzug pa hcrr tha~n
pa rnan~s
gzhal
ha 'izheng tshad mi 'khyogspa 'irags thig yin pa rin po che 'irigs kyi
sklr r-tenbzhugspa 'ibzhrrgLskhanggipa tra 'irgya khyon gyi tsl~adrtops
so //
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de la gzhi byas gzhan bdun po 'ibsgyur kha bshad par bya ste /
de 'i
bangrim bzhipo 'ipadma medpa de byang chen mchodmn bang
rim bzhipo Slogs bzhi dang bre ba gam nas sa 'dzinbar rang ranggi sum
cha sum cha 'burdodbyaspa bangrim la sgo brgya dang brgyadpa nga
dlug pa bcu drug sgo 'icha chung sogs gang '0shyas pa bkm shis sgo
mang / bang rim bzhi bre dang ba gam nas sa 'dzinbar mamr gru bzhi
rang rang sum cha dbus su 'bur dod pa de 'idbus steng skas gsum
bsgrigs nas ba gam steng btsugspa lha babs mchdrten /skas med pa
gzhan de ji lta ba cho 'phrul mchod rten nam mu stegs pham byed /
gong du bdodpa 'ipadma spungspa 'ipadmamed cing bangrim bzhi 'i
zur bzhi bead de ngos rgyad mnyam par dbyen zlums mchod rten /
bang rim bzhipo cha gsum du bsduspa 'ibang rim gsum dang dge bcu
bcaspa zlum po stemam rgyal mchodrten/bang rim bzhimedpa i'dge
bcu 'i steng mam mdzes khyad kyi ma pad cha chung phyed bzhi
dang / ya pad bad chung bsdoms par cha chung gsum /pad 'dzoms
rked rgyan gyi dpangs la cha chung phyed gnyis dang gyas gyon gyi
rgyar cha chung dgu re yod pa myang 'das mchod rten du bzhed de
brgyad //
de daggis sa 'dzingyi zur bzhir rdo ring bzhi bya ste re re 7 zheng
la cha chung gnyis gnyis dang dkyus la cha chen bzhi bya / de steng
rdo seng kha phyir bltas pa 'imgul pa la gdugs 'ognas drangs pa 'ime
tog phreng ba btags pas sa 'dzingyi ph yogs bzhir them skas bzhi bya
ba danggdugs dang rgyal mtshan ba dan la sogsgser drilgy.er kha sogs
pa mams che ba dang chung ba rinpo ch ?rigskyirgyan dangdra phyed
sogs ci 'byorpar bya 'o//
&re1chen dn' med 'od nas mchod rten tshad bshad pa kun gyi
mgo dka 'zhing kun mkyen busgtan 'bebsmdzad pa la gzhi byas brag
nag pa sogs mkhas pa ji snyed kyis rang rang gi bzhed pa 'irigs mi 'dm
zhing deng sang shas che ba sprul sku nga la gzigs dang stag tshang lo
sta ba 'i
thig tsa bebs pa mang na 'angmdzes btsal ba las bshad khungs
dang sbyor rgyu rang dka 'gshis stag lo 'ider bre stan zheng chung la
chos khor bcugsum dpangs dmas zhing chespa dang bad chen dpangs
mtho zhing dkyus thungs pa dang / bad chung de bas b a n g bungs
shing/dge ba bcu dang bangrim thungspa 'ikrongpa 'dmb a / phrang
kha ba 'ider chos 'khorbcugsum zheng che zhing dpangsmthospa dge
bcu nas bang rim gsum zheng chung shing sa 'dzin rgya ches pa nas
cung zad bskum pa bcas skyon kun spangs pa 'iMu1 gyi 'dibzhin du
btab la //
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ENGLISH VERSION OF DESID'S PROPORTIONAL MANUAL
OF THE S
~ ARCHITECTURE9
A

The two hundredth and third (section deals) with "the receptacle of
thought (thugs kyi rten)", which symbolises the three kayas
(Dharmaksya, Sambhogakjya and Nirmaakiya) . The truth body
(Dharmakaya) in structural form is a "receptacle of offerings (mchod
rten)". In general, the mchod rten has five divisions, viz.:
1. Spontaneous Existence by Nature (svabhavasahajasiddha),
2. Unsurpassable (anuttara),
3. Blessed (adhisthina),
4. Accomplishment of siddhi (siddhi-utpanna), and
5. Stupas of different classes of Buddhist saints.

F h t : The Spontaneous Existence by Nature

The Spontaneous Existence by Nature refers to the animate and
inanimate existence (bhajana-sattva) of external and internal phenomena.
According to the so called Lung mchog bla ma:Io
The four continents (catvari-dvipanl) are the foundation, golden
mountains and the mount Sumeru are the steps. The wishfulfilling tree (kalpa-dmma) is referred to as the vase. These are the
external inanimate phenomena. The basis of all (ilaya) is the
foundation, the eight consciousnesses (asfa-vijriana) are the
columns, the physical sense-organs are the steps, and the mental
sense-organs are the vase. This explains the internal animate
phenomena as the stilpa.
According to the Vajravyuhatantra:''
On the foundation of Sumeru of the Desire-realm (kilnadh2tu)
having the Form-realm (rupadhatu) as the steps, and the Form9. Vaidfitya dkar po las phros pa 'isnyan sgron dang dri Ian g.ya ' sel bzhugs so.
Vol. 11. pp. 711-26.
10. Could n o t access it.
11. Satva ta tl12g~1tacittajri2na g ~ iy5rthargarl911a
h
vyuha vajra tantra siddhiyog5

gan~asamajasarv~i
vidyislltra n1ah*3na bhisan~a
y dharma pavivyuha nima
sutrn, Kagyur, Nying Gyud, Derge, Vol. KA, Toh. 829, fol. 280a4-5; Narthang,
Vol. D Z A , 406b6-407a2.
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less-ream (aMpadhatu) as the vase-base and the vase. The great
remains shall exist at all times.
l2
In the Sa[ta ttva vya vasthana of Snl~tijninakiiti:
The twelve corners of the earth's step,
are the four continents (catviiri-dvip2nil and the eight
sub-continents (asfa-ksudradv!;oani').
The arrangement of seven steps,
are known to be the seven golden mountains (saptakanakaparva ta) .
The bell-shape of the vase,
is known as the mount Sumeru-+he place of devas.
The bangle-shaped wheel of the vase-base,
is known to be the Naga king Vasuki.
The six stages of the altars,
are known as the six classes of the Desire-realm gods.
The axle-pole raised at the centre,
is the uncontaminated (an2mva) absolute reality
(dharmadhatu) devoid of all elaborations.
The adornment of seventeen wheels,
are the characteristics of the seventeen classes of the Desirerealm.
The umbrella-cover is the Formless-realm, and
the absolute reality should be known as the Spherical Pinnacle.
Thus, the animate and inanimate phenomena are collectively
referred to as the stupa.

In the Kilacakra-tantra it is said that:'?
The four mandalas are the steps.
The mount Sumeru is the vase.
The neck and face of the Sumeni below that are the hanniki
and the areas from the hair upward are clearly explained as the
aspect of the Dharma-wheels and the cover of umbrella.
The second [unsurpassable] is, the result which came fonh from
12. Sarrattva ~ y a v a s t h i n a( D e kho na nyid drug m a n , par bz11ag pa). Tanaur.
Gyud, Narthang, Vol. A: fol. 18737-190a6; Derge. Vol. YA. Toh. 1621, fol.
167al-170a5.
13. Could not access it.
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the unthinkable immeasurable i.e.
In the East the erected Vajra is [immeasurablel love
(maitti~apramina)
.
In the West the erected jewel is [immeasurablel compassion
(karuniipramina).
In the South the erected lotus is [immeasurablel joy
(muditapramaa).
In the North the erected Svastika is [immeasurablel equanimity (upeksapramina).
A gem of self-evolve shall appear [there].
Thus, it is said that the four types of immeasurable
(catvirapramana),such as love in the east, erected many Vajrasetc.as
explained in the TilakabhiSaktantra (Thig le dbang gi rgyud).l 4
The third [Blessed]one is, according to the 'khor lo 'byung ba 'i
r-yud:15the eight parts of the blessed remains appear in the four
continents. Thus, according to its commentary [elucidated the following eight stupasl viz.,
In the eastern continent (Purvavedeha),there are two stupas,
i .e.Jindan Nyomter and Tharlek Yungdrung Tok,
In the southern continent (Jambudvipa),there are two stupas,
i.e. Thugje Tulpa and Yeshin Lhundrup, in the western continent
(Aparagodaniya),there are two stupas, i.e. Padme Samdas and
Medak Chosjin, and
In the northern continent (Uttarakuru), there are two stupas,
i.e. Rinchen Tseg and Khamsum Degyay Donme. Thus, these
are said to have existed.
The fourth [accomplishment of siddhi I is, according to the Bdud
rtsi mchog gi rgyud:'
A chief guardian of the corpse,

employed as the eight female-guardians (miityka?.
Even the permanent residence of these [great corpses],
14. Could not access it.
15. Could not access it.
16. Could not access it.
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employed as the eight female-guardians,
were comfortably posited in the eight stGpas.
Thus, it is said in its commentary that:
Earlier when, Heruka had subdued the Rudm there arose
eight stupas of accomplishment as the receptacle of the eight
female-guardians at the cemeteries of the eight countries. They
were Bde byed at Magadha, Ri bo ta la at Srilanka, Bya khn'kha
shor in Nepal, Ge 'u do na at Singhadvipa, Go ma sa la ghan a!!
at Liyul [probably Khotanl, Ka na ka at Kashmir, and the stupa of
Bde cod zhon nu at Sahor [Zahor].
Fifth, stupas of the three different classes of Buddhist saints, i.e.
~riivaka,Pratyekabuddha and Mahiiyiina. The first one resembles the
resting of a mendicant's staff (khakkham) upon an inverted alms-bowl,
with a robe folded four times underneath. The second has a quadrangular foundation upon which a square surface stands with twelve
circular steps and the eight spokes of a wheel. The third, according to
Nigirjuna, (a) is like an inverted alms-bowl which is circular like Bimba
(a kind of fruit having a red colour), (b) llke a little house, and (c) the
eight types of stupas like the victory-banner (dhvaja).
According to the Vinayapitaka,17the Dharrna-wheel is termed as
the umbrella and the umbrella as the cover of the umbrella. An ordinary
person's stiipa is bald, that is, it has no umbrella. The Skivaka's stopa
has umbrellas equal to the number of fruition. The Pm~ekabuddha's
stiipa has seven umbrellas. The Buddha's saps has thirteen umbrellas,
and all the other parts together with the cover of the umbrella and the
spherical pinnacle. Regarding the individual tantric classes, it is said
that for the stupas of Kriyi and Caryi tanuics. their steps narrow from
inside and bulge out from exterior or the centre bulges out with
contracted inwardly from both ends, and with twelve wheels etc. As for
the Yogatanpa, it is the same as mentioned earlier in the Kiilacakra
anuttamyoga section, with an erection of Vajms, etc.
In particular, according to the Las kyi mtha ' brjod pa 7 m d d 8
"Due to the prior exhibition of the events by the Ninniinakiya, the relics
were deposited in the eight stupas." Thus it has been said.
17. Could not access it.
18. Could not access it.
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According to Nigirjuna, there were two different versions of the
praise for the stupa-"Praise to the stupas of the eight great sacred
places", which is popularly known in accordance with Indian workmanship of the eight deeds, and "Praise to the stupas of eight sacred
places", which is known as made from marbles and NBga's clay.
Nevertheless, inhabitants of their respective countries were enraptured
in consequence of the noble deeds of this teacher and built the eight
stupas of ~ i k ~ a m u to
n i commemorate the special occasions.
Regarding the enumeration of the names of the stupas, there are
different ideas such as accepting the "Multiple Auspicious Doors", as
the beginning, and accepting the "Heaped Lotuses", as the beginning
when the Buddha took birth at Kapilavastu.Taglo and Mendo Panchen
etc., have accepted the "Multiple Auspicious Doors", as the first. Also,
in the text entitled, '3Kar rtsis kyi dri len",l9 of Je Lama Chagna Pema
(rJe bla ma phyag na p a d ma), the "Multiple Auspicious Doors", has
been accepted (as first). But, in the "Gzung 'bulgyilaglen text",20the
"Heaped Lotuses", has been accepted (as first). Both versions d o not
agree.
Here, I (Desid) prefer the saps of "Heaped Lotuses", which was
constructed by ~udhodhanaetc. in the grove of Lumbini in Kapilavastu,
for commemorating a manifestation of various auspicious signs like the
appearance of five hundred treasures and lotuses in between the
pacing of seven steps when the Buddha was born, etc. It has four or
seven circular steps in the form of lotuses. Even it has been enunciated
of having eight steps, these are adorned with lotus designs and wheels.
The second is the "Stupa of Enlightenment", which was constructed by Bimbisara etc. at Rijagrha when the Buddha attained
enlightenment. It has four steps which are square in shape.
The third is the stupa of "Multiple Auspicious Doors", which was
constructed by the five disciples2' [of the Buddha] to commemorate his
turning of the wheel of law (Dharmacakrapravgrtana) at Varanasi. It
consists of four square steps which project out at the centre. It is
generally accepted that this stiipa has 108 doors at the maximum, 56 in
19. Could not access it.
20. Could not access it.
21. See Chapter I, footnote 46, p. 18.
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the medium and 16 in the minimum. Four doors each in every
direction symbolise the Four Noble Truths (catviri-iryasatya),eight
doors each symbolise the eight doors of liberations (rigs-viin-),
twelve doors each symbolise the twelve links of dependent origination
(dviidaiangaprati~asamutpada),
and sixteen doors each symbolise
the sixteen emptinesses (~odasa-izinyat2).
The fourth is the "stupa of Miracles", or "Conquest of nnhiki
(non-believers)", which consists of four square steps with projections
in each direction. This was constructed at ~ravastiin the Jeta Grove
where the Buddha performed the great miracle.
The fifth is the stupa of "Descent from Heaven", or "the Heaven
of thirtythree (Trriyastrimiah)". It was constructed at sarikaSya by the
devotees of Sank5Sya to commemorate the Buddha's descent from
heaven in the evening after lifting the restriction (Parimana)in morning,
preceded by an annual summer retreat and teaching Dharma to his
mother. It has four or eight steps and projects outwardly in the centre
of each side, with a staircase at the centre of the projected area.
The sixth is the "stupa of Reconciliation",which is also called the
stiipa "of rays", or "of affection". It was built by Jeta etc. of Magadha
when the two chief disciple^'^ reconciled the discord created in the
Samglla by Devadatta at Rajagylza. It has four square steps, whose
corners are cut off evenly forming an octagon.
The seventh is the "stupa of Victory", or "of Blessing",which was
constructed in VaiSali either by the inhabitants of that town or by the
Deva according to other sources, when the Buddha prolongated his life
span for three months at VaiSali. Regarding its shape, it has three
circular steps.
The eighth is the "stupa of Nirvana", which was constructed in
KuSinagara by the Mallas of KuSinagara during the Parinirvana.This has
no steps, and the structure above the vase-base is standing directly
upon the Throne.
In addition to these, there are eight great sttipas containing relics
divided into eight parts, the stupas which were built from burnt and
unburnt clothes and the stupa of charcoal, listed totalling eleven stupas.
There is also a stupa containing the canine teeth which were carried
22. They are ~ a r i ~ u t and
r a Maudgalyay5naputra.
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away by Devasand demons. Later,ASoka the Dharma King constructed
at the same time ten million s t ~ i p a scontaining
~~
the relics of the
Tathagata. Also, uncountable stupas containing (the Buddha's) hairs
and nails etc. were built before his passing into Pariniwiina. In general,
all stupas can be classified under the eight categories of st0pas. Even
today, a stupa must be built in the complete form in any one of the eight
stupas, if it contains the relics of the Tathagata, irrespective of the
person for whom the stupa is built. The stiipa may have a shon neck as
mentioned in the Kalacakra text, etc. or it may have a long neck as
described in the commentary on Vimalosnisa. If the sttipa cannot be
built accordingly (due to inferior quality) of materials and craftsmanship etc., one may build an attractive and appropriate one. In the works
of Buston, Tag Tsang Lotsaba, and Tulku Phreng kheb etc., I noticed
slight defects in the structure of beauty.
I prefer that, with the stupa of "Heaped Lotuses", all parts below
the cap (ba gam) are done attractively. Above that, it is divided into
twelve parts, which are termed as a large unit, each of these are
subdivided into four parts, which are termed as a small unit. (Measured
in this way), the "base of ten-virtues" is a small unit in height. For the
flight of four steps have two small units each in height including a half
small unit each for the small edge of the four steps. The lotus-shape of
the "vase-base"is one small unit and the "vase" is three large units plus
one small unit and one-third part of a small unit in height. The lower part
of the "hannika-base" is one-third part of a small unit, while the actual
"hannika-base" is two-thirds part of a small unit -thus one small unit
when combined. The hamika is one and two-thirds part of a small unit.
The "Lotus Supporting-umbrella" is one small unit in height. Each of the
thirteen wheels are one small unit and one-thirteenth part of a small unit
in size. By dividing each one of these into three parts: the two-thirds of
its part is the umbrella or male-wheel, and one third of its part is the
female-wheel. In total, this makes three large units and two small units
in height [equivalent to fourteen small units]. The "Formula of Compassion" should be one small unit in height. The "umbrella" is a half small
unit and the "cover of umbrella" is one and a half small units. Upon that,
23. The number ofstupas mentioned by the author seems a bit of an exaggeration.
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sit the "moon", of one small unit, and the "disc of the sun" of two small
units. The "spherical pinnacle" is one small unit.
[Regarding breadth], the "base of ten-virtuesn is fourteen small
units wide, each at the right and left of the central axis, twentyeight
small units in total. The first step is thirteen small units in both the right
and left sides, totalling twentysix. The width of the remaining three
steps should shorten gradually by a small unit each from both the right
and left sides. The upper edges of all the four steps should project out
a quarter part of a small unit. Upon that, the vase-base is eight small
units in width in both the right and left sides, eighteen in total. The
"vase-root" is eight small units in width in the right and in the left, then
it gradually flares upward to the area between the eighth and tenth at
its widest range of twentytwo2*small units is the total width of both the
right and left [of the shoulder part of vase]. The remaining three small
units and one-third part of a small unit in size is the height of the upper
part of the vase which should gradually be curved round until its top
becomes equal as the width size of the vase-root. In this way, the extent
of the first step and the area between the lower part of this very step and
the upper part of the Supporting-umbrellaz5should be equal in measurement, corresponding to six and a half large units.
If the interior [of the stDpa] is treated as a hollow,26windows
should be made on the eastern and southern sides of the fourth step
measuring an eighth size of that very step [in order] to clear away the
darkness.
The axle-pole which is touched on the fourth step must be
authentic. The lower part of the hamiki-base is two small units and
nine-tenths part of a small unit on each side from the axis. Upon that
stands the harmiki-base which is of two small units; the hannikg is two
small units and two-thlrds part of a small unit on each side from the axis.
24. In the English translation of Indo-Tibetica I, the measurement of the widest
extent of the shoulder part of the vase is wrongly translated as "twentyone
quarters", p. 130.
25. Translated it as ' iumbrella''which may lead to misinformation,op. cit..p. 130.
26. Translated as "To perform the consecration of the interior", for the Tibetan
version of ' Nang khong sanggi dbang btang na ', which is nowhere near the
exact content of the Tibetan meaning, op. cit., p. 130.
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The basis of the Lotus Supporting-umbrella is one and a half small unit,
while the width of its upper part is two small units each from the right
and left of the axis. The width of the first (bottom) wheel (intermediate
space between the two-thirds part) is two and a half small unit each at
the right and left, totalling five. The width of the first umbrella is two
small units and two-thirds part of a small unit on each side, five small
units and one-third part of a small unit in total. The thirteenth (topmost)
wheel is a half plus an eighth part of a small unit at both the right and
left, one and a quarter part of a small unit straight, and three small units
and three-fourths part of a small unit in circumference. Between these
two wheels [i.e. the bottom and the topmost] the eleven intermediary
wheels should gradually shorten [their width]. These proportions can
be determined by drawing a line with the help of a measuring tap from
the top extremity of the thirteenth wheel down to the bottom ends of
the first wheel. The topmost umbrella is two-thirds part of a small unit
at both the right and left of the axis. The measurement of the remaining
umbrellas can be determined by drawing a line, while holding a cord
or measuring tap from the top of the thirteenth umbrella down to the
bottom of the first umbrella.
The base of the "Formula of Compassion" is equal in width to the
thirteenth wheel, and its height slightly flares outwardly from its smooth
base upward, and above that is the sixteen plaits of coil one small unit
on each side from the axis. The width of the umbrella2' is one and a half
small units plus three-eighths part of a small unit at both the right and
left of the central axis. The base of the umbrella cover is one and a half
small units plus a quarter part of a small unit on both the right and left
of the axis, while the width of [its]upper part, to the right and left of the
axis, is two small units. The zs ei tsllags is two and a half small units
in height and the width is three small units at both the right and left of
the axis, and [its] top [should be made1 equal to the ~ m b r e l l a .The
~*
moon's two points are stretched out by two small units on each side
from the axis, while the width as well as the height of its base are equal
27. It has been lnisinterpreteci as "The width of the point of union of the sixteen
foldings", op. cit., p. 131.
28. Interpreted as "equal to the top umbrella", instead of "equal to the
umbrella", op. cit., p. 131.
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having one small unit each. The disc of the sun has a radius of one small
unit in measurement. The width o f the spherical pinnacle is half a small
unit each at both the right and left sides.
Many pointed rods of iron have to be inserted on the corners of the
sun, the moon and o n the spherical pinnacle to guard against birds.
Colour of the Smpa

[The colour of the various structural components of the stupa are as
follows:l The spherical pinnacle is yellow, the sun is red, the moon and
the cover of the umbrella are white, and the umbrella is blue. It is said
that o n the four directions of the umbrella the symbols of the four divine
races are to be drawn. The plaits of the compassion is red, while the
"Formula of Compassion" itself and the male-wheels are yellow, and
e ~ ~red. The stupa is white, the
the female wheels and the a x l e - ~ o l are
"Supporting-umbrella1'30
is blue, the base of ten-virtues is yellow, and
the foundation is green. The three staircases starting from down
upward are red, blue and yellow, respectively. The Lion Throne3' is
white, the cornice is blue, the small edge is red, and the big edge is
green in colour.
Proportion of the Lion Throne

Thereafter, the foundation is three small units in height. For the three
staircases one small unit each. The cornice and the small edge are one
small unit each, while the big edge is two small units.
In breadth, the basement or plinth is nineteen and a half small
units each on both the right and left sides. The first or bottom staircase
is seventeen and a half small units each at the right and left. The second
or middle staircase, on both the right and left sides, sixteen small units
each, and the third or topmost one carries on both the right and left side,
fourteen and a half small units each. The "main facade" is thirteen
small units each at the right and lefr. Starting froin down upward the
cornice, the small edge and the big edge, on both the right and left of
the axis, fourteen, fifteen and sixteen small units each, respectively.
29. Axle-pole and its colour is not given. op. cit., p. 132.
30. Interpreted only as "umbrella", op. cit., p. 132.
31. Instead, it has been misinterpreted as "the face of tlie lion". op. cit., 132.
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To be given a rough account, the hamikg is the face, the hannikabase is the neck, the vase is the body, the flight of four steps representing the lower part of the body in a cross-legged posture, and the area
above Dharma-wheels symbolise the protrusion of the head (uwisa).
However, an exact measurement does not occur. The base of tenvirtues and below that are not to be counted as the proportion of the
body.
The area at the distance of eight small units from the basis of vase
is an interior height of the portal (sgo khyim) and its interior extent is
two small units each on both the right and left of the axis. The
measurement of three and a half small units each on both the right and
left are the ending area of four small units, which should dilate
upwardly from its (vase) base. The area which is one small above this
has three small units each on both the right and left of the axis. At this
point of intersection, there forms a nook whose bending point is two
small units each at the right and left of the central axis.
One may understand the inner circle of portal (sgo khyim) by
measuring, for instance, three small units each at the right and left of the
axis where central axes are met. Behind that is the width of the scrollpattern (pa ta) which is encircled inwardly, the tip is wide and the basis
becomes thinner. Then, from here, it gradually increases and measures
as follows-four, six, eight, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, thirteen,
thirteen, twelve, eleven, and finally, the basis touches to the vase-base.
This is rough proportion of the width so that the measurement of the
width does not become unstraight. By this way one may understand the
measurement of the width of the scroll-patterns at the place where the
precious image resides.
Based on this, I (Desid) will explain the implied measurements of
the other seven stupas. The stiipa in which the flight of four steps are
not adorned with lotuses is the stupa "of Enlightenment".
In the stupa of "Multiple Auspicious Doors", the four sides of the
flight of four steps, the hamikg and the area from the cap to the
basement project out by one-third part of their own sizes. The number
of doors on the steps is one hundred eight, fiftysix and sixteen, and the
size of the doors should be made in accordance with the requirements.
The stupa of "Descent from Heaven", is the one where the flight
of four steps, the harmika and the area from the cap down to the
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basement are quadrangular or square projected by one-third pan of
their own sizes. [In addition], in the centre three ladders are arranged
which are placed just above the cap.
The stOpa where there is no ladder and rest of the parts are exactly
same as above, the stupa of "Miracle" or "Conquest of T~~.rh&as
(non-believers). ' '
The stupa of "Reconciliation", is like the stupa of "Heaped
Lotuses", mentioned earlier, but not adorned with lotuses and the four
corners of the flight of four steps cut off to form eight even sides (like
an octagon).
The stupa of ' 'Victory", is the one where the flight of four steps are
subsumed into a flight of three steps which are circular, as is the base
of ten-virtues .
The stupa of "~'lrv3na",is the one where there are no four steps,
but upon the base of ten-virtues, as a matter of beauty, the lower lotus
is of th<ee and a half small units and the upper lotuses, together with a
small edge is three small units. The waist-ornaments at the meeting
point of one and a half small unit in height and nine small units each at
the right and left of the axis.
At the four comers of these basement, four pillars should be
erected, each measuring two small units in width and four large units
in length. Upon the necks of the stone-lions facing outwards, flower
garlands should be hung from below the umbrella. The four staircases
should be erected at the four corners of the basement and should be
decorated with as many ornaments as available, such as bigger ones
like umbrella, victory-banner, flags, golden bells, string of small bells
etc. and smaller ones, such as ornaments made out of precious
materials and half hanging ornaments etc.
The proportion of the stupa described in the great commentary of
Vimala-Prabhii is hard to be understood by all. Many eminent scholars
like Dagnak (Brag nag) etc. based their work on the Buston's work,
expressed ideas different from each other. These days most people
emphasise the proportions established by Tulku Ngala zig and Tagtsang
Lotsawa, but other than looking attractive these are hard to prove with
reference to their sources.
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In the Taglo's system, the width of the hannikg-base is a small unit
in width and the thirteen Dharma-wheels are lower in height and
broader in breadth. The big edge is higher in height and shorter in
length. The small edge is even shorter than that [of the big edge]. The
base of ten-virtues and the steps are also shorter looking stiff. In the
Phreng kha pa's one, the thirteen Dharma-wheels are broader in
breadth and higher in height. From the base of ten-virtues to the three
steps are smaller in breadth and the basement, too, wide and slightly
contracted. Thus, by avoiding all these defects one should build the
stupa in accordance with this measurement.
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Jacila vii
Jayadeva 9-10
Je Lama Chagna Pema (rJebla ma
phyag na pad ma) 164
Jeta 15, 165
Jetavana 12-13, 15, 165
Jindan Nyomter, the stipa 162
Jnana 121

m d o bzungs) See karuna
sutradhhni
Four divine races 150
Four noble truths (ca~2ri-aqva
satya) 125, 165
Four pillars (catvara vaiiaradyani
stambhah) 125
Four steps 121-22, 134, 165, 171

Gandhaku[ixi, 5,7-8
Govindadeva shrine, Vrindavana
xiii
Great Miracles, the stupa of
Tathiigata 12,14-15,52,92,107,
112, 133,165, 171

Kagyur Testament 1, 4, 10, 48
'

. ~ r y aVajrapani-A bhisekaMaha-Tantra - 27; Mahayina
text 33;
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Givajrsdaka-n&-maha- tantrarija 37;
Tantric section 23-24; Vinaya
LIttaragrantha 7
kalacakra 166
Kalacakra anuttarayoga 163
Kalacakra tantra 161
kamiadiia yvikarana (Liyz~llung
bstan pa) xi
Kanakamuni, sti~paof viii
Kanika, the stupa of Tathigata 15,
133
Kanyakubja 13 .
Kapilvashl viii, 12-16, 164
Karunasutl-a dhirani (Formula of
Compassion) 65-66, 134, 14749, 166, 168-69
Khamsum D e w y Donme, the
stupa 162
Khri phang 132-33
Koliyas viii, 16
Kongtul xi
KoSala x, 17
Kriy5, stupa of 163
Kriyisalngrha (Bya ha bsdus pa)
xi, 17, 50
Kriyatantra 47
Ksatriya Ruluka 16
Ksatriya Krodtya see Koliyas
Kilbum cl~orten100
Kuniblla 2
Kuri7bha sand1112
KuSala p,rfllr~gjana(Virtuous Laymen, stupa of) 2-3

KuSinagara viii, 12-16, 133, 165

Las kyi lntha b i o d pa 'imdo 163
Licchavi viii, 14-16, 133
Lion Throne (SengKhrl) 41,85,94
Lobsang 71
Lotsaba Rinchen Zangpo 97
Lotus s h a p e d , t h e s t i ~ p a of
Tathigata 15, 133
Lotus Supporting umbrellas 10102, 147-48, 166-68
Lumbini 12-13, 52, 164
Luminous, the stupa of Tathigata
15,133
Magadha viii, 12, 14-16
Mahikarurii (great compassion)
121
Mahiparinibbina sutta vii
Mahiyina, stupa of 17, 163
Mahiiyiino-Vajriiyanic X
Makardllvaja 125
Malla 15-16
Mallas viii, 14-16, 133, 165
Mani serlno (Mani gsermo), the
stupa 84
Mantl~~ing
(Mani-wall) 88
Mirganga (Factors of the noble
path) 121
Mauryas viii
Maitreya (Ryams ngos), the stilpa
of Tathigata 13

Index
Mchod rten xi, xii, 160
Medak Chosjin, the stupa 162
Miniir-i-Cakri of Afghanistan xi
Miracles, the sfipa of Tathagata
SeeGreat Miracles, the stupa of
Tathagata
Mrgdiiva (in KaSi) 12
Multiple Auspicious Doors, the
stupa of Tathiigata 14-5,52,91,
110, 133,164, 170
Nagarjuna xi, 17, 163-4
Nagarjunakonda xii
Namgyal, Jamyang 75
Namgyal, Senge 75
Namkha 71
Naranjanii (river .near Vajriisana)
12-13
Nirmanakiya 160, 163
Nirviina, the stupa of Tathiigata 1215, 19, 50,61-63,74-75,93-94.
96, 165, 171
Offered by Devas, the stupa of
Tathiigata
See Descent from Heaven, the
Stupa of Tathagata
Padn~eSamdas, the stupa 162
Piivi viii, 12, 16
Phreng Kha pa 19-20,63,71, 172
Pipplivana viii
Prajiiakara 7-8
Prajri2paiamita hrdayasfitra 25

Prajriapara111ira sutra 25
Prasenajit 14-15, 133
Pratyekabuddha, stupa of 2-3, 7,
17,61, 132, 144, 163
Pujameghi-mantra 47
Piirva vedeha 162
Rain cloak 121, 125
Rijgrha (in Magadha) 12, 14-6,
164-5
Riimagrima viii, 12, 16
Raimivimala xii, 23, 25. 33
Raslinivimala-Dhirani47
Ravana (sgra s m s ) 16
Reconciliation, the stupa of
Tathagata 14-15. 52, 84-5. 88.
109, 112, 165, 171
Relics, the eight great stupas of 1517. 165
egveda vii
Rinchen Tseg, the stupa 162
Ritual of C~nsecration33. 47-48
Rnying ma bka ma 40
Sahajaviliisa 8-10.15-16,40-41.63.
66
Sak~dagamin.stupa of xi. 2, 61,
144
Sakyamuni viii, 164
sakyapa tradition 31
Siiky-asviii
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Sanchi vii, ix, xii
SankaSya (SamkaSya) 12-15, 165
~ a n t i ~ a r b 9-10
ha
~ a r i ~ u tx,
r a1-3, 143 '
Sarnath ix, xii
Sarvamandala-samhya vidhinamg uhya -tantra (dkyil 'khor
thams-cad kyi spyi'i choga
gsang ba i' rgyud) 27-8, 37-8
~ a t a ~ a t-~rahmana
ha
vii
Sattattvakya vasthana 161
Sharnaser 14
Shey Thang 103-07, 110, 112
Skambha xi
Skar rtsis kyi dri len 164
Smfiijrignakirti 16 1
Smrtyupasthana 121
Snga ' gyurbka ' ma 25
Sbdasa-iunyata(sixteen doors) 165
Spituk 73, 76, 108-09
~ e v a k a sstupa
,
of xi, 17: 61, 163
~riivastiX, 12-15, 133, 165
Sri-Vajradakanjma-maha-tantraraja 26, 37
~rotjpanna,stupa of xi, 2,61, 144
Stages of construction of stupas
132
Staircases, the (Catvari arakgyani
sopiinl? 125
Stok 76, 78
~uddhodana14-5, 133,164
Sugata (Bdegshegs), the stupa 13
~uncata14

Supratistha -tantra samgraha 48
Sutrasama 25
Tagtsang Lotsawa 20
Tangyur Testament l l , 4 8 ;
Kriyasamgraha (Bya ba bsdus
pa) 17;
Mahayana text 33; tantric section 8-10; Vajravali-namamandala vidhi (dkyil 'Khorgyi
cho ga rdo j e phreny ba zhes
bya ba) 26
Tathagata, eight great stupas of 2,
7, 12-17, 49, 144
Tathagata's Dharrnakaya 10, 125
Taxila ix
Tharlek Yungdrung Tok, the stupa
162
Therviida Buddhism xi
Thirteen wheels 70, 121, (breakUP) 123-4, 134-5, 147-9,
(dimension) 172
Three guardians, stupa of 89
Three kayas - Dharamakaya,
Nirmina kiya Sambh ogakaya
160
Thugje Tulpa, the stiipa 162
Thugs kyi rten (the receptacle of
thought) 160
Thugs j e mdo bz~lngs(Formu1aof
Compassion) 65-6, 134, 147-9,
166, 168-69
Ti ka tsa shi 15, 133
Tiktse 105, 111, 114
L

Index
Tiktse Monastery 75-76, 84-5, 88,
93, 103

Tilakibhiiaktantra (Thigle dbang
gi r - d )162
Trikulanatha-stupa (rigs gsum
mgon po 'iMchod rten)
See three guardians, s a p a of
Tsha tsha 20,41-2, 81, 100, 131
Tshadge 15, 133
Tshang thig (Brahma-Lines) 39
Turning the Wheel of Law, the
stupa of Tathagata 12, 15, 133,
164

Uttarakuru 162
Vaiiali vii, 12-16, 133, 165
Vaisdehiputra see AjitaSatru

Vajrivali nima -mandala-vidhi 26,
36,38
Vajravyuhatantra 160
Vajrayina xvi
Vanquishing eighteen lakhs of evil
forces, the stupa of Tathiigata
seeGreat Miracles, the stupa of
Tathagata
Varanasi 15
Vase 147, 161, 166
Vase-base 85-7, 122, 144, 161,
166-7
Venuvana 13-4
Vatthadvipa viii, 16

Vibhuti text 36
Victory, the stupa of Tathagata
14-5,61-2,87-9,W-1(Pls. xviiiXX) 106-7,165, 171
Vimala-Prabha 171

Vinaya Ksudraka Vastu (Dul ha
lung mam 'byed)xi, 16
Vinayapitaka 163
Vinaya Sutra 1,3,7
Vinayasutra tika text (dul ha mdo 'i
rgya cher 'grd pa) 7
Vinayasutm vFrtj text (dulba mdo 'i
r - a cher ' grd pa) 7
Vinaya Uttaragrantha text of
Kagyur Testament 7, 11
Vinayasutra vy;lkh,vgna 7
Vimalosnisa xii, xvi, 19-20, 33,
40-2, 44, 47, 63, 66, 144, 166
Visnudriva 12
ViSnudvipa( U y a b 'juggling) 16
Yasti (rod or post) ix, x (axlepole) 2
Ye dhanna . ... formula 106, PI.
m i - m i i i , 109-10
Yeshin Lhundrup, the stupa 162
Yodzer (table) 71
Yogatantrd 163
Za ra tshags(meta1ring) 65,84,95,
(PI n i x ) 101, 135, 149,168

